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Abstract

Low Power Digital CMOS Design

by
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Portable operation is becoming increasingly important for many of the most

exciting new electronic products. The strict limitation on power dissipation which this

imposes must be met by the designer while still meeting ever higher computational

requirements. A system level approach is presented to minimize power consumption

which involves optimizing technology, circuit and logic design, architectures, and

algorithms. An architecture driven voltage scaling strategy has been developed which

trades silicon area for lower power consumption without sacrificing system

performance. This strategy enables an order of magnitude reduction in power

consumption over current-day "low-voltage" 3.3V standards. Approaches to minimize

the switched capacitance are also developed which involve data coding and

representation, minimizing resource sharing, minimizing spurious transitions,

optimizing transistor sizes, activity based logic level shut down, aggressive predictive

shut down for programmable computation, dynamic range optimization, and the

utilization of algorithmic transformations. A CAD tool has been developed to

automatically find computational structures that have minimal power requirements to

implement a given function. The various techniques have been applied to the design of

a chipset for a portable multimedia terminal. Six chips provide protocol conversion,

synchronization, error correction, packetization, buffering, video decompression, and

D/A conversion at a total power consumption of less than 5 mW, while operating from a

1.1V supply.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

With much of research efforts of the past ten years directed toward increasing the speed of digital

systems, present-daytechnologies possess computing capabilitieswhich make possible powerful

personal workstations, sophisticated computer graphics, and multi-media capabilities such as real

time speech recognition and real-time video. High-speed computation has thus become the

expected norm from the average user, instead of being the province of the few with access to a

powerful mainframe. Likewise, another significant change in the attitude of users is the desire to

have access to this computation at any location, without the need to be physically tethered to a

wired network. A major factor in the weight and size of portabledevices is the amount of batteries

which is directly impacted by the power dissipated by the electronic circuits.

Even when power is available in non-portable applications, the issue of low power design is

becoming critical. Up until now, this power consumption has not been ofgreat concern, since large

packages, cooling fins and fans have been capable of dissipating the generated heat. However, as

the density and size of the chips and systems continues to increase, the difficulty in providing

adequate cooling might either add significant cost to the system or provide a limit on the amount of



functionality that can be provided. Figure 1-1 shows a plot of the power consumption for various

micro-processors that have been reported at the International Solid-state Circuits Conference

(ISSCC) for the last 20 years. The obsession of increasing the clock rate has resulted in single chip

power levels in excess of 30W.
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Figure 1-1 : Power consumption of micro-processors reported at ISSCC over the last
20 years [Rabaey94].

In addition to heat removal, there are also economic/environmental incentives for low-power

general purpose computation. Studies have shown that personal computers in U.S.A waste $2

billion dollars ofelectricity, indirectly produce as muchC02 as 5 millioncars, and account for 5%

of commercial electricity consumption (10% by the year 2000) [Nadel93]. These compelling

economic and environmental reasons alone have resulted in the concept of "green computers".

Although the traditional mainstay of portabledigital applications has been in low-power, low-

throughput uses such as wristwatches and pocket calculators, there are an ever-increasingnumber

of portable applications requiring low-power and high-throughput. Forexample, notebook and

laptop computers, representing the fastest growing segment of the computer industry, are



demanding the same computation capabilities as found in desktop machines. Equally demanding

are developments in personal communications services (PCS), such as the current generation of

digital cellular telephony networks which employ complex speech compression algorithms and

sophisticated radio modems in a pocket sized device. Even more dramatic are the proposed PCS

applications, with universal, portable multimedia access supporting full-motion digital video and

control via speech recognition. In these applications, not only will voice be transmitted via

wireless links, but data and video as well. Indeed, it is apparent that portability can no longer be

associated with low-throughput; instead, vastly increased capabilities, actually in excess of that

demanded of fixed workstations, must be placed in a low-power, portable environment.

In spite of these concerns, until recently, there has not been a major focus on a design methodology

of digital circuits which directly addresses power reduction, with the focus rather on ever faster

clock rates and logic speeds. The approach which will be presented here, takes another viewpoint,

in which all possible aspects of a system design are investigated with the goal of reducing the

power consumption. These considerations range from the technology being used for the

implementation, the circuit and logic topologies, the digital architectures and even the algorithms

being implemented. What is assumed is that the application, which is desired to be implemented

with low power is known, and trade-offs can be made as long as the functionality required of this

application is met within a given time constraint.

Maintaining a given level of computation or throughput is a common concept in signal processing

and other dedicated applications, in which there is no advantage in performing the computation

faster than some given rate, since the processor will simply have to wait until further processing is

required. This is in contrast to general purpose computing, where the goal is often to provide the

fastest possible computation without bound. One of the most important ramifications of only

maintaining throughput is that it enables an architecture driven voltage scaling strategy, in which

aggressive voltage reduction is used to reduce power, and the resulting reduction in logic speed is

compensated through parallel architectures to maintain throughput. However, the techniques



presented are also applicable to the general purpose environment, if the figure of merit is the

amount of processing per unit of power dissipation (e.g. MlPS/Watt). Since in this case the

efficiency in implementing the computation is considered and voltage scaling decreases the energy

expended per evaluation.

The optimization to minimize area, has only been secondary to the fixation on increasing circuit

speed and again this should be examined with respect to its effect on power consumption. Some of

the techniques that will be presented will come at the expense of increased silicon area and thus

the cost of the implementation will be increased. The desirability of this trade-off can only be

determined with respect to a given market situation, but in many cases a moderate increase in area

can have substantial impact on the power requirements. It is clear that if power reduction is more

important than increasing circuit clock rate, that the area consumed by large clock buffers, power

distribution busses and predictive circuit architectures would be better spent to reduce the power

dissipation.

1.1 Overview of Thesis

1.1.1 Low-power Design Methodologies [Chapters 2,3, and 4]

Chapter 2 reviews the sources of power consumption in CMOS circuits. Four components of

power consumption will be described: switching power, short-circuit power, leakage power and

static power. For a properly designed CMOS circuit, it is usually the switching component of

power which dominates, contributing to more than 90% of the total power. The concept of

switching activity (the number of capacitive transitions per clock cycle) will be introduced and the

various factors affecting switching activity will be described. The effect of voltage scaling on the

circuit performance will be described. This chapter will provide the fundamentals of power

consumption in CMOS circuits and will providethe background to understand the various power

minimization techniques presented in Chapters 3 and 4.



Approaches to Power Supply Voltage Scaling

It is evident that methodologies for the design of high-throughput, low-power digital systems are

needed. Since power is proportional to the square of the supply voltage, it is clearthat lowering the

power supply voltage, Vdd, is the key to power reduction. Lowering Vdd however comes at the

cost of increased circuit delays and therefore lower functional throughput. Chapter 3 will present

various approaches to scaling the power supply voltage without loss in throughput.

Fortunately, there are clear technological trends that give us a new degree of freedom, so that it is

possible to satisfy contradictory requirements of low-power and high throughput. Scaling of

device feature sizes, along with the development of high density, low-parasitic packaging, such as

multi-chip modules, will alleviate the overriding concern with the numbers of transistors being

used. When MOS technology has scaled to 0.2^im minimum feature size it will be possible to

place from 1-I0xl09 transistors in an area of 8" by 10" if ahigh-density packaging technology is

used. The question then becomes how can this increased capability be used to meet a goal of low

power operation. Previous analyses on the question of how to best utilize increased transistor

density at the chip level, concluded that for high-performance microprocessors the best use is to

provide increasing amounts of on-chip memory [Patterson80]. It will be shown here that for

computationally intensive functions that the best use is to provide additional circuitry to parallelize

the computation - our architecture driven voltage scaling strategy.

Another important consideration, particularly in portable applications, is that many computation

tasks are likely to be real-time; the radio modem, speech and video compression, and speech

recognition all require computation that is always at near-peak rates. Conventional schemes for

conserving power in laptops, which are generally based on power-down schemes, are not

appropriate for these continually active computations. On the other hand, there is a degree of

freedom in design that is available in implementing these functions, in that once the real-time

requirements of these applications are met, there is no advantage in increasing the computational



throughput. This fact, along with the availability of increasing numbers of transistors in scaled

technology, allows a strategy to be developed for architecture design, which if it can be followed,

will be shown to provide significant power savings.

Figure 1-2 shows an overview of various approaches to power supply voltage scaling which

range from optimizing the technology and circuits used to the architectures and algorithms. The

various techniques currently used to scale the supply voltage will be reviewed which include

optimizing the technology and the device reliability. These techniques dictate a limited amount of

voltage scaling, typically going from 5V down to 3V. Our architecture driven voltage scaling

strategy will be presented which trades area for lower power and allows for voltage scaling down

to IV without loss in system performance. Combining architecture optimization with threshold

voltage reduction can result in scaling of the supply voltage to the sub-IV range. The key to

architecture driven voltage scaling is the exploitation of concurrency. For this, algorithmic

transformations will be used. Chapter 3 will also describe the various support circuitry required for

low voltage operation, which includes high-efficiency DC/DC converters and level converting.

Feature Size Scaling, LDD Structures
Threshold Voltage Reduction

Transistor Sizing, Fast Logic Structures

Parallelism and Pipelining

Transformations to exploit concurrency

Figure 1-2 : A system level approach to supply voltage scaling.



Minimizing Switched Capacitance

Since CMOS circuits do not dissipate power if they are not switching, a major focus of low power

design is to reduce the switching activity to the minimal level required to perform the

computation. This can range from simply powering down thecomplete circuit orportions of it, to

more sophisticated schemes in which the clocks are gated or optimized circuit architectures are

used which minimize the number of transitions. An important attribute which can be used in

circuit and architectural optimization, is the correlation which can exist between values of a

temporal sequence of data, since switching should decrease if the data is slowly changing (highly

positively correlated). An example of the difference in the number of transitions which can be

obtained for a highly correlated data stream (human speech) versus random data is shown in

Figure 1-3 - the transition activity for a few registers in an FIR filter design. For an architecture

which does not destroy the data correlation, the speech data switches 80% less capacitance than

the random input. In addition, the sequencing of operations can result in large variations of the

switching activity due to these temporal correlations.
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Figure 1-3 :Dependence of activity on statistics: correlated vs. random input.



Figure 1-4 shows an overview of the techniques described in Chapter 4 for reducing the effective

switched capacitance. The knowledge about signal statistics can be exploited to reduce the number

of transitions. Various techniques are described which once again span all levels of the system

design ranging from the technology and circuits used to the architectures and algorithms. At the

technology level, packaging and SOI can be used to minimize the physical capacitance. Logic

minimization and logic level power down is a key technique to keeping the transition activity to a

minimum. Data dependent power down will be introduced which is a dynamic technique to reduce

switched capacitance. At the architecture level, the trade-offs between time-multiplexed vs.

parallel architectures, sign-magnitude vs. two's complement datapaths, ordering of operations, etc.

will be studied for their influence on the switched capacitance. At the algorithmic level, the

computational complexity (minimizing the number of operations) and data representation will be

optimized for minimizing the switched capacitance.

Power Down, System Partitioning

Complexity, Concurrency, Locality,
Regularity, Data representation

Concurrency, Instruction set selection,
Signal correlations, Data representation

Transistor Sizing, Logic optimization,
Power down

Advanced packaging, SOI

Figure 1-4 : A system level approach to minimizing the switched capacitance.



1.1.2 CAD Tools for Low-power Design [Chapter 5]

The focus of Chapter 5 is on automatically finding computational structures that result in the

lowest power consumption for DSP applicationsthat have a specific throughput constraint given a

high-level algorithmic specification. The basic approach is to scan the design space utilizing

various algorithmic flowgraph transformations, high-level power estimation, and efficient

heuristic/probabilistic search mechanisms. While algorithmic transformations have been

successfully applied in high-level synthesis with the goal of optimizing speed and/or area, they

have not addressed the problem of minimizing power.

There are two approaches taken to explore the algorithmic design space to minimize power

consumption. First, is the exploitation of concurrency which enables circuits to operate at the

lowest possible voltage without loss in functional throughput. Second, computational structures

are used that minimize the effective capacitance that is switched at a fixed voltage: through

reductions in the number of operations, the interconnect capacitance, the glitching activity, and

internal bit widths and using operations that require less energy per computation.

1.1.3 System Design Example: A Portable Multimedia Terminal
[Chapters 6 and 7]

Future terminals will allow users to have untethered access to multimedia information servers that

are interconnected through high bandwidth network backbones. Chapters 6 and 7 describe a low-

power chipset for such a terminal, which is designed to transmit audio and pen input from the user

to the network on a wireless uplink and will receive audio, text/graphics and compressed video

from the backbone on the down link. The portability requirement resulted in the primary design

focus to be on power reduction. Six chips provide the interface between a high speed digital radio

modem and a commercial speech codec, pen input circuitry, and LCD panels for text/graphics and

full-motion video display. This chipset demonstrates the various low-power techniques that are

developed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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A system approach to power reduction will be described which involves optimizing the physical

design, the circuitry, the logic design, the architectures and system partitioning. This includes

minimizing the number ofoperations at the algorithmic level, using the architecturedriven voltage

scaling strategy described in Chapter 3 to operate at supply voltages as low as 1.1V, using gated

clocks to minimize the effective clock load and the switched capacitance in logic circuits,

optimizing circuits to minimize the voltage swings and switched capacitance, using self-timed

memory circuits to eliminate glitching on the data busses, utilizing a low-power cell-library that

features minimum sized devices, optimized layout, and single-phase clocking, and using an

activity driven place and route. The chips provide protocol conversion, synchronization, error

correction, packetization, buffering, video decompression, and D/A conversion at a total power

consumption of less than 5 mW - orders of magnitude lower than existing commercial solutions.

1.1.4 Energy Efficient Programmable Computation [Chapter 8]

Chapter 8 describes approaches for energy efficient programmable computation. Two key

architectural approaches for energy efficient programmable computation are described: predictive

shutdown and concurrency driven supply voltage reduction. Many computations are "event-

driven" in naturewith intermittent computation activity triggered by external events and separated

by periods of inactivity - examples include X server, communication interfaces etc. An obvious

way to reduce average power consumption in such computations would be to shut the system

down during periods of inactivity. Shutting the system down - which would make power

consumption zero or negligible - can be accomplished either by shutting off the clock (f=0) or in

certain casesby shuttingoff the powersupply (Vdd =0). However the shutdown mechanism hasto

be such that there is no or little degradation in speed - both latency and throughput are usually

important in event-driven computations. There are two main problems in shutdown that are

addressed- how to shutdown, and when to shutdown. An aggressive shut down strategy basedon a

predictivetechnique will be presented which can reduce the power consumption by a large factor

compared to the straightforward conventional schemes where the power down decision in based
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solely on a predeterminedidle time threshold.

Not all computation implemented as software is "event-driven" in nature - data-flow functions

such as DSP are "continuous" in nature. Obviously, shutdown is not aneffective mechanism for

these systems. An alternative strategy is to operate at the lowest possible supply voltage, which,

unfortunately, comes atthe expenseof reduced circuit speed. However, if only throughput and not

latency is the metricof speed - asis true formany"continuous" applications such asspeechcoding

- the reduction in circuit speed can be compensated for by architectural techniques like pipelining

and parallelism. Compiler techniques for effective parallelizationand pipelining play an important

role in the success of this strategy to energy efficiency.



CHAPTER 2

Power Consumption in

CMOS Circuits

In order to minimize the power consumption of a design, the various power components and their

relative importance with respect to the overall power consumption must be examined. The two

important types of power consumption relevant to circuit design are peak power consumption and

average power consumption. Peak power affects both the circuit lifetime and performance.

Excessive instantaneous current drawn from the power supply results in large voltage drops across

power/ground lines due to the resistance of power wires and results in large instantaneous power

dissipation. Voltage drops in the power supply voltage result in power supply glitches which in

turn cause erroneous evaluation of logic circuits and results in soft errors. Large instantaneous

power dissipation causes overheating of the devices which ultimately causes degradation in circuit

performance.

The design of portable devices certainly requires consideration of the peak powerconsumption for

reliability and proper circuit operation, but a much more important consideration is the time

averaged power consumption which is directly proportional to the battery weight required to

operate circuits for a given amount of time. In fact, the approaches which will be presented to

12
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minimize the average power consumption will also reduce the peak power consumption and

improve reliability.

There are four sourcesof power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits which aresummarized in the

following equation:

"avg = "switching +"short-circuit +"leakage + "static =
a o->i cL • v VddVcik + isc • vdd + Wage • vdd +W vdd (EQ D

The first term representsthe switching component of power, where Cl is the loading capacitance,

/clk is the clock frequency and a 0.>i is the probability that a powerconsumingtransition occurs

(the activity factor). In most cases, the voltage swing, V, is the same as the supply voltage, Vdd;

however, some logic circuits, such as in single-transistor pass-transistor implementations, the

voltage swing on some internal nodes may be slightly less. The second term is due to the direct-

path short circuit current, Isc, which arises when both the NMOS and PMOS transistors are

simultaneously active, conducting current directly from supply to ground. The third term is due to

the leakage current, linkage* which can arise from substrate injection and sub-threshold effects, is

primarily determined by fabrication technology considerations. Finally, static currents, Istatic» a"se

from circuits that have a constant source of current between the power supplies (such as bias

circuitry, pseudo-NMOS logic families, etc.). The four components of power consumption are

described in detail below.

2.1 Switching Component of Power

The switching component of power arises when energy is drawn from the power supply to

charge parasitic capacitors (made up of gate, diffusion, and interconnect). Every parasitic

capacitor in a circuit does not consume switching power every single clock cycle, but rather

typically at a lower rate called the switching activity. The components of switching activity are

described in this section and opportunities for power reduction are explored.
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2.1.1 Computation of Switching Energy Per Transition

The energy drawn from the supply for each power consuming transition is derived for various

types of circuits implemented in CMOS technology.

Conventional CMOS Circuits with Rail-to-Rail Swing

The switching or dynamic component of power consumption arises when the output of a CMOS

circuit is charged through the power supply or is discharged to ground. The switching component

of energy drawn from the power supply for a 0 ->Vdd transition at the output of a CMOS gate is

given byCl Vdd2, where Cl is the physical load capacitance at the output node and Vdd is the

supply voltage. Figure 2-6 shows an equivalent circuit model for computing the switching

component of power. The switching componentof energy is relatively independentof the function

being performed (i.e the interconnection network of the NMOS and PMOS transistors) and the

slope or rise times for the input signals of the CMOS gate (i.e. the short-circuit currents are

ignored) and is only dependent on the output load capacitance and the power supply voltage.

Vdd

*~~ E:=cLvJ

PMOS

NETWORK

1

Ai—|

*

; >dd

\

£ —-> /
. • voul Jl r*Am >

NMOS

NETWORK
T

Figure 2-1: Circuit model for computing the dynamic power of a CMOS gate.

To compute the average energy consumed per switching event for the generic CMOS gate shown

in Figure 2-6, consider any input transition which causes a 0->Vddtransition at the output of the
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CMOS gate. For this particulartransition (ignoring short-circuit currents) the instantaneous power

and energy drawn can be computed as follows:

/>(/) =^ =/ •V.. (EQ2)
dt supply dd

where i5uppiy is the instantaneous current being drawn from thesupply voltage Vdd. Therefore, the

average energy drawn from the power supply is given by:

T T T Vdd

Eav =jp{t)dt =J§dt =VddlisupplyO)dt =Vdd J CLdV =CL.VJ
0 0 0 0

From Equation 3, it is clear that the energy drawn from the power supply for a 0->Vdd transition at

the output is CL Vdd2 regardless of the function being performed bythe CMOS gate. For this

transition, the energy stored in the output load capacitor is given by:

T T Vdd

E,n = [p (t)dt=[v / (t)dt = \ C.V dV=\c*V.} <EQ4>cap ycapK ' J cap capK ' J L cap 2 L dd
0 0 0

Therefore, half of the energy drawn from the power supply is stored in the output capacitor and

half of the energy is dissipated in the PMOS network. For the Vdd -> 0 transition at the output, no

charge is drawn from the supply and the energy stored in the capacitor (1/2 CiVdd2) is dissipated

in the pull-down NMOS network.

Circuits Employing Voltage Clamping

The energy drawn from the power supply per switching event for a standardCMOS gate which has

rail to railoutput swing was calculatedin Equation 3. This equation requires slight modification to

account for logic that does not have railto rail swing. This situation is typical for circuit topologies

that use single transistor NMOS pass gates which do not have rail to rail swing. Figure 2-2 shows

one example in which an NMOS transistor is used to charge an output load capacitor. For this



transition, the output rises only to Vdd -Vt, ratherthan all the way to the rail voltage.

Vdd -/

dd"vt

Figure 2-2 : Switching power for reduced swing logic.

The energy drawn from the supply for a 0 ->Vdd-Vt transition at the output is given by:

(Vdd-Vt)

Eav - Jf* " Vdd\lsupply^dt "^ J CLdl/ =CLmVddm[Vdd'Vt)
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(EQ5)

0 0 0

Dynamic Charge Sharing Circuits

Dynamic logic circuits suffer from charge sharing problems which result in extra parasitic

switching power. For N-tree dynamic logic (with PMOS precharge transistor), the precharge

operation forces the output to Vdd. During the evaluation operation, depending on the number of

NMOS switches turn on, the output voltage is reduced to

v - °L *y (EQ6)
out Cr +C. dd

L int

where C^ the sum of the internal node capacitances andCl is the output loadcapacitance. Figure

2-3 shows a simple NAND gate example. Here input A goes high during the evaluate period while

node B remainsLOW. Therefore, the charge on Cl is redistributed between Cl and C^ during the

evaluate period.

Therefore, during the next precharge period, the output has to be precharged back to Vdd.

Therefore, the power consumed for this operation is obtained similar to the analysis of the

previous section and is given by:



Vou,-CL'Vd<l'^-CL'Vdd'
V _ — V

dd Ct+C. dd
V L 1/1/

= C .^. int

L dd C +C
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(EQ7)

This is significantif the internal node capacitance is comparable to the load capacitance. Charge

sharing is a very important consideration for evaluating both functionality and power

consumption. If the output dropsmore thanthe threshold voltage of the PFETtransistor of the next

stage(for a NORA implementation), this can result in incorrect evaluation. The effect is less for

Dominologic gates since properly designed inverter gates following the logic preventpropagation

of low logic levels.

Vdd

Vdd

B = LOW

CLOCK

Vjnt Jj

T

Vou, V

T

Figure 2-3 : Charge sharing in dynamic circuitsresult in "extra" switching power.

Adiabatic Circuits

In the conventional CMOS circuits described earlier, the output load capacitance is charged to the

power supply voltage through MOSFET switches which have a certain ON resistance. If the load

has physical capacitance CL, then a charge of CLVdd passes through the resistance. The voltage

drop across the resistance varies from Vdd initially to a final value of zero. Therefore, the energy

dissipated in the resistance for the 0 to 1transition at the output is QV = Cl Vdd Vdd/2, where V is

the average voltage drop across the resistance. Adiabatic switching circuits reduce the dissipation
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in the resistances by reducing the average voltage drop, V (the charge that has to be transferred

from the supply is set by the output capacitance and the voltage). Figure 2-4 shows such a circuit,

which is a stepwise driver for a capacitance CL [Svensson94].
I

Vn-11"^

v2 JT

1

v.^T1

* i-
Figure 2-4: Stepwise driver for a capacitive load Cl-

Here a bank of N voltage supplies with evenly distributed voltage is used: Vj = (i/N)Vdd. To charge

the load, V! through VN are connected to the load in succession (by closing switch 1, opening

switch 1, closing switch 2, etc.). To discharge the load, VN_j through Vj are switched and then

switch 0 is closed, shorting the output to ground. For each step, the dissipation is equal to the

charge transferred and the average voltage drop across the switch resistance:

1 2

E =Q.V =C,.^.^=?#Cl# ddstep * avg L N IN N2

(EQ8)

To charge the output all the way to the supply voltage Vdd, N steps are required and the total

energy dissipated is:

E:total -"•
l^Cr^V1.. E . .
2 L aa conventional

N
N

(EQ9)

This simple analysis suggests that by using adiabatic switching as opposed to conventional
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CMOS, the energy per cycle can be reduced by a factor of N.

2.1.2 Definition of Switching Activity Factor, a

The energy drawn for each 0 -> Vdd transition at the output of the CMOS gate is CLVdd2.

However, a logic gate will typically not make a 0->Vdd transition every single clock cycle.

Therefore, estimating the power consumption for aCMOS gate as CLVdd2/(where/is the rate at

which the inputs to the gate arrive) can be very inaccurate and the equation has to be modified to

include a node transition probability.

Let/= 1/T be the rate at which the primary inputs A! through Am arrive (or the clock rate for the

system) for the CMOS gate shown in Figure 2-6. Consider N clock periods and let n(N) be the

number of 0 -> Vdd output transitions in the time interval [0,N). The average switching power

consumption of the CMOS gate for this interval is given by:

rN UL vdd N Jclk

Since average power consumption corresponds to the average number of switching transitions for

an extended period of time, the average power is given by:

P = lim P =C,.V 2. Urn ^•/„ (EQ11)avg yv^oo N L dd ^^ n Jclk

The limit term in the above equation is the expected value of the average number of transitions per

clock cycle. That is,

E\im\ = lim ^
L N J #->«> N

where E[] denotes the expected value operator. The average power can then be expressed as
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Pavg =E[PN] =CL.VJ.EL N ] fclk
(EQ 13)

the expected number of power consuming transition per clock cycle will be referred to as the node

transition activity factor, a.

a
0-> 1 N J=4

(EQ 14)

The average switching component of power for a CMOS gate with an output load capacitance CL

is therefore given by:

Switching = a0->l CLVdd /elk (EQ 15)

where/clk is the clock frequency (the rate at which the registers between logic are clocked) and a

is the node transition activity or the fraction of the time the node makes a power consuming

transition (i.e a 0 -> 1 transition) inside the clock period.

The assertion made in the previous section and in Equation 15 stating that the switching energy

only depends on the output load capacitor and is independent of the logic function is true under die

assumption that the output load capacitor is the dominant capacitance. Depending on the input

transition pattern, however the internal nodes of a CMOS gate, which have diffusion capacitance

to the substrate, can be making power consuming transitions even if the output does not transition.

Therefore, the effective switching power consumption must also include the transition activity for

the internal nodes that make a 0->l transition drawing charge from the power supply. Figure 2-5

illustrates the extra transition activity for a CMOS gate due to internal node transitions.



amount xd (as seen in Figure 2-7), the lateral diffusion.
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(a) Top View.
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Figure 2-7 : Overlap capacitance for a MOS device.

Since Ml and M2 are either in cut-off or in the saturation region (in steady state), it is reasonable

to assume that the only contributions to this capacitance are the overlap capacitances of both Ml

and M2. This is a consequence of the observation that in those operation modes the gate

capacitance is either completely between gate and bulk (cut-off) or gate and source (saturation). In

the lumped capacitor model, the gate-drain capacitor is replaced by a capacitor to ground whose

contribution is counted twice, due to the Miller Effect: the effective voltage change over the gate-

drain capacitor during a low-high or high-low transition is actually twice the output voltage swing,

as the terminals of the capacitor are moving in opposite directions. Since xd is a technology

parameter the gate to drain capacitance is given by Cgd = 2 Cgdo W(where CGD0 is the overlap

capacitance per unit width).

Drain/Source Junction Capacitances, Cdbi and Cdb2: There are two components to the drain/

source junction capacitance - bottom plate junction capacitance and the side-wall junction

capacitance. Figure 2-8 shows the cross section of a MOS device which illustrates the two

components. The bottom plate capacitance is the reverse biased pn-junction formed between the

drain and the lightly doped substrate. Such a capacitor is, unfortunately, quite non-linear and

depends heavily on the applied voltage. In the lumped model, the non-linear capacitor is replaced
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by a linear one, that has the same change in charge as the non-linear one for the voltage range of

interest. A multiplication factor K,^ is introduced to relate the linearized capacitor to the value of

the junction capacitance under zero bias conditions, Carea = Keq Cj0 where Cj0 is the junction

capacitance per unit area under zero bias condition. The capacitance is given by Cbottom.pjate =

CareaWLs where Carea is the equivalent capacitance per unit area. The sidewall capacitance is

formed between the source region and the heavily doped stopper implant with level NA+. The

sidewall capacitance per unit area will be larger due to the higher doping levels and the side-wall

capacitance is given by, Csw= Cjsw(W + 2LS), where Cjsw is the side wall capacitance per unit

length (Xj is a fixed value for a given technology).
Stopper Implant

— N,

Channel

Figure 2-8 : Junction capacitance for a MOS device.

The total junction capacitance is given by:

Cjunction = Cbottom-plate +Csw = Carea WLS + Cjsw (W+2LS) (EQ 18)

Wiring Capacitance, Cw: Cw is the wiring capacitance to interconnect logic circuits. The

interconnect component in general is a function of the placement and routing, which for a chip

level design is affected by the number of modules and busses, locality of data communication, etc.

There are three main components to interconnect capacitance: area capacitance (parallel plate

capacitance component), fringing field component, and wire-wire capacitance [Bakoglu90].

The parallel plate capacitance component can be modeled as shown in Figure 2-9. The parallel

plate interconnect capacitance is given by:
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E - CintVdd

B

fout

'int

Figure 2-5 : Switching energy analysis must include internal node switching.

Here the input transitions are such that the output always remains in the low state. The internal

node Vint, however, makes power consuming transitions. Accounting for this, total power

dissipation in the circuit can be given by:

total

rnumber of nodes \

I «.c.v.
[ I I

V 1=1 J
w

(EQ 16)

where the number of nodes is the sum of the internal nodes as well as the output nodes of each

gate, a is the probability that the node make a power consuming transition drawing energy from

the supply, and Vj is the voltage swing of node i which is charged up through the supply. For

example, in Figure 2-5, the internalnode discharges only to Vt and therefore the energy drawn for

the next transition will be Q„t (Vdd-Vt) Vdd.

For a given technology and gate topology, the product of power and propagation delay is generally

a constant. This product is called the power-delay-product (or PDP) and can be considered as a

quality measure for a switching device. Power-delay product can be interpreted as the amount of

energy expended in each switching event (or transition) and is thus particularly useful in
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comparing the power dissipation of various circuit styles. If it is assumed that only the switching

component of the power dissipation is important then it is given by:

Energy per transition = Ptotal / /clk = Effective vdd (EQ17)

whereQffective *s me effective capacitance being switched to perform a computation and is given

byQffective=aCL-

2.1.3 Components of Physical Load Capacitance

Figure 2-6 shows the various components of load capacitance for a CMOS inverter driving another

identical stage. For the sake of analysis, the various parasitic components (some linear and some

non-linear) are lumped into a single output load capacitance. The various components of the

physical capacitance are summarized as follows from [Rabaey95].

Vdd

in

\

Ydd
E =CLVj

rO

Vjdd Vc

7 •••'

out

r

1

Figure 2-6 : Circuit model for computing parasitic load capacitance of a CMOS gate.

Gate Capacitances, Cg3 and Cg4: The analysis is simplified here by assuming that the total gate

capacitance of the loading transistors (M3 and M4) is connected between Vout and GND. The

overlap and gate capacitances are lumped into a single component Cg = Cox WL.

Overlap Capacitance, Cgdl2: Ideally, the source and drain implants should end at the edge ofthe

gate oxide. However, in reality, the source and drain implants tend to extend below the oxide by an
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'insulator
• W*L

(EQ 19)

'parallel-plate /.
insulator

If Si02 is used as the insulatingmaterial then £ox = 3.9£q. Typically wires are routed over field

oxide which is much thicker than gate oxide hence resulting in a smaller capacitance per unit area.

Also, wires on higher layers (such as Metal 2 relative to Metal 1) will have a lower capacitance per

unit area.

Figure 2-9 : Parallel platecapacitance model of interconnect capacitance.

Clearly, from Equation 19,by increasing the dielectric thickness, the parallel-plate capacitance can

be reduced; however, this is not effective if the insulator thickness becomes comparable to the

interconnect width andthickness because of the effects of fringing fields [Schaper83]. As shown in

Figure 2-10, the capacitance of a single wire can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor with

width equal to W-H/2 (the H/2 term is to incorporate second order effects [Yuan82]) and a

cylindrical wire with a diameterequal to H. An empirical formula for interconnectcapacitance has

been derived per unit length as:

C. = e
int ox

W H

t It
ox ox

In

In

2/ r
ox

1 +
H

1+ 1+i
^

(EQ20)

ox J J)



(a) Fringing fields

H W-H/2
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/H?1~\ +
1 r w i

(b) Model of fringing field capacitance.

Figure 2-10 : Fringe field contribution to the total interconnect capacitance [Glasser85].

Figure 2-11 shows a plot of the interconnect capacitance which includes fringe effects as a

function of W/tox for two H/tox ratios [Schaper83]. As seen from this plot, the interconnect

capacitance stops decreasingwhen W «t^ « H and approaches an asymptotic value of lpF/cm.
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Figure 2-11: Interconnectcapacitance including fringing effect as a function
ofW/tox[Schaper83].

The third component of capacitance that is significant at small line widths is the capacitance

between neighboring lines. In order to keep the interconnect RC constant of the wires small, the

thickness of the wires have not scaled as fast as other dimensions. However, to increase packing

density, the distance between wireshave scaled. This increases the capacitance between the wires.
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Figure 2-12 shows the total capacitance,Cjqtal m& its tw0 sub-components - CqrounD' tne

capacitance to ground which is the parallel-plate and fringe combined, and Cx which is the wire-

to-wire capacitance [Schaper83]. The parallel-plate capacitance is also shown for reference. When

the wire width (W) is much larger than the insulator thickness(t^), wire capacitance to ground is

larger than the wire-to-wire capacitance. When W is smaller than H, the capacitance between the

wires dominate. The minimum is obtained when W/H=1.75.

a 3

5 2

1 1 1 '

1/tmFlELO OXIDE
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2 3

DESIGN RULE <Mm>

Figure 2-12 : Interconnect capacitance including wire-to-wirecapacitance [Schaper83].

Interconnect Capacitance Parameters for a 1.2(im CMOS Technology

Table 2-1 shows the areaand perimeter capacitances for different interconnect components of a

Mosis technology with the feature size X=0.6(which corresponds to a 1.2|im technology).

Table 2-1 : Area and perimeter capacitances for a 1.2|im CMOS technology.

Interconnect Capacitance
Component

Area Capacitance
AFA2

Fringing Capacitance
AFA

Metal 1 to Substrate 13 35

Metal 2 to Substrate 7 34

Poly to Substrate 23 30

Metal 1 toMetal2 24 54



Table 2-1 : Area and perimeter capacitances for a 1.2|im CMOS technology.

Interconnect Capacitance
Component

Area Capacitance
afa2

Fringing Capacitance
afa

Metal 1 to Poly 25 47

Metal2 to Poly 10 41
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Consider ametal 1wire whose length is 100A with the minimum size width of 3A, (the area is

300A,2and perimeter is 2* (100 +3) =206A,). Table 2-2 shows the capacitance for two different

technologies (ignoring any wire to wire capacitance). Also shown in this table is the percentage

contribution of perimeter capacitance to the total capacitance. As seen from this table, the fringe

component is a significant portion of the total capacitance.

Table 2-2 : Area and perimeter capacitances for Metal 1 wire of length 100Xby 3A, for
two different feature sizes.

Technology, X Area

Capacitance
Perimeter

Capacitance
Total

Capacitance
CP/(Cp + CA)

0.6 3.9fF 7.2fF ll.lfF 65%

0.5 2.4fF 4.5fF 6.9fF 65%

As described earlier the wire to wire capacitance can be quite significant and cannot be ignored.

For a l.2\ua CMOS process, the wire to wire capacitance has been determined experimentally

from test structures to be 30AF/X formetal 1and 38AF/A, formeta!2 [Kingsbury94].

Table 2-3 shows the break down between the various components of switched capacitance for

several cells from a low-power cell-library.Table 2-4 shows the breakdown of node capacitance

switched for datapaths implemented using two different implementation approaches (tiled

datapath and standard cells). This data was obtained from modifying a switch-level simulator

(IRSIM) to isolatepartsof the capacitance. As will be shown in the next chapter, the dataaboutthe

breakdown between the various physical capacitance components is critical to optimizing
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state is 1/4. From Table 2-5 and Equation 22, the ZERO to ONE outputtransition probability of a

2-input staticCMOS NOR gate is given by:

a
0-M

_N0.{2N-N0)_3.{22-3]
2N 2»2

_3_
16

(EQ 23)

The state transition diagram annotated with transition probabilities is shown in Figure 2-13. Note

that the output probabilities areno longer uniform.

3/4*1/4 = 3/16

3/4*3/4 = 9/16 1/4*1/4=1/16

1/4*3/4 = 3/16

Figure 2-13 : State transition diagram for a 2 input NOR gate.

Table 2-5 shows the truth table for another example gate, a 2-input static XOR gate.

A B Out

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

Table 2-6 : Truth Table of 2 input XOR gate.

The ZERO to ONE output transition probability of a 2-input static CMOS XOR gate is given by:

a
"A2"-"*) 2.{22-l) !

0->l

(EQ 24)

2N 2*2
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Figure 2-14 shows the transition activity factor for NAND, NOR and XOR gates as a function of

the number of inputs. For an XOR, the truth table output will have 50% 1's and 50% 0's and

therefore assuming a uniform input distribution, the output will always have a transition

probability of 1/4, independent of the number of inputs. For a NAND or NOR, the truth table will

have only one 1 for the output regardless of the number of inputs. Evaluating Equation 24,

a
0-»l

(*->).{*-{*-*)) (*"-•)
2N

4 5 6
Number of Inputs, N

2N

(EQ25)

Figure 2-14 :Transition activity for different gates as function of the numberof inputs.

Type of Logic Style

For a given function, the type of logic style (static CMOS, dynamic logic, dual rail self-timed

implementation) has a strong impact on the nodetransition activity. In the previous section the

transition activity for a static gate was shown to be P0 Pj = P0 (1-P0). For dynamic logic, the

output transition probability does not depend on the state (history) of the inputs but rather on the



transistorsizes for low-power.

Table 2-3 : Capacitance breakdown at the module level.
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MODULE GATE DIFFUSION INTERCONNECT

Adder (Ripple Carry) 30% 45% 25%

Adder (CSA) 37% 31% 32%

TSPC Counter 32% 26% 36%

LOG Shifter (8 bit shift by 4) 15% 42% 43%

Comparator 33% 38% 29%

Table 2-4 : Capacitance breakdown at the datapath level.

MODULE GATE DIFFUSION INTERCONNECT

Adder Chain

(7 adders)
38% 38% 24%

Wave Digital Filter 31% 29% 40%

Address Generator

(Standard Cell Block)
56% 24% 20%

Video NTSC Sync Genera
tor (Standard Cell Block)

45% 25% 30%

2.1.4 Influence of Logic Level Statistics and Circuit Topologies
on Switching Activity, a

There are two components to switching activity: a static component (which does not take into

account the timing behavior and is strictly a function of the topology of and the signal statistics)

and a dynamic component (which takes into account the timing behavior of the circuit). The

switching activity of a design is a complex function of several factors including: type of logic

function, logic style, circuit topology,data statistics and the sequencingof operations.

Type of logic function

The amount of transition activity is a strong function of the logic function (NOR vs. XOR vs.
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NAND etc.) being implemented. For a static logic design style, the static transition probability

(which is computed strictly based on the boolean function and is not a function of the timing skew)

assuming independent inputs is the probability that the output will be in the ZERO state in one

cycle multiplied by the probability thatthe output will be in the ONE state in the next clock cycle.

"o-n-Vi-V (•-'.)
(EQ21)

whereP0 is the probability that the output will be in the ZERO state and P] is the probability that

the output will be in the ONE state. Assuming that the inputs are independent and uniformly

distributed, any N-input static gate willhaveatransition probability thatcorresponds to:

a
No Ni v(2"-"o)

0->l
2 2

(EQ22)

2N

where N0 is the number of ZERO entries in the truth table for the output of the N-input function

and Nj is thenumber of ONEentries in thetruth table for theoutput of the N-input function.

To illustrate, consider a static 2-input NOR gatewhose truth table is shown in Table 2-5. Assume

that onlyoneinput transition is possible during aclock cycle and also assume that the inputs to the

NOR gate havea uniform input distribution of highand low levels.

A B Out

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 0

Table 2-5 : Truth Table of 2 input NOR gate.

This means that the four possible states for inputs A and B (00,01,10,11) are equally likely. For a

NOR gate, the probability thatthe output is in the ZERO state is i 3/4 and thatit will in the ONE
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just the signal probabilities. Foran N-tree structure (in which the P-network is replaced by a single

PMOS precharge transistor) dynamic gate, the output will make a 0 to 1 transition during the

precharge phaseonly if the output was discharged to by the N-tree logic duringthe evaluatephase.

The ZERO to ONE transition probability for an N-tree structure is therefore

a0^1 = P0
(EQ26)

where P0 is the probability that the output is in the ZERO state. Foruniformly distributed inputs,

this means that the transition probability is

N
0

a
0 -* 1 ~ N

2

where N0 is once again the number of ZERO entries in the truth table.

Vdd

CLOCK

CLOCK

(EQ27)

Ground Switch

Figure 2-15 : Static NOR vs. N-tree based dynamic NOR.

To illustrate the activity for a dynamic gate, once again consider a 2 input NOR gate. An N-tree

dynamic NOR gate is shown in Figure 2-15 along with the static counterpart. For the dynamic

implementation, power is consumed during the prechargeoperation for the times when the output

capacitor was discharged the previous cycle. For equi-probable input, there is then a 75%
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probability that the output node will discharge immediately after the precharge phase, implying

that the activity for such agate is0.75 (i.e PNOr= 0.75 CLVddyclk). From the truth table shown in

Table 2-5 and using Equation 27, the transition probability is given by,

a
0->l

N 0 = 3
N 4

(EQ28)

The corresponding activity is a lot smaller, 3/16, for a static implementation (as computed in the

previous sub-section). Note that for the dynamic case, the activity depends only on the signal

probability, while for the static case the transition probability depends on previous state. If the

inputs to a static CMOS gate do not change from the previous sample period, then the gate does

not switch. This is not true in the case of dynamic logic in which gates can switch. For a dynamic

NAND gate, the activity is 1/4 (since there is a 25% the output will be discharged) while it is 3/16

for a static implementation.

Yet another logic style (often used in self-timed circuits) is the dual rail coding logic style

Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic (DCVSL). A generalized DCVSL gate is shown Figure

2-16 [Jacobs90].

Vdd Vdd

T T
TOUTB

OUT

Ground Switch

Figure 2-16 : A generalized DCVSL gate.
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It is a pre-charged logic family that is very similar to domino logic. The gate also has an NMOS

tree which implements the required function but has two complementary outputs. Similar to

domino logic, there is a pre-charge phase (I is LOW) when both OUT and OUTB are precharged

to LOW. During evaluation only one tree will pull low and therefore only one output will go high.

Since one output is guaranteedto go high, there is a guaranteedtransition for each input transition;

that is, the activity is 1 regardlessof the input statistics and this is very power inefficient That is,

a0-M = 1
(EQ 29)

Table 2-7 shows the summary of activity factor for a 2-input NOR gate implemented using

different logic styles for independent and uniformly distributed inputs.

Table 2-7 : Activity comparison of different logic styles.

Logic Style Wo-M

Static CMOS 3/16

Dynamic CMOS 3/4

DCVSL 1

Signal Statistics

Signal statistics have a very strong influence on power consumption. In the previous sections, the

NOR gate was analyzed assuming random inputs. However, signals in a circuit are typically not

random and this attribute can be exploited to reduce the power consumption. For a CMOS logic

gate, it was shown earlier in Equation 21 that the probability of transition is Pq Pi- The transition

probabilities were derived assuming that the inputs were bit-wise uncorrelated and that they were

equi-probable. In the analysis to follow, the inputs will still be assumed to be uncorrelated, but the

eqi-probable assumption will not be assumed. To illustrate the influence of signal statistics on

power consumption, consider once again a 2 input static NOR gate, and let Pa and Pb be the

probabilities that the inputs A and B are ONE. In this case the probability that the output node is a

ONE is given by:
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P1=(l-Pa)(l-Pb) (EQ30)

Therefore, the probability of a transition from 0 to 1 is:

Oo->1 = P0 Pl = d-d-Pa) (1-Pb)) (l"Pa) O-Pb) (EQ31)

Figure 2-17 show the transition probability as a function of Pa and Pb. From this plot, it is clear

that understanding the signal statistics and their impact on switching events can be used to

significantly impact the power dissipation.

ao->i

Figure 2-17 : Transition probability for a 2 input NOR as a function of input statistics.

Table 2-8 shows die transition probabilities for otiier logic gates as a function of the input signal

probabilities.

Function Po^i

AND (1-PAPB)PAPB

OR (1-PA)(1-PB)(1-(1-PA)(1-PB))

XOR (1 - (PA + PB - 2PAPB))(PA + PB - 2PAPB)

Table 2-8 : Output transition probabilities for various static logic gates.
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Figure 2-17 shows the transition activity for a 2-input XOR gate as a function on the input

probabilities.

a0->l

Figure 2-18 : Transition probability for a 2 input XOR gate.

Inter-signal Correlations

In die previous sections, the transition probability of a gate was computed assuming that the inputs

are independent. The evaluation of the switching activity becomes more evolved, when complex

logic networks have to be analyzed since when signals propagate through a number of logic layers,

they often become correlated or 'colored'. The logic shown in Figure 2-19 will be used to illustrate

the effect of signal correlations on switching activity. First consider the circuit shown in Figure 2-

19a and assume that the primary inputs, A and B, are uncorrelated and are uniformly distributed.

Node C will have a signal probability of 1/2 and a 0->l transition probability of 1/4. The

probability that the node Z undergoes a power consuming transition is determined from the

expression shown in Table 2-8.

CCo_>, = (1- Pa Pb) Pa Pb = d-l/2 • 1/2) 1/2 • 1/2 = 3/16 (EQ 32)
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Figure 2-19 : Examples illustrating the effect of signal correlations.

The computation of the probabilitiesused for the circuit of Figure 2-19a is straightforward: Signal

and transition probabilities are evaluated in an ordered fashion, progressing from the input to the

output node. This approach however, has two major limitations. First, it does not deal with circuits

with feedback as found in sequential circuits. Due to the cyclic nature of these circuits, finding an

input to output traversal order is not possible. Secondly, it assumes that the signal probabilities at

the input of a gate are independent. This is rarely the case in actual circuits, where reconvergent

fanout often causes inter-signal dependencies.

Consider, for example, the logic network of Figure 2-19b. The inputs to the AND gate (C and B)

are interdependent, as B is also a function of A (they are identical). It is easy to see that the

approach to compute probabilities presented previously fails under these circumstances.

Traversing from inputs to outputs yields a transition probability of 3/16 for node Z (similar to the

previous example). This value for transition probability is clearly false, as a simple logic

minimization shows that the complete network can be reduced to Z = OB = A*A = logical zero.

To get the precise results in the progressive analysis approach, its is essential to take signal inter-

dependencies into account. This can be accomplished with the aid of conditional probabilities.

This will be explained with the aid of this simple example. For an AND gate, Z equals 1 if and

only if B and C are equal to 1.

PZ= P(Z=1) = P(B=1,C=1) (EQ 33)
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where P(B=1,C=1) represents the probability that B and C are equal to 1 simultaneously. If B and

C are independent, as with the circuit shown in Figure 2-19a, P(B=1,C=1) can be decomposed into

P(B=1) • P(C=1), and this yields the expression for the AND-gate, derived earlier: Pz = P(B=1) •

P(C=1) = PB Pc. If a dependency between the two exists (as is the case in Figure 2-19b), a

conditional probability has to be employed, such as

Pz = P(C=1IB=1) • P(B=1) (EQ34)

The first factor in Equation 34 represents the probability that C=l given that B=l. The extra

condition is necessary as C is dependent upon B. Inspection of the network shows that this

probability is equal to 0, since C and B are logical inversions of each other, resulting in the signal

probability for Z, Pz = 0.

Deriving those expressions in a structured way for large networks with reconvergent fanout is

complex, especially when the networks are also sequential and contain feedback loops and

therefore computer support is essential. The goal is to estimate or analyze the transition

probabilities at the nodes of a network. To be meaningful, the analysis program has to take in a

typical sequence of input signals, as the power dissipation will be a strong function of statistics of

those signals.

Circuit Topology

The manner in which logic gates are interconnected can have a strong influence on the overall

switching activity. So far, the emphasis has been on the static component of activity which does

not take into account the timing behavior and is strictly a function of the topology and the signal

statistics. Another important component of switching power is the dynamic component which

takes into account the timing behavior of the circuit.

A node in circuit implemented using static logic can have multiple transitions inside a clock cycle

before settling to the correct logical value. The number of extra transition or glitching transition is
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a function of the logic depth, the signal skew due to different arrival times of the input, and the

signal patterns. In the worst case, the number of "extra" transitions (also called glitching

transitions) can grows as0(N2), where Nisthe logic depth.

Figure 2-20 shows a generic logic circuit with a depth of N+l, for which the worst case transition

activity will be computed. Assume that the primary inputs A0-AN, B0-BN, and Cq all arrive at die

same time (this is a reasonable assumption if they are all output from registers and the wiring skew

is not significant). Assume that each level of logic takes a fixed unit time to evaluate. Let arrival

time be defined as the time at which a signal arrives at a logic gate. The first level of logic (level 0)

will make at most one transition based on C0, A0, and B0and therefore Cj will have an arrival time

at the level 1 logic block at time T=l. The second level of logic (level 1) will first evaluate based

on C] at time T=0 and the value of the new inputs A] and Bj (whose arrival time is at T=0). This

will cause C2 to have a transition at T=l. When Cj arrives at time T=l, the level 1 logic will re

evaluate with tiie same A and B inputs (which are stable from time T=0 onwards) and will cause

another transition at C2. That is, node C2will have 2 new arrival times in a clock period for a worst

case input pattern. This can cause three transitions at node C3 since die logic block of level 3 will

evaluate with inputs A3 and B3 at time T=0, and witii three values of C3 at times T=0, T=l, and T-

2.

It is easy to see that for the Nth logic stage, the output will transition Ntimes in the worst case,

while only one transition is useful. The number of extra transitions for logic level 0 is 0, the extra

transitions for level 1 is 1, level 2 is 2, and for level N is N. The total number of extra transitions is

1+2+3+...+N-1+N = N(N+l)/2. That is the number of extra glitching transitions in the worst case

grows as 0(N2). In reality, the transition activity due to glitching will be a lot less since the worst

input pattern will occur very infrequently and the sequence of input data patterns will determine

the total amount of glitching.
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Figure 2-20 : Dynamic component of switching power.

In making power trade-offs between logic structures, it is important to consider both the static and

dynamic transition activities simultaneously. A circuit can have a lower static transition

probability while having a larger dynamic transition probability relative to another circuit. To

illustrate this point consider two alternate implementations ofF = A«B«ODas shown in Figure

2-21.

First consider the static behavior assuming that all primary inputs (A,B,C,D) are uncorrelated

and random (i.e P] (a,b,c,d)= 0-5). For an AND gate, the probability thatthe outputis in the 1 state

is given by:

Pi = PaPb

Therefore the probability that the output will make a 0 to 1 transition is given by:

(EQ 35)
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Figure 2-21 : Simple example to demonstrate the influenceof circuit topology on activity.

Pf»l = P0Pi = Pu (1-Po) = O-Pa Pb)PaPb <EQ36)

Given this, the signal and transition probabilitiescan be computed for the two topologies shown in

Figure 2-21 which is summarized in Table 2-9.

Table 2-9 : Probabilities for tree and chain topologies

01 02 F

Pi (chain) 1/4 1/8 1/16

P0=l-Pi (chain) 3/4 7/8 15/16

P0.>i (chain) 3/16 7/64 15/256

Pj (tree) 1/4 1/4 1/16

P0=l-P1(tree) 3/4 3/4 15/16

P0.>i (tree) 3/16 3/16 15/256

The results indicate that the chain implementation will have an overall lower switching activity

than the tree implementation for random inputs. However, as mentioned before, looking strictly at

the static behavior of the circuit is not adequate, and it is also important to consider the timing

behavior to accurately make power trade-offs of various topologies. Timing skew between signals

can cause spurious transitions resulting in extra power consumption. To illustrate this trade-off,

consider once again the two topologies in Figure 2-21. For the chain implementation with an input

transition of 1110 -> 1011 for ABCD, assuming a unit delay for each gate, ignoring dynamic

switching effects, the output node will not make a transition. However, due to timing skew through
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the logic, the outputwill make an "extra" transition; i.e 02 will only be valid 2 units afterthe

inputs arrive, causing the output AND gate to evaluate with the new input D and the previous

value of 02 (Figure 2-22). The tree implementation, on the other hand, is balanced and is glitch

free. This example demonstrates that a circuit topology can have a smaller static component of

activity while having a higher dynamic component.

ABCD 1110

01

02

F

1011

Figure 2-22 : Circuit imbalances result in spurious transitions.

The actual waveforms illustrating the glitching behavior in static CMOS circuits is shown in

Figure 2-23, which is the SPICE simulation of a static 16-bit adder, with all bits of INO and the

CIN of the LSB going from "zero" to "one", with all the bits of INI set to "zero". For all bits, the

resultant sum should be zero; however, the propagation of the carry signal causes a "one" to

appear briefly at most of the outputs. These spurious transitions dissipate extra power over that

strictly required to perform the computation. Note that some of the bits only have partial glitching.

This is due to the intertial delay of the logic gate - that the timing skew between the inputs must be

greater than a certain value to for the glitch propagate through the gate. The number of these extra

transitions is a function of input patterns, internal state assignment in the logic design, delay skew,

and logic depth. Though it is possible with careful logic design to eliminate these transitions (for

example using balanced paths as described earlier), a major advantage of dynamic logic is that it

intrinsically does not have this problem, since any node can undergo at most one power-
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Figure 2-23 :Waveforms for a 16-bit adder demonstrating glitching behavior.

2.1.5 Word Level Signal Statistics Influencing Activity, a

A very important attribute of signal processing applications whichcanbe used in minimizingthe

switched capacitance, is the correlation which can existbetween values of atemporal sequence of

data, since switchingshoulddecrease if the data is slowly changing (highly correlated). This is in

contrast to general purpose computation, where the data being processed tends to be random. To

illustrate the correlation in signal processing applications, consider the word level transition
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characteristics of two common DSP signals: human speech and video (chrominance component).

4000.0
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Figure 2-24 : Data in signal processing applications is often correlated.

It has been shown that there exists a direct relationship between bit level probabilities and word

level statistics [Landman93]. This correlation is illustrated in Figure 2-24 for the speech and video

input signals. For each input, die right hand portion of the figure shows both signal and transition

probabilities for each bit of the input data word (two's-complement assumed). Clearly, these

signals follow a similar pattern which can be exploited to yield a simple piecewise linear model

with breakpoints BPO and BPl. The important features of this model - the values of the

breakpoints and the signal and transition probabilities - can all be extracted from three statistical

parameters: the mean, u.; tiie variance, o2; and the lag one correlation coefficient, pj = cov(Xt,

Xt+1)/G2.
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In the lower-order region from the LSB to BPO, as might be expected, the bits areuncorrelatedin

space and time and are essentially independent of the data distribution, having signal probabilities

of 1/2 and therefore the 0->l transition probabilities of 1/4:

Plsb'sd)= 1/2,Pisb-s(0-»D = 1/4 (EQ 37)

The value of the breakpoint denoting the end of this low-order region is related to the spread, or

variance, of the signal distribution and has been empirically determined and is given by:

BP0= log2(3o/32) (EQ38)

Strictly speaking, this formula is exact only for the signal probability curve. The breakpoint for the

transition probability curve, although typically nearby, experiences an offset towards the LSB for

highly correlated input signals:

ABPO =log2(l-Pi2)0-5 (EQ 39)

In two's-complement representation, the purposeof the high-orderbits is that of sign extension. As

a result, the bits in this region exhibit complete dependence, having signal and transition

probabilities that are functions of the mean, variance, and first-order correlation coefficient of the

data word:

Pmsb'sU) = P(-)= Fi(U/a) (EQ 40)

Pmsb's(0->1) = P(+-> -) = F01(U/0, p,) (EQ 41)

The exact probabilities depend, of course, on the distribution of the signal; however, noting that

many typical DSP inputs are closely approximated by Gaussian processes, the univariate and

bivariate normal distribution functions can be substituted for Fj and F0i, respectively. The

breakpoint for the sign extension region is determined by the maximum extent of the signal

distributioninto either positive or negativevalues and is given specificallyby:

BP1= log2(lul+3o) (EQ 42)

In the middle region between BPOand BPl, the correlation of the bits falls between the extremes

represented by the lower and higher-order regions and as a result a linear approximation for the
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probabilities in this transition region models the situation well.

These signal correlations can be exploited to minimize the bit transition activity through data

coding on busses,optimized representation for arithmetic, optimized time-multiplexing, ordering

of operations, and activitydriven placement (these techniques will be described in Chapter 4).

2.1.6 Influence of Voltage Scaling

Since power consumption in CMOS circuits is proportional to the square of the supply voltage

(assuming that the dynamic component of power consumption dominates), it is clear voltage

reductionwill have a significant impact on power, indeed, reducing the supply voltage is the key to

low-power operation, even after taking into account the modifications to the system architecture

which is required to maintain the computational throughput. A review of circuit behavior (delay

and energy characteristics) as a function of scaling supply voltage and feature sizes will be

presented. By comparison with experimental data, it is found that simple first order theory yields

an amazingly accurate representation of the various dependencies over a wide variety of circuit

styles and architectures.

Impact on Delay and Power-Delay Product

As noted in Equation 3, the energy per transition or equivalently the power-delay product is

proportional to V2. This is seen from Figure 2-25, which is a plot of two experimental circuits

which exhibit the expected V2 dependence. Therefore, it is only necessary to reduce the supply

voltage for a quadratic improvement in the power-delay product of a logic family.

Unfortunately, this simple solution to low power design comes at a cost As shown in Figure 2-26,

the effect of reducing Vdd on circuit delay is shown for a variety of different logiccircuits, that

range in size from 56 to 44,000 transistors spanning a wide variety of functions, all exhibiting

essentially the same dependence (see Table 2-10). Clearly, we pay a speed penalty for a Vdd

reduction, with the delays drastically increasing as Vdd approaches the sum of the threshold
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Figure 2-25 : Power-delay productexhibiting square law dependence for two
different circuits.

voltages of the devices. Even though the exact analysis of delay is quite complex if the non-linear

characteristic of a CMOS gateare taken into account, it is found that a simple first-order derivation

adequatelypredictsthe experimentally determined dependence and is given by:

Td =
CLXVdd CL *Vdd

HC(W/L) (V -V,)
(EQ 43)

We also evaluated (through experimental measurements and SPICE simulations) the energy and

delay performance for several different logic styles and topologies using an 8-bit adder as a

reference; the results are shown on a log-log plot in Figure 2-27.Table 2-10 describes the circuits

used for analysis in Figure 2-27. We seethatthe power-delay product (orthe energy pertransition)

improves as delays increase (through reduction of the supply voltage), and therefore a CMOS
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Figure 2-26 : Data demonstrating delay characteristics follow simple first order theory.

circuit is most effective when it operates at the slowest possible speed. Since the objective is to

reduce power consumption while maintaining the overall system throughput, compensation for

these increased delays at low voltages is required. Of particular interest in this figure is the range

of energies required for a transition at a given amount of delay. The best logic family analyzed

(over 10 times better than the worst that was investigated) was the pass gate family, CPL if a

reduced value for the threshold is assumed [Yano90].



Component

(all in 2txm)

#of

transistors
Area

\
Comments

Microcoded DSP Chip 44802 94mm2 20-bit datapath

Multiplier 20432 12.2mm2 24x24 bits

Adder 256 0.083mm2 conventional

static

Ring Oscillator 102 0.055mm2 51-stages

Clock Generator

v
56 0.04mm2 cross-coupled

NOR J

Table 2-10 : Details of components used for the study in Figure 2-26.
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Figures 2-25, 2-26, and 2-27 suggest that the delay and energy behavior as a function of Vdd

scaling for a given technology is "well-behaved" and relatively independent of logic style and

circuit complexity. We will use this result during our optimization of architecture for low-power

by treating Vdd as a free variable and by allowing the architectures to vary to retain constant

throughput. By exploitingthe monotonic dependencies of delay andenergyversus supply voltage

that hold over wide circuit variations, it is possibleto make relatively strong predictionsabout the

types of architectures that are best for low powerdesign. Of course, asmentionedpreviously, there

are some logic styles such as NMOS pass-transistor logic without reduced thresholdswhose delay

and energy characteristics would deviate from the ones presented above, but even for these cases,

though the quantitative results will be different, the basic conclusions will still hold. The next

chapter will describe the architecture driven voltage scaling strategy that allowsvoltage reduction

while keeping throughput constant.
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Figure 2-27 : Data showing improvement in power-delay product at the cost of speed
for various circuit approaches.

Table 2-11 : Description of circuits used for study in Figure 2-27.

Adder Number in

Figure 2-27
Short Description of Each Adder

1 Differential pass transistor logic made of single-transistor
NMOS pass-gates (as opposed to NMOS and PMOS connected

in parallel). The circuit is described in [Yano90] and
in Chapter 4. A reduced threshold voltage is assumed for the

pass transistors.
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Table 2-11 : Description of circuits used for study in Figure 2-27.

Adder Number in

Figure 2-27
Short Description of Each Adder

2 Optimized static logic with propagate and generate circuitry.
The sum uses complementary pass-transistorcircuits while the

carry logic is implemented using conventional CMOS.

3 A conventional CMOS implementation of an adder without
propagate/generatelogic [Weste88].

4 A standard cell implementation of a conventional adder. The
devices are significantly bigger and the interconnect

capacitance is largersince the placement is not as structured as
a tiled datapath approach [Brodersen88].

5 A carry select implementation realized using
conventional CMOS gates [Brodersen88].

6 A DCVSL adder (Differential Cascode Voltage Swing Logic)
is a precharged implementation that uses dual-rail coding. This
circuit is typically used in self-timed circuits [Jacobs90]. Due
to the differential nature of this topology, there is a guaranteed

transition on every bit for each access resulting in high
switching activity.

2.2 Short-circuit Component of Power

The previoussection analyzed the switchingcomponentof powerconsumptionwhich corresponds

to the amount of energy required to charge parasitic capacitors. The switching component of

power is independent of the rise and fall times at the input of logic gates. Finite rise and fall times

of the input waveforms howeverresult in adirect current path betweenVdd and GND whichexist

for ashort period oftime during switching. Specifically, when VTn <Vin <Vdd - IVTpl holds

for the input voltage, there will be a conductive path open between Vdd and GND

because both the NMOS and PMOS devices are ON. Such a path never exists in dynamic

circuits, as precharge and evaluatetransistors should never be on simultaneously as this would

lead to incorrect evaluation. Short-Circuit currents are, therefore, a problem solelyencountered in
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static designs. Figure 2-28 shows the behavior of an inverter assuming no output load. On a low-

to-high transition at the input, the NMOS will start to conduct when V^ is equal to Vtn, and the

PMOS will stop conducting when Vin is equal to V^. Under zero capacitive load conditions, all

the current that is drawn from the supply goes to short-circuit power.

Vdd

T

in

1

Lclk

out

c,

wT

Figure 2-28 : Current behavior with no output load [Veendrick84].

time

time

Let Xbe the rise time of the input signal, and letVt =Vtn =V^. Also, the effective transistor

strengths be equal for the NMOS and PMOS; let P= pnWn = ppWp. From x2 to X2, the NMOS

device is in saturation since the output voltage will be greaterthan Vin-Vt. Then the current for the

NMOS is given by:
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R/ \2 (EQ44)

The current will reach amaximum, Imax atVin=Vdd/2 due to the symmetric assumption. The mean

current can be computed [Veendrick84] to determinethe averageshort-circuitcurrent that is drawn

from the supply.

T2 T2

lmean-^T7; J'<<>*= FT/ J|(V*^)*
elk I J elk

Here, V^t) is given by:

(EQ45)

which results in:

Tl Tl

v. W-^.i (EQ46)
inv ' x

And therefore, Xj to x2 aregiven by:

V.

T1=-1.X (EQ47)
1 v

X (EQ48)
X„ = r
2 2

Plugging into Equation 45,

V • x/V

c'* t/2

(EQ49)

/ = K fV -2V I3 Tmean 12. vj *f /J r^

The short-circuit power is then given by:
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b( ^3 T (EQ51)

c/A:

p . = v •/ = £-(v -IV I Tshort-circuit dd avg \2{ dd t) T

In the case with no capacitive load, the short-circuit current is directly proportional to the risetime

and the effective transistor strength, p.

Short circuit currents are significant when the rise/fall time at the input of a gate is much longer

than the output rise/fall time. This is because the short-circuit path will be active for a longer

period of time. Consider a static CMOS inverter with a low to high input transition. Assume first

that the load capacitance is very large, such that the output fall time is significantly largerthan the

input rise times. Here, the input will go through the transient region before the output starts to

change. Since the source-drain voltage of the PMOS device is essentially 0 during that period, the

device shuts off without ever delivering any current. The short-circuit current is therefore

essentially zero. If the output capacitance is very small and the output fall time is substantially

smaller than the input rise time, the drain-source voltage of the PMOS device is equal to Vdd

during most of the transition period, resulting in large short-circuit current (equal to the saturation

current of the PMOS) during most of the transient period. Figure 2-29 shows a graph of the short-

circuit currentas a function of the output capacitance for a fixed input rise time [Veendrick84].
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Figure2-29 : Short-circuit currentas a function of load capacitance [Veendrick84].

This above analysis implies that short-circuitdissipation is minimized by making the output rise/

fall time largerthan the input rise/fall times.

On the other hand, making the output rise/fall times too large slows down the circuit and might

cause short-circuit current in the fanout-gates. Therefore a good compromise to minimize the total

average short-circuit current, it is desirable to have equal input and output edge times

[Veendrick84].

Figure 2-30 plots the fraction of energy consumed by short-circuit current versus the ratio of the

input rise time to the output rise time. The AE increases with increasing input edge time. In this

case, the power consumed by the short-circuit currents is typically less than 10% of the

total dynamic power.

An important point to note is that if the supply is lowered to be below the sum of the

thresholds of the transistors, Vdd < VTn + IVTpl, the short-circuit currents can be

virtually (since sub-threshold currents will still flow) eliminated because both devices

cannot conduct simultaneously for any value of the input voltage.
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Figure 2-30 : Short-circuit component of power.

2.3 Leakage Component of Power

57

There are two types of leakage currents: reverse-bias diode leakage at the transistor drains, and

sub-threshold leakage through the channel of an "off' device. The magnitude of these currents is

set predominantly by the processing technology; however, there are some things that a designer
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can do to minimize their contribution.

2.3.1 Diode Leakage

The diode leakage occurs when a transistor is turned off and another active transistor charges up/

down the drain with respect to the former's bulk potential. For example, consider an inverter with

a high input voltage, in which the NMOS transistor is turned on and the output voltage is driven

low. The PMOS transistor will be turned off, but its drain-to-bulk voltage will be equal to -Vdd

since the output voltage is at OV and the bulk for the PMOS is at Vdd (as shown in Figure 2-31).

Reverse Leakage Current

Figure 2-31 : Reverse bias diode leakage currents.

The leakage current for the diode is given by

vT
e T-\leakage ~ S

(EQ52)

where Is is the reverse saturation current, V is the diode voltage, VT = KT/q is the thermal voltage.

Due to exponential dependence, even with a small reverse bias voltage across the diode, the

leakage current will be relatively independent of the voltage and will equal to the reverse

saturation current.

The reverse saturation current per unit area is defined as the current density Js, and the resulting
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current for any will be approximately IL =ADJS, where AD isthe area ofthe drain diffusion. For a

typical CMOS process, Js is approximately 1-5 pA/um2 (25° C), and the minimum AD is 7.2 pm

for a 1.2 urn minimum feature size. Js doubles with every 9 degree increase intemperature. For a 1

million transistor chip, assuming an average drain area of 10 pjn2, the total leakage current is on

theorder of 25 pA. While thisis typically asmall fraction of the total power consumption in most

chips, it could be significant for a system application which spends much of its time in standby

operation, since this poweralways beingdissipated even when no switchingis occurring.

2.3.2 Sub-threshold Leakage

The other component is the subthreshold leakage which occurs due to carrier diffusion between the

source and the drain when the gate-source voltage, Vgs, has exceeded the weak inversion point, but

is stillbelowthe threshold voltage Vt, where carrier driftis dominant In this regime, the MOSFET

behaves similarly to a bipolar transistor, and the subthreshold current is exponentially dependent

on the gate-source voltage Vgs (as seen from Figure 2-32). The current inthe subthreshold region

is given by:

(Vo<-VMnVT\I. = Ke[ 8s *> v T)
as

ds
VT

l-e T
(EQ53)

where Kis a function ofthe technology, VT is the thermal voltage (KT/q) and Vt is the threshold

voltage and n=1+Q t0X/D, where t^ is the gate oxide thickness, Dis the channel depletion

width, and Q=esi/£ox. For Vds» VT, (l-e-Vds/VT)« 1; that is, the drain to source current leakage

current is independent ofthe drain-source voltage Vds, for Vds approximately larger than 0.1V.
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Figure 2-32 : Sub-threshold leakagecomponent of power.

Associatedwith this is the subthreshold slope Sth, which is the amountof voltagerequired to drop

the subthreshold current by one decade. The subthreshold slope can be determined by taking the

ratio of two points in this region (from Equation 53):

'i (VviM"vr) (EQ 54)

'V

which results inSth =nVTln (10). At room temperature, typical values for Sth lie between 60 to 90

mV/(decade current), with 60 mV/dec being the lower limit. Clearly, the lowerSth is, the better,

since it is desirable to have the device "turn-off" as close to Vt as possible.

As a reference, for an L=1.5p, W=70p NMOS device, at the point where Vgs equals Vt, with Vt

defined as where the surface inversion charge density is equal to the bulk doping, approximately

1|IA of leakage current isexhibited, or.014|iA/micron of gate width[Sze81]. The issue iswhether

this extra current is negligible in comparison to the time-average current during switching. For a

CMOS inverter (PMOS: W=4|i, NMOS: W=8|X), the current was measured to be 64|iA over

3.7nsec at a supply voltage of 2V. This implies that there would be a 100% power penalty for

subthreshold leakage if the device were operating at a clock speed of 25 MHz with an activity
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factor ofpt = l/6th, i.e. the devices were left idle and leaking current 83% of the time. It is not

advisable, therefore, to use a true zero threshold device, but instead to use thresholds of at least

0.2V, which provides for at least two orders of magnitude of reduction of subthreshold current.

The topic of optimal threshold voltage selection is presented in thenext chapter.

2.4 Static Power

Migrating from NMOStechnology to CMOS, has resulted in logic circuits thatprimarily consume

power only during switching. There are two situations, however, when circuits dissipate powerin

steady state operation (i.e. non transient operation): degenerated voltage levels feeding into

complementary static gates and pseudo NMOS circuit styles.

2.4.1 Reduced Voltage Levels Feeding CMOS Gates

Figure 2-33 shows an NMOS pass transistor driving a CMOS inverter. With Vdd applied to both

the gate and the drain of the NMOS pass transistor, node B will rise to Vdd-Vtn. In steady state, this

input will cause the inverter output to be forced low. The PMOS device will however be weakly

ON (since IVgs-Vtl is approximately equal to 0), conducting static current from the supply to

ground. This might consume significant power if the circuit is idle most of the time, and in this

case, a weak level restoring PMOS transistor must be introduced from the output node to node B

to pull it all the way to the rail.

v^JTmXJL

Figure 2-33 :Degenerated voltage level feeding aCMOS gate resulting in static power.
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2.4.2 Pseudo-NMOS Logic Style

Pseudo-NMOS circuits also dissipate static power. In this logic implementation style, the PMOS

pullup network of the CMOS implementation is replaced byasingle PMOS device whose gate is

grounded and is therefore always ON. When the output is driven low by a resistive path from the

output node to ground though the NMOS network, there is a conducting path from the supply to

ground. This implementation style can reduce power only for implementation that require

complex logic switching at high frequencies. Figure 2-34 shows an example of such a gate ~ a

wideAND-OR-Invert gate. To implement this in full static CMOS would require several times the

areato implement the stacked PMOS transistors.The extra PMOS transistors would also increases

the capacitance on the inputnodes, which would load down the previous gates. There is usually a

large area savings as well. This is primarily applicable for higher-frequency circuits, where the

savings of dynamic power is proportionally higher. If the circuit is idle most of the time (when the

circuit is clocked at low frequencies), then the static power will tend to increase the total power

consumption.

4-= A1B1+A2B2—+ANBN

O

Figure 2-34 : Implementing complex logic using pseudo-NMOS.

2.5 Summary

There are four components to power consumption in CMOS technology arising from switching
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currents, short-circuit currents, leakage currents and finally static currents. For "properly"

designed circuits the switching component will dominate and will contribute tomore than 90% of

thetotal power consumption, making it the primary target for power reduction.

The switching component of power for a CMOS gate with load capacitor CL is given by

aCLVdd2/ where a is node transition activity, CL is physical load capacitance, Vdd is supply

voltage and/is operating frequency. There are two components to node transition activity:

transitions due to the static behavior of the circuit (in which the transitions are determined strictly

from the boolean logic ignoringtiming skew) and transitions that occur due to the dynamic nature

of the circuit (that is due to timing skew). The node transition activity factor is a function of the

logic function being implemented, the logic style, the circuit topologies, signal statistics, signal

correlations, and the sequencing of operations. A system level approach which involves

optimizing algorithms, architectures, logic design, circuit design and physical design can be used

to minimize the switched capacitance and is described in detail in Chapter 4. The components of

physical capacitance include the transistor parasitics including the gate and diffusion capacitances

and the interconnect capacitance. The physical capacitance can be minimized through choice of

substrate (like SOI), layout optimization, device sizing (as described in the next chapter) and

choice of logic style. The choice of supply voltage has the greatest impact on the power-delay

product, which is the amount of energy required to perform a given function. It is only necessary

to reduce the supply voltage to quadratically improve the power-delay product. Unfortunately, a

reduction in circuit speed is associated with supply voltage scaling. However, if the goal is to

reduce the power consumption for realizing a fixed functionality or if the goal is to increase the

MlPS/Watt in general purpose computing for a fixed MIPS level, then various architectural

schemescanused for voltagereduction (Chapter 3).

The second component of power is the short-circuit power (also called direct path power) which

exists when there is a direct conducting path from supply to ground. Through proper choice of

transistors, the short-circuit power can kept to less than 10%. Alternatively, operating thecircuits
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at a supply voltage less thanthe sum of the NMOS and PMOS threshold voltages will essentially

eliminateany short-circuit currents. The architecture-driven voltage scaling strategy described in

the next chapterresults in supply voltages which satisfy this condition.

The third component of power is due to leakagecurrents. There are two types of leakage currents:

reverse-bias diode leakage at the transistor drains, and sub-threshold leakage through the channel

of an "off" device. The subthreshold leakage occurs due to carrier diffusion between the source

and the drain when the gate-source voltage, Vgs, has exceeded the weak inversion point, but is still

below the threshold voltage Vt, where carrier drift is dominant. In this regime, the MOSFET

behaves similarly to a bipolar transistor, and the subthreshold current is exponentially dependent

on the gate-source voltage Vgs. An important figure of merit for alow-power technology is the

subthreshold slopeSth, whichis the amount of voltage required to drop the subthreshold current by

one decade. The lower the subthreshold slope, the better since the devices can be turned-off as

close to Vt as possible.

The final component of power is the static currents found in circuits that do nothave rail-to-rail

swing feeding other circuits, pseudo-NMOS logic styles, and in analog bias circuits. The static

currents must be minimized as muchas possible. For example, in SRAM sense amplifiers, pulsed

circuits should be used to minimize static currents in sense amplifiers.



CHAPTER 3

Approaches to Voltage

Scaling and Issues for

Low Voltage Operation

Since the dominant component of powerconsumption for a properly designed CMOS circuit is

proportional to thesquare of thesupply voltage, and asFigure 2-27 illustrates, operating circuits at

slower speeds through lowervoltages is thekey to minimizing the energy consumed peroperation.

However, the approach of running circuits at the slowest possible speed must not compromise

realization of the functional throughput. The approach which will be presented here, assumes that

the application, which is desired to be implemented withlow power is known, and trade-offs can

be made as long as the functionality required of this application is met within a given time

constraint.

In section 3.1, various approaches to supply voltage scaling are presented. First, a survey of three

previous approaches to supply-voltage scaling is presented, which are focused on maintaining

reliability, maintaining performance, and optimizing the speed-energy characteristics for a given

technology. Then the approach of voltage scaling through transistor sizing is presented, from

which conclusions are made about the optimum transistor sizing strategy for low-power. This is

followed by ourarchitecture-driven approach, from which an"optimal" supply voltage based on

65
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technology, architecture and noise margin constraints is derived. The effect of technology

modification (specifically changing the threshold voltage) on the "optimum" supply voltage is

presented. In section 3.2, the various support circuitry for low-voltage operation, which include

high efficiency DC/DC converters and voltage level-shifters, are presented.

3.1 Approaches to Supply Voltage Scaling

3.1.1 Reliability-Driven Voltage Scaling

One approach to the selection of an optimal power supply voltage for deep-submicron

technologies is based on optimizing the trade-offbetween speed, long-term reliability, and power

dissipation [Davari88]. Circuit speedis increased in designs with higherelectric fields owing to

increased carrier concentration and velocity. Constant-voltage scaling - the most commonly used

technique - results in higher electric fields that create hot carriers. As a result of this, the devices

degrade with time (including changes in threshold voltages, degradation of transconductance, and

increase in subthreshold currents), leading to eventual breakdown.

One approach to reduce the number of hotcarriers is to change the device structure to reduce the

fields inside or to limit the spatial extent of the high field regions so that carriers do not gain

enough energy from the field to cause difficulty [Watts89]. Since high fields occur only near the

drain, thedrain doping profile can be tailored such that the potential gradient is more gradual. One

solution to reducing the number of hot carriers is to change the physical device structure, such as

the use of LDD (lightly doped drain), usually at the costof decreased performance. Figure 3-1

shows the schematic diagram of the drain doping profile of a conventional MOSFET and anLDD

device.

A lightly doped implant is introduced between the heavily doped n+ region and the channel. This

structure can be obtained by two independent implantations, with oneof them offsetby an oxide
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I)

n n+

(a) Conventional Structure (b) Lightly doped drain (LDD)

Figure 3-1 : Drain doping profile for a conventional profile and an LDD device,

sidewall on the gate structure. This structure reduces the peak electric field on the drain side of die

channel improving reliability. The main problem with LDD is however an increase in the series

resistance of the drain and source which results in reduced performance.

Thus the reliability driven power supply voltage selection is based on a trade-off between

performance and reliability. An empirical relationship between channel hot carriers (CHC) limited

voltage and device series resistance (added due to the drain modification of LDD structures) has

been developed from measurements on a variety of junction technologies [Davari88]. Using tiiis

relationship, a model of circuit performance of a technology as a function of power supply voltage

and CHC margin can be determined. Figure 3-2 shows a plot of simulated delay vs. power supply

voltage. The solid line represents the delay curve for a fixed device structure. The dotted line

describes the case where die hot carrier margin is kept fixed by altering the device structure (i.e

varying the series resistance of the source/drain junctions).

The delay starts to increase witii increasing supply voltage since the parasitic resistance of the

LDD structure must be increased to maintain the CHC margin and this limits the circuit

performance. Therefore a reliability driven optimum supply voltage can be found; for this 0.25|im

technology used, an optimal voltage of 2.5V was found by choosing the minimum point on the

delay vs. Vdd curve.
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Figure 3-2 : Reliability driven supply voltage selection [Davari88].

Clearly it does not make sense from a power perspective to operate above the optimum voltage

since throughput degrades and the energy consumed is increased. However, operating below the

reliability driven optimum voltage is desirable but will result in loss of circuit speed. As will be

shown in Section 3.1.5, architecture modification can result in lower power consumption at

voltages much lower than the optimum determined in Figure 3-2.

3.1.2 Technology-Driven Voltage Scaling

Another approach for voltage selection has been proposed based on exploiting device level

properties involving velocity saturation. The simple first order delay analysis presented in Section

2.1.6 is reasonably accurate for long channel devices. However, as feature sizes shrink below l.Op,

the delay characteristics as a function of lowering the supply voltage deviate from the first order

theory presented since it does not consider carrier velocity saturation under high electric fields

[Bakoglu90]. As a result of velocity saturation, the current is no longer a quadratic function of the
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voltage but linear, hence, the current drive issignificantly reduced and isapproximately given by

/ = WC (V. -V)v
or v dd i max

(EQ55)

Given this and the equation for delay as CLVdd/I, wesee that the delay for submicron circuits is

relatively independent of supply voltages athighelectric fields.

A "technology" based approach proposes choosing the power supply voltage based onmaintaining

the speed performance for a given submicron technology [Kakumu90]. By exploiting the relative

independence of delay on supply voltage athighelectric fields, the voltage canbe dropped to some

extent for a velocity-saturated device with very little penalty in speed performance. This implies

that there is little advantage to operating abovea certain voltage.This idea has been formalized by

Kakumu et. al., yielding the concept of a "critical voltage" which provides a lower limit on the

supply voltage [Kakumu90].

in

Vdd

J

J 'out

1 ±

in

rout

DSAT

/.
, < ! P-iVdd

0.9Vdd I t\ i

Figure 3-3 : Model for computing delay and critical voltage.

tune

Figure 3-3 shows the model for computing the delay of circuit under high electric field effects and

the "critical voltage" as defined by Kakumu. The model used for the MOS devices under high

electric field is the one proposed by Sodini [Sodini84].
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^ds^dsat)
(EQ56)

(Vds>vdsat)
(EQ57)

(EQ 58)

andVG' is the gateto sourcevoltageminus the threshold voltageandEcis the critical electric field

at which the carrier velocity is saturated and is equal to 2vsat/peff. The delay of the circuit is the

time taken for the output to transition from 0.9Vdd to 0.1Vdd- Forthis range the NMOS transistor

goes throughtwo regions: from 0.9Vdd to VDSAT (saturation) and from VDSAT to 0.1Vdd (linear).

Lets these times be defined as %} and T2.The delays are then determined as:

where A is

x,=
W

2CL(°-9Vdd-VDSAT)
'.ff-effoxVG~ VDSAT)EC

t, - -• C/V_ f-U^ +̂ IM
"effeffoxWc a,v- E*« )

A =

2^G ~ VDSAT

(EOS9)

(EQ60)

(EQ 61)

To understand the two delay terms some simplifications can be made. For Tj it can be assumed

that (0.9Vdd-VDSAT)/(VG'-VDSAT) is approximately equal to 1. This means that %i is to first order

independent of the power supply voltage. ForT2, the second term in the bracket of Equation60 is
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negligible and therefore T2 can be approximated as:

CLL'ff —\nYDSAT (EQ62)

eft'ett oxejfeffi VVG
0.1V

dd

since the In term is nearly constant, it can be seen that T2 is inversely proportional to Vdd-

Therefore, the total delay= 1X +12 contains a term which is independent of supply voltage and

one term which is dependent on supply voltage. Figure 3-4 plots the fall time as a function of the

power supply voltage on a log-log plot and the voltage dependent and voltage independent terms

are identified. The delay time decreases initially with increasing power supply voltage since the

delay time is dominated by T2. On the other hand, when Vdd becomes larger than the critical

voltage, Vc (the voltage at which, Tj = T2), where %x is longer than T2 and thus the delay is

dominated by T^ At voltages much greater than the critical voltage, the delay is virtually

independent of the power supply voltage. The delay improvements are not very significant above

the critical voltage and therefore this voltage is regarded as the lower limit of power supply

voltage.

Kakumu and Kinugawa have computed this critical voltage making the assumption that the

threshold voltage is 0.2Vdd» and have come up a critical voltage of l.lEcLeff, where Ec is the

critical electric field causing velocity saturation; For an experimental delay vs. Vdd curve, this is

the voltage at which the curve approaches a [v dependence. For 0.3p technology, the proposed
v dd

lower limit on supply voltage (or the critical voltage) was found to be 2.43V.

Because of this effect, there is strong movement to a 3.3V industrial voltage standard since at this

level of voltage reduction there is not a significant loss of circuit speed[BeI1911[Dhale91]. This

was found to achieve a 60% reduction in power when compared to a 5 volt operation [Dhale91].
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Power Supply Voltage: VDn(V)

Figure 3-4 : Two components of delay and critical voltage [Kakamu90].

3.1.3 Energy x Delay Minimum Based Voltage Scaling

Another approach has been proposed for voltage reduction which involves minimizing the energy

x delay product [Burr91]. For a fixed technology (both feature size and threshold voltage),

[Burr91] proposes a supply voltage that compromises between the quadratically reduced energy

per computation (due to a lower supply voltage) and the increased circuit delays. The "optimum"

supply voltage can be computed analytically assuming that the transistors operate mostly in the

saturation region and assuming that the threshold voltages for the NMOS and PMOS are equal:

Energy • Td =K• CL • Vdd2 • Vdd/ (Vdd - Vt)2 (EQ63)

Taking the derivative of the Energy • Td and solving for the supply voltage results in a minimum

(or optimum based on this strategy) of3Vt. Assuming aVt =0.8 (average ofthe V^= 0.7 and V^

= -0.9 for a Mosis technology), the minimum lies at 2.4V. This can be seen from the plot of

measure normalized Energy • Td plot (Figure 3-5) for a ring oscillator as a function of Vdd- In this
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case, power consumption is lowered at the expense of a reduced computational throughput. This is

not desirable for throughput constrained functions where the hardware has to meet a required

functional throughput.
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3.1.4 Voltage Scaling Through Optimal Transistor Sizing

Independent of the choice of logic family or topology, optimized transistor sizing will play an

important role in reducing power consumption. For low power, as is true for high speed design, it

is important to equalize all delay paths so that a single critical path does not unnecessarily limit the

performance of the entire circuit. However, beyond this constraint, there is the issue of what extent

the (W/L) ratios should be uniformly raised for all the devices, yielding a uniform decrease in the

gate delay and hence allowing for a corresponding reduction in voltage and power. It is shown in
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this section, that if voltage is allowed to vary, that the optimal sizing for low power operation is

quite different from that required for high speed.

In Figure 3-6, a simple two-gate circuit is shown, with the first stage driving the gate capacitance

of the second, in addition to the parasitic capacitance Cp due to substrate coupling and

interconnect. Assuming that the input gate capacitanceof both stages is given by NC^f, where Cj.ef

represents the gate capacitance of a MOS device with the smallest allowable (W/L), then the delay

through the first gate at a supply voltage Vrefis given by:

(CD +NC ,) V v ,
T = K-L rJJL rjL— = K(\ +a/N) /v re*u

iNCre? (Vref-V<)2 lV~V')2 (EQM)

where a is defined as the ratio of Cp toC^, and K represents terms independent of device width

and voltage. For a given supply voltage Vref, the speed up of a circuit whose W/L ratios are sized

up by a factor of N over a reference circuit using minimum size transistors (N=l) is given by (1 +

OLIN) / (1 + a). In order to evaluate the energy performance of the two designs at the same speed,

the voltage of the scaled solution is allowed to vary as to keep delay constant. Assuming that the

delay scales as 1/Vdd (ignoring threshold voltage reductions in signal swings) the supply voltage,

VN, where the delay of the scaled design and the reference design are equal is given by:

N (l + oc) ref (EQ65)

Under these conditions, the energy consumed by the first stage as a function of N is given by:

NC f(l +a/A03V2
Energy (N) = (Cn + NC ,)v£ - —rJL rJL (EQ66)

v y v P ref N (1 +a)2

After normalizing against E^ (the energy for the minimum size case), Figure 3-7 shows a plot of
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Energy(N) / Energy(l) vs. N for various values of a. When there is no parasitic capacitance

contribution (i.e. a = 0), the energy increases linearly with respect to N, and the solution utilizing

devices with the smallest (W/L) ratios results in the lowest power. At high values of a, when

parasitic capacitances begin to dominate over the gate capacitances, the power decreases

temporarily with increasing device sizes and then starts to increase, resulting in an optimal value

for N. The initial decrease in supply voltage achieved from the reduction in delays more than

compensates the increase in capacitance due to increasing N. However, after some point the

increase in capacitance dominates the achievable reduction in voltage, since the incremental speed

increase with transistor sizing is very small (this can be seen in Equation 64, with the delay

becoming independentof a as N goes to infinity).Throughout the analysiswe have assumed that

the parasitic capacitance is independent of device sizing. However, the drain and source diffusion

and perimetercapacitances actually increase with increasing area, favoring smaller size devices

and making the above a worst-case analysis.

Also plotted in Figure 3-7 are simulation results usingthe SPICE simulator from extracted layouts

of an 8-bit addercarry chain for three different device (W/L) ratios (N=l, N=2, and N=4). The

curve follows the simple first-order model derived very well, and suggests that this example is

dominated more by the effect of gate capacitance rather than parasitics. In this case, increasing

devices (W/L)'s does not help, and the solution usingthe smallest possible (W/L) ratios results in

the best sizing.
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Figure 3-6 : Circuit model for analyzing the effect of transistor sizing.
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Figure 3-7 : Plotof energy vs. transistor sizing factor for various parasitic contributions.
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3.1,5 Architecture-Driven Voltage Scaling

The "technology" based approaches presented in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are focusing on

reducing the voltage while maintaining device speed, and are not attempting to achieve the

minimum possible power. As shown inFigures 2-25 and 2-27, CMOS logic gates achieve lower

power-delay products (energy per computation) as the supply voltages are reduced. In fact, once a

device is in velocity saturation there is a further degradation in theenergy per computation, so in

minimizing the energy required for computation, Kakumu's critical voltage for low power

therefore provides an upperboundon the supply voltage whereas for his analysis it provided a

lower bound! It now will be the task of the architecture to compensate for the reduced circuit

speed, that comes with operating below the critical voltage.

Trading Area for Lower power through Hardware Duplication

Figure 3-8 shows a conventional uni-processor implementationof a generic function, F(INPUT).

Let/sample (= ^sample) hethe throughput clock rate for this implementation (or the rate at which

the input samples are streamed through) and also let fsample he the fastest clock rate at which the

function F(INPUT) can be clocked at (that is, the critical path of F(IN) is Tsample at asupply

voltage of Vref =5V).LetCref bethe capacitance switched every cycle,

Cref =Cin-reg +CF +Cout.reg (EQ 67)

where C-mmjeg is the capacitance switched in the input register, CF is the capacitance switched to

implement the function, and Cout.reg is the capacitance ofthe output register.

The power consumption of this datapath is given by,

Pref=Cref V nf/sample (EQ 68)

Figure 3-8 also shows the timing diagram for input and output data for this implementation. The

output data isvalid one clock cycle after the input data has been latched into the input register. The

latency is therefore oneclockcycle.
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Another approach for implementing this generic function F(INPUT) isshown in Figure 3-9, which

shows die generalized approach of using parallelism to reduce the clock requirement. Hardware

duplication is used in which N processing elements each implementing the function F are

computing in parallel. The input is broadcast to all the registers of the Nprocessing elements and

gated clocks are used to load each register every Ncycles. That is, the clocks to each register are

skewed such that IN0 is loaded in REGO, IN! is loaded into REG1, and so on. The output of the N

processing elements ismultiplexed and sent to an output register which operates at the throughput

clock rate (/sampie). Since each input register is clocked only at/MOT/,/e/N, the time available to

compute die function F for each input sample is increased by a factor of N over the uni-processor
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implementation. That is, Tavailable/Tcritical_path =N. This implies that the supply voltage can be

lowered to increase thecircuit delays until the critical path is extended to equal to the clock cycle.
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Figure 3-9 : A multi-processorimplementation of a generic function.

The power supply voltage corresponding to N-level parallelism, VN, is determined below:
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N

where TN is the delay ofeachcomputation module. Therefore the ratio ofVN to Vref is givenby:

N
= N*

ref

where

= N*T{ = N*K-

( V
N

V \2
t

i V V
., v ref ref' AT

r V \2

ref'

a = r^
ref
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ret

v ref
-a

(1-a)
(EQ 70)

(EQ71)

The quadratic relationship of Equation 70 canbe solved to obtainVN as a function of Vref and Vt.

N 2a + Y+V'4ay+v
V

ref
(EQ 72)

where

Y =
(.-«')

N (EQ73)

If vt = 0, then Equation 72, degenerates to:

VN N (EQ 74)

Figure 3-10 shows the supply voltage as a function of the number of processors. The best case

simation is the bottom curve of Figure 3-10, where Vt =0 and the power supply drops linearly with

the supply voltage, as derived in Equation74. Figure 3-10 also shows the effect of increasing the,
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threshold voltage as modeled in Equation 72. As can be concluded from this figure, a high

threshold voltage limits the amount of voltage scaling that can be achieved for given level of

parallelism. A lower threshold voltage allows for more voltage scaling, however, results in more

leakagecurrents. The issue of optimal Vt selectionis described laterin this chapter.

2 3 4 5 6

Number of Processor, N

Figure 3-10 :Voltage reduction vs. number of processors as a function of Vt.

The parallel architecture shown in Figure 3-9 does have overhead circuitry which requires extra

power. There are three sources of overhead power: routing capacitance due to broadcast of the

input which is switched at the throughput rate, the output routing from the processors being

clocked at/j^/g/N and themultiplexor overhead circuitry operating atthesample rate. Therefore

the power consumption of the parallel implementation is:

P — P + P -4- P \ P •! P
N " in-routing processing out-routing mux outreg

The various components of power consumption are outlined below:

(EQ75)



p = C (N)Vf
in-routing in Arsample
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(EQ76)

where Cm (N) is the capacitance switched in the input load capacitance which is equal to the

interconnectcapacitance plus the load of the registers and Vn, as defined before is the supply

voltage of the N-processor implementation. The capacitance switched in the input routing is a

function of N since the wire length (and therefore the corresponding physical capacitance) will

increase with the number of processors.

p . =n(c +c ]y2fsamPle =(c +c ]v2fprocessing ' {^inreg ^F/N N { inreg*^F)vWi

The processing power decreases quadratically with the voltage.

P =nc (N) v2fsamPle =c (N) v2f (EQ78)
out-routing out-routingK ; N /\[ out-routingy ' Arsample

Here Cout.routmg(N) is average capacitance switched per bus. Once again, it is a function of N since

the average wire length per bus will increase as the number of processors increases.

p = c (N)v f
mux muxK ' hrsamph

(EQ77)

sample

(EQ 79)

where Cmux is the multiplexor switched capacitance which is function of N. That is, the

capacitance per select is a function of the number of processors.

'-----<:- -m
2 (EQ80)

outreg ~ woutreg' lr sample

where Cout_iatch is the capacitance switched per register access.

If the overhead components of capacitance described above, the multiplexor, input-routing and

output-routing are assumed to be zero, then the power consumption can be arbitrarily reduced by



making the computation parallel.The power in this case is given by:

PKr = P . +P ,
N processing outreg
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(EQ 81)

p =(c +c +c Vf =c v2/ (EQ82)N y inreg F outreg) hrsample ref Arsample

The power improvement of the multi-processor implementation relative to a uni-processor

implementation under the assumptions of zero circuit overhead is:

P \T (EQ 83)
N N

ref
1 v2

where VN/Vrefcan be determined from Equation 72. If Vt=0, then the power improvement of the

multi-processor implementation relative to a uni-processor implementation is:

p v2 (EQM)
N _ N _ \

P 2 " 21 / , AT
ref

This is the theoretical maximum reduction in power achievable with architecture driven voltage

seating! This also assumes that leakage currents are zero, which is not a good assumption and will

be addressed later.

Figure 3-11 plots the improvement in power as function of N taking into account the limitations to

voltage scaling due to finite threshold voltages. As seen from this figure, even assuming ideal

conditions for overhead circuitry (where overhead is zero), results in power reductions which

saturate as the number of processors is increased for high values of the threshold voltage.
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Figure 3-11: Power reduction (Pj/Pn)vs. numberof processors asa function of Vt.

There are two key consequences of architecture driven voltage scaling. First, which is quite

obvious is the area increase which will grow faster than the number of processors, and second, is

an increase in latency.The latency is increased over the uni-processorimplementation and is equal

to N cycles. Fortunately, for most signal processing applications like video compression,

throughput is the critical metric and latency can be tolerated.

Optimal Supply Voltage for Architecture Driven Voltage Scaling

In the previous section,we saw that the delay increase due to reduced supply voltages below the

critical voltage can be compensated by exploiting parallel architectures. However, as seen in

Figure 2-26 and Equation 43, as supply voltages approach the device thresholds, the gate delays

increase rapidly. Correspondingly, the amount of parallelism and overhead circuitry increases to a

point where the added overhead dominates any gains in power reduction from further voltage
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reduction, leading to the existence of an"optimal" voltage from an architectural point of view. To

determine the value of this voltage, the following model is used for the power for a fixed system

throughput as a function of voltage (and hence degree of parallelism) obtained from Equations 75

thru 82.

'»-V» i +Cin^VNfs +Cout-rou,ing^VNfs +Cmux^VNfs <EQ85>
where N is the number of parallel processors, fs is the sample frequency, Cref is the capacitance

switched by a single processor as defined in Equation 67, Cm is the capacitance switched on the

input bus which is used to broadcast data to all the input registers of the parallel processing

elements, Cout.routing is the output capacitance switched per output bus (to communicate between

the processing elements and the multiplexor in Figure 3-9) which is a function of N since the

average interconnect capacitance perbus will increase with the numberof processors, Cmux is the

multiplexor capacitance that is switched at the sample rate. The power improvement of a

multiprocessor implementation over auni-processor implementation (i.e. without parallelism) can

be expressed as:

normalized

( C. (AO C ,. (N) C (N)\1+ in + ou*-routingK ' muxK '
I Cref Cref Cref

( V \2

\Vrep
(EQ 86)

At very low supply voltages (nearthe device thresholds), the number of processors (and hence the

corresponding overhead in the above equation) typically increases at a faster rate than the V* term

decreases, resulting in a power increase with further reduction in voltage. The minimum on the

Power vs. Vdd curveis defined asthe"optimum" voltage forarchitecture driven voltage scaling.

Another constraint on the lowest allowable supply voltages is set by system noise margin

constraints (Vnoise margin). Thus, we must lower-bound the "optimal" voltage by:
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V < V < V #er> <mnoise margin optimal critical (EQ87)

with Vcnticai defined in Section 3.1.2. Hence, the "optimal" supply voltage (for a fixed technology)

will lie somewhere between the voltage set by noise margin constraints and the critical voltage.

As mentioned before, the contribution of overhead circuitry is included to the power consumption,

the power vs. number of processorswill have an optimum point, parallelizing beyond which will

result in an increase of the total power consumption. This results in an optimum level of

parallelism and voltage. This can be illustrated by considering only one component of overhead

capacitance, the input broadcast capacitance. Therefore, power consumption is given by:

PN-Cre^SamPle +Cin^Nfi
(EQ88)

sample

Let Cref = 1 and let C^/N) be modelled as a linear function of N. When N =1, the interconnect

capacitance is equal to zero. In general,

C. (AO =mN-m (EQ89>
in '

where m is the slope of the interconnect function as a function of the number of processors. Figure

3-12 shows the capacitance as a function of the numberof processors.
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The power reduction of an N-processor implementation in this case is given by:

PN _ CrefVNfsample +Cin{N) *V'sample _ (, Cin }jN_ _(. r \^_N_ (EQ

ref ref sampI

Figure 3-13 shows a plot of the power as a function of the number of processors, N, for various

values of m. All curves shown are for a Vt=0.8V. With m=0, there is no overhead for parallelism,

and the power reduces as 1/N2 as derived earlier in Equation 84. For higher values ofm,the power

reaches minimum at a certain level of parallelism, resulting in an optimum level of parallelism.

The minimum point shifts to the left, as the capacitance overhead factor, m, increases.
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Figure 3-13 : Power vs. N for various levels of overhead capacitance.
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Figure 3-14 shows power (normalized to 1 at Vdd=5V) as a function of Vdd for a variety of cases.

The lower curve in this figure represents the power dissipation which would be achieved if there

were no overhead associated with increased parallelism. For this case, the power is a strictly

decreasing function of Vdd and the optimum voltage would be set by the minimum value allowed

from noise margin constraints. The other curves show the power as a function of the voltage,

which is obtained by increasing the level of parallelism. After a certain level of parallelism, the

overhead circuitry starts to dominate any gains from voltage reduction and the power starts to

increase, and this results in an"optimum" supply voltage for low-power. It is interestingto note all

cases have roughly the same optimum value of supply voltage, approximately 1.5V. Even when

the overhead is very high (m=0.5), the optimal voltage around 2V is found. The intuition for this

voltage is that around the sum of the threshold voltages, the delays and therefore the number of

processors start to increase rapidly with voltage reduction and this results in a steep rise in
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overhead circuitry. This rise in overhead dominates and power starts to rise with further reduction

of voltage.
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Figure 3-14 : Architecture Driven Optimum Supply Voltage.

Figure 3-15 shows the power as function of number of processors, N, for a fixed value of m=0.7,

as a function of the threshold voltage. Here, the leakage currents are ignored for reduced threshold

voltages. Reducing Vt shifts the minimum point on the curve to the right
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Figure 3-15 : Power vs. N for various threshold voltages.
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Trading Area for Lower power through Hardware Pipelining

An architecture driven voltage scaling strategy was presented earlier in which hardware

duplication was used to reduce the clock frequency for the processing module which resulted in

scaling of the supply voltage. Here another approach will be presented, which involves using

pipelining to reduce the critical path (rather than the clock rate) and the supply voltage.

Figure 3-16 shows an N-stage pipelinedapproach for implementing the generic function shown on

the left side. N-1 registers, all clocked at the sample rate, are introduced in the generic function.

This has the effect of reducing the critical path. The critical path for an N-stage pipeline is:

^critical path ="sample/^ (EQ 91)

Therefore, the logic between the registers could operate N-times slower while maintaining

functional throughput. This implies thatthe supplyvoltagecanbe scaled to slow down the circuit
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by a factor of N. This voltage at which an N-stage pipelined circuit will have the same throughput

as an implementation witii no pipelining is derived in Equation 72.

IN

j samp!

Generic

Function

F(INPUT)

/sampl

^ •'cp- *sample/™

ftsample

CLK

IN

OUT

1
OUT

/sample

OUT

IN,

X

"X; INi )(!•••)( inn-iK; inn X; INNiy
X * ^ TJH X |( OUTO X OUT1 X

Figure 3-16 : N stage pipelining allows reduction of critical path and voltage.

The power consumption of an N-stage pipelined circuit is approximately given by:

p = (c r+ (N-\)C )vj ,N I ref regj rr samp It
(EQ 92)

where Crefis the capacitance switched by the original datapath (including the input and output

registers) shown on the left of Figure 3-16 and Creg is capacitance switched by each register.
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Therefore, the power reduction of a N-stage pipelined implementation versus a non-pipelined

implementation is:

N { ref^ v" x'^reg)TN1 sample
P 2

ref refsamplt

.+ (N-l)C & (l+p(tf-l))-JL
V,

ref

(EQ 93)

where p=Qeg/Cref and can never begreater than 0.5 since C,.ef =2C,.eg +Cp Figure 3-17 shows

the powerreduction of an N-stage pipelined architecture forvarious valuesof p. For (3=0, there is

no overhead assumed for pipelining.

p =0.0

p = 0.1

— p =0.2

p =0.3
p = 0.4
p = 0.5

10 11 12

Figure 3-17 : Power reduction for N-stage pipelining for various overhead factors.

Notice that, just like parallelism, the latency is increased for the pipelined implementation and is

equal to N clock cycles. However, the overhead for pipelining is much smaller, since only registers

have to be added instead of hardware duplication.
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Example 1: A Simple Adder-Comparator Example

To illustrate how architectural techniques can be used to compensate for reduced speeds, a simple

8-bit datapath consisting of an adder and a comparator is analyzed assuming a 2.0|im technology

[Chandrakasan92]. As shown in Figure 3-18, inputs A and B are added, and the result compared to

input C. Assuming the worst-case delay through the adder, comparator and latch is approximately

25ns at a supply voltage of 5V, the system in the best case can be clocked with a clock period of T

= 25ns. When required to run at this maximum possible throughput, it is clear that the operating

voltage cannot be reduced any further since no extra delay can be tolerated, hence yielding no

reduction in power. We will use this as die reference datapath for our architectural study and

present power improvement numbers with respect to this reference. The power for the reference

datapath is given by:

P = c V2 f r
ref ref ref ref

(EQ 94)

where Cr<,/-is the total effective capacitance being switched per clock cycle. The effective

capacitance was determined by averaging the energy over a sequence of input patterns with a

uniform distribution.

Area = 636 x 833 u

Figure 3-18 : A simple datapath with corresponding layout
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One way to maintain throughput while reducing the supply voltage is to utilize a parallel

architecture. As shown in Figure 3-19, two identical adder-comparator datapaths are used,

allowing each unit to work at half the original rate while maintaining the original throughput.

Since the speed requirements for the adder, comparator, and latch have decreased from 25ns to

50ns, the voltage can be dropped from 5V to 2.9V (the voltage at which the delay doubled, from

Figure 2-26). While the datapath capacitance has increased by a factor of 2, the operating

frequency has correspondingly decreased by a factor of 2. Unfortunately, there is also a slight

increase in the total "effective" capacitance introduced due to the extra routing, resulting in an

increased capacitance by a factorof 2.15. Thus the power for the parallel datapath is given by:

P =c v2nnr f = (2.15c ) (0.58v )2[ ^)~0.36p , (eqqs)
par par P<*r Jpar v ref v ref V 2 / ref

This method of reducing power by using parallelism has the overhead of increased area, and

would not be suitable for area-constrained designs. In general, parallelism will have the overhead

of extra routing(and hence extra power),and careful optimization must be performed to minimize

this overhead (for example, partitioning techniques for minimal overhead). As described in

Chapter 2, interconnect capacitance will especially play a very important role in deep sub-micron

implementations, since the fringing capacitance of the interconnect capacitance (Owi^g =Carea +

Cfnnging +^wiring)can become adominant part of the total capacitance (equal toCgate +Cjunctjon +

CwMng) ^d ccax to scale.
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Area =147^x1219

Figure 3-19 : Parallel implementation of the simple datapath

Anodier possible approach is to apply pipelining to die architecture, as shown in Figure 3-20.

Witii the additional pipeline latch, die critical path becomes the max[Tadder Tcomparator], allowing

the adder and the comparator to operate at a slower rate. For this example, the two delays are

equal, allowing the supply voltage to again be reduced from 5V used in the reference datapath to

2.9V (the voltage at which die delay doubles) with no loss in throughput. However, there is a much

lower area overhead incurred by this technique, as we only need to add pipeline registers. Note

that mere is again a slight increase in hardware due to the extra latches, increasing the "effective"

capacitance by approximately a factor of 1.15.
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Area = 640x1081 p

Figure 3-20 : Pipelined implementation of the simple

The power consumed by the pipelined datapath is:

P • = C• v2oloe f • = (L15C ) (°-58l/ )2f ,= 0-39 P , <EQ96>pipe pipe PlPe pipe ref ref ref ref

Widi diis architecture, power reduces by a factor of approximately 2.5, providing approximately

the same power reduction as the parallel case witii the advantage of lower area overhead. As an

added bonus, increasing the level of pipelining also has the effect of reducing logic depth and

hence power contributed due to hazards and critical races.

Furthermore, an obvious extension is to utilize a combination of pipelining and parallelism. Since

this architecture reduces the critical path and hence speed requirement by a factor of 4, the voltage

can be dropped until the delay increases by a factor of 4. The power consumption in this case is:

parpipe
= C

parpipe parpipe parpipe
(2.5C ) (0.4V )2

ref ref
list]
< 2 j

= 0.2P
ref

(EQ97)
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The parallel-pipeline implementation results in a 5 times reduction in power. Table 3-1 shows a

comparative summary of the various architecturesdescribed for the simple adder-comparator data

path.

Table 3-1 : Results of architecture based voltage scaling

Architecture Voltage
Area

(normalized)
Power

(normalized)

Simple 5V 1 1

Parallel 2.9V 3.4 0.36

Pipelined 2.9V 1.3 0.39

Pipelined-Parallel 2.0 3.7 0.2

Figure 3-21 shows the power vs. Vdd for the parallel and parallel-pipelined datapaths. Curve 1 in

this figure represents the power dissipation which would be achieved if there were no overhead

associated with increased parallelism. For this case, the power is a strictly decreasing function of

Vdd and the optimum voltage would be set by the minimum value allowed from noise margin

constraints (assuming that no recursive bottleneck was reached). Curves 2 and 3 are obtained from

data from actual layouts and are extensions of the example described earlier in which parallel and

parallel-pipeline implementations of the simple datapath were duplicated N times.

In Table 3-2 is a summary of the power reduction and normalized areas that were obtained from

layouts. The increase in areas gives an indication of the amount of parallelism being exploited.

The key point is that the optimal voltage is found to be relatively independent over the cases

considered, and occurred around 1.5V for the 2.0p technology (with Vm =0.7V and V^ =-0.9V);

a similar analysis using a 0.5V threshold, 0.8p process (with an Leff of 0.5p) resulted in optimal

voltages around IV, with power reductions in excess of a factor of 10. Further scaling of the

threshold would allow even lower voltage operation, and hence even greaterpower savings.
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Figure 3-21 : Optimum voltage of operation for the add/compare computation.

Table 3-2 : Normalized Area/Power for various supply voltages for Plots 2,3 in Figure3-21

Voltage
Parallel

Area/Power

Parallel -Pipelined
Area/Power

5 1/1 1/1

2 6/0.19 3.7/0.2

1.5 11/0.13 7/0.12

1.4 15/0.14 10/0.11

From the aboveexamples, it is clear that the traditional time-multiplexed architectures, asused in

general purpose microprocessors andDSPchipsare the leastdesirable for low-powerapplications.
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This follows since time multiplexing actually increases the speed requirements on the logic

circuitry, thus not allowing reduction in the supply voltage.

Example 2: Exploiting Concurrency for Applications with Feedback

So far, we have seen that parallel and pipelined architectures can allow for a reduction in supply

voltages to the "optimal" level; this will indeed be the case if the algorithm being implemented

does not require feedback. Forexample, in the simple adder-comparator example which was

presented, parallel and pipelined architectures were usedto reduce the supplyvoltage and power.

This simple example did not have any feedback and the computation was therefore easily

parallelizable. However, there are a wide class of applications inherently recursive in nature,

ranging from simpleones, such as infinite impulse response and adaptive filters, to more complex

cases suchassystemssolving non-linear equations and adaptive compression algorithms. There is,

therefore, an algorithmic bound on the level to which pipelining and parallelism canbe exploited

for voltage reduction.

In applications that have feedback (e.g IIR), the computation cannotbe easily parallelized and

algorithmic transformations are required to alleviate the recursive bottlenecks. In general,

exploiting concurrency in an algorithm is not a trivial task and high-level computation

transformations are required to exploit concurrency. Many transformations profoundly affect the

amount of concurrency in the computation. This includes retiming/pipelining, algebraic

transformations and loop transformations. For linear systems, a sequence of computational

transformations applied in well defined order canbe used to exploit arbitrary parallelism operate

circuits at very low supply voltages.

To illustrate the application of speed-uptransformations to lower power, consider a first orderIIR

filter, as shown in Figure 3-22a. A time-multiplexed model is assumed in which each operationis

assumed to take once control cycle and thereforethis structure has a critical path of 2 (i.e for this

example, Tsample/rc]ock =2). The goal is to reduce the number of cycles to process one sample
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since this will allow a reduction of the power supply. Due to the recursive bottleneck

[Messerschmitt88] [Parhi891 imposed by the filter structure, it is impossible to reduce the critical

path using retiming or pipelining. Also, the simple structuredoes not provide opportunities for the

application of algebraic transformations and applying a single transformation is not enough to

reduce power in this example.

Figure 3-22b shows the effect of applying loop unrolling (where two output samples are computed

in parallelbased on two input samples) on the initial flowgraph.

YN-i = XN.i + A*YN.2 (EQ98)

YN = XN + A*YN.1 = XN + A*(XN.i + A*YN.2) (EQ99)

The critical path is doubled, but two samples are processed in parallel; therefore, the effective

critical path is unchanged and therefore the supply voltage cannot be altered. The effective

capacitance switched does not change either since the number of operations is doubled for

processing two input samples in parallel. Since neither the capacitance switched nor the voltage is

altered, the power of this implementation remains unchanged. Therefore, Loop unrolling by itself

does not reduce the power consumption.

However, loop unrolling enables several other transformations (distributivity, constant

propagation, and pipelining) which result in a significant reduction in power dissipation. After

applying loop unrolling, distributivity and constant propagation in a systematic way, the output

samples can be represented as:

YN-i = XN.i + A*YN_2 (EQ10°)

YN =XN +A* XN.! +A2 *YN_2 (EQ 101)

The transformed solution has a critical path of 3 (Figure 3-22c) for processing two samples.

Therefore, the effective critical path is reduced and therefore the voltage can be dropped. This

results in a small reduction of the power consumption(by 20%).

However, pipelining can now be applied to this structure, reducing the critical path further to 2
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cycles (Figure 3-22d). Since the final transformed block is working at half the original sample rate

(since we are processing 2 samples in parallel), and the critical path is same as the original

datapath (2 control cycles), the supply voltage can be dropped to 2.9V (the voltage at which the

delays increase by a factor of 2, see Figure 2-26). However, note that the effective capacitance

increases since the transformed graph requires 3 multiplications and 3 additions for processing 2

samples while the initial graph requires only one multiplication and one addition to process one

sample, or effectively a 50% increase in capacitance. The reduction in supply voltage, however,

more than compensates for the increase in capacitance resulting in an overall reduction of the

power by a factor of 2 (due to the quadratic effect of voltage on power).
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Figure 3-22 : Using speedup transformations to reduce power.
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This simpleexample can used to illustrate that optimizing for throughput will result in different

solution that optimizing for power. For this example, arbitrary speedup can be achieved by

continuing to apply loop unrolling combined with other transformations (algebraic, constant
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propagation, and pipelining). The speedup grows linearly with the unrolling factor, as shown in

Figure 3-23. If the goal is to minimize power consumption while keeping the throughput fixed, the

speedup can be used to drop the supplyvoltage. Unfortunately, the capacitance grows linearly with

unrolling factor (since the number of operations per input sample increases) and soon limits the

gains from reducingthe supply voltage. This resultsin an "optimum" unrolling factor for power of

3, beyond which the power consumption starts to increase again.

251 • 1 • 1 • 1 i

POWER (Fixed Throughput)

SPEEDUP

• VOLTAGE (Fixed Throughput)

CAPAQTANCE

-V"
.-A

>,_-.*- ;k

3 4 5

UNROLLING FACTOR

Figure 3-23 : Speed optimizing is different than power optimization.

This example bring out two very important points: First, the application of a particular

transformation can have conflicting effects on the different components of power consumption.

For example, a transformation can reduce the voltage component of power (through a reduction in

the critical path) while simultaneously increasing the capacitance component of power. Therefore,

while speed-up transformations can be used to reduce power by allowing for reduced supply
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voltages, the "fastest" solution is often NOT the lowest power solution. The design environment

described later in Chapter 5, can be used to automatically explore the design space using speed-up

transformations (as described above) and find the "optimum" solution which trade's off

capacitance and voltage for a fixed throughput. Second, the application of transformations in a

combined fashion almost always results in lower power consumption than the isolated application

of a single transformation. In fact, it is often necessary to apply a transformation which may

temporary increase the power budget, in order to enable the application of transformations which

will result in a more dramatic power reduction.

A simple first order IIR filter was presented above to demonstrate that the optimization for

throughput is very different than optimization for power. Now consider a bigger and more widely

used example, the DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), to illustrate this point further. We will

compare two implementation of the DCT: one proposed by Feig and Winograd [Feig92] and the

other, the direct maximally fast form. Feig's DCT algorithm can be derived from the direct form

using the exceptionally sophisticated application of common subexpression elimination/

replication and algebraic rules. The direct form, on other hand, can be derived from the Feig's

DCT, by the simple application of the transformation set using the procedure for maximally fast

implementation of linear computation [Potkonjak92]. While Feig's DCT has a critical path of 11

cycles, the maximally fast DCT has a critical path of only 7 cycles. Therefore the Vdd can be

reduced from 5 V to 3.25 V. While the reduction of the supply was relatively significant, the

effective capacitance increased at a rate larger than an order of magnitude. Feig's form has 54

multiplications and 462 addition while the maximally fast form has 4,096 multiplication and 4,096

additions. The power increases by a factor of more than 20, even after taking into account the

voltage reduction due to throughput improvement.

The examples presented in this subsection clearly indicate that there is a sharp difference in the

objective function for throughput and power. A number of key transformations for throughput

enhancement have the effect of increasing the number of operationsor increasing the interconnect
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area. For example, it has been shown that common subexpression can yield, for many classes of

designs implementation, arbitrarily high throughput at the expense of additional number of

operations [Potkonjak92].

3.1.6 Voltage Scaling using Threshold Reduction

From the previous section, it is clear that the optimum voltage is reached when the overhead

capacitance from parallelism or pipelining dominates at supply voltages close to the threshold

voltage of the devices. Therefore, a key to reducing the"optimum" supply voltage is reducing the

thresholdvoltage of the devices. Reducing the threshold voltage allows the supply voltage to be

scaled down (and therefore lower switching power) without loss in speed. For example,a circuit

running at a supply voltage of 1.5V with Vt=1V will have approximately the sameperformance as

the circuit running at a supply voltage of 0.9V anda Vt=0.5V using the simple first ordertheory of

Section 2.1.6. Figure 3-24 shows a plot of normalized delay vs. threshold voltage for various

supply voltages.
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Figure 3-24: Effect of threshold reduction on the delay for various supply voltages.

Since significant power improvements can be gained through the use of low-threshold MOS

devices, the question of how low the thresholds can be reduced must be addressed. The limit is set

by the requirement to retain adequate noise margins and the increase in subthreshold currents.

Noise margins will be relaxed in low power designs because of the reduced currents being

switched, however, subthreshold currents can result in significant static power dissipation.

Figure 3-25 shows a plot of energy vs. threshold voltages for a fixed throughput for a 16-bit

datapath ripple carry adder (which essentially represents the power to perform the operation).

Here, the power supply voltage is allowed to vary to keep the throughput fixed. For a fixed

throughput (e.g. that obtained at a 20Mhz clock rate), the supply voltage and therefore the

switching component of power can be reduced while reducing the threshold voltage. However, at

some point, the threshold voltage and supply reduction is offset by an increase in the leakage

currents, resulting in an optimal threshold voltage for a given level of logic complexity. That is,
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the optimum threshold voltage must compromise between improvement of current drive at low

supply voltage operation and control of the sub-threshold leakage.
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Figure 3-25 : Compromise between dynamic and leakage power dissipation
through Vt variation.

3.2 Support Circuitry for Low-voltage Operation

3.2.1 High Efficiency Power Supply Generation [Stratakos94]

The architecture driven voltage scaling strategy that was presented earlier assumes that the supply

voltage is a free variable and more importantly that the voltage can be set to any arbitrary level

with very high efficiency. In order to realize such portable systems in which different parts of the

system could operate at their own "optimum" supply voltage and communicate with each other

using the level-conversion circuitry that will be described in the next section, the design of high

efficiency low-voltage (in which the voltage can be made programmable) switching regulators
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must be considered. Figure 3-26 shows the schematic of a Buck regulator that can be used to

generate low-supply voltages with high efficiency.

V9P| li
vx —*•

Vgrt-]rM1 mCx C,/p >RLV^

Figure 3-26 : A Buck regulatorthat be used to generate arbitrary voltages.

The converter works by chopping the input voltage (through control of Vgn and Vgp) to reduce the

average voltage. This produces a square-wave of duty cycle D with frequency /, at the inverter

output node Vx. The chopped signal is filtered by the second-orderlow-pass filter (Lf and Cf) to

reduce the ac component to an acceptable ripple value. Buck converters are capable of a 0% to

100% duty factor and the output voltage is given as:

Vdd= Vin*D (EQ102)

whereV^ is the unregulated inputvoltage and D is the duty factor. Forexample, with V^ =6V and

D=25%, the output voltage is 1.5V.The output can be set to an arbitrary value by controlling the

duty cycle on the inverteroutput node Vx.

There are three main sources of dissipation that cause the conversion efficiency of this circuit to

be less than unity: switching loss (CxW^fs loss due to parasitics), conduction loss (I2R loss in the

power transistors and filter components), and CgWin2fs gate drive loss for each FET. Four

techniques are used to improve the efficiency of the converter at reduced voltages and current

levels.

Synchronous Rectification

The free-wheeling diode used in conventional high voltage converters is replaced with a gated
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NMOS device (Ml). Forlow output voltagelevels, the diode's voltage dropbecomes a significant

fraction of the output voltage, leading to large conduction loss. A gated NMOS device can achieve

the same function more efficiently.

Soft Switching or Zero Voltage Switching of Power Devices

Capacitive switching loss is nearly eliminated by using the filter inductor as a current source to

charge and discharge the inverter node; therefore, the power transistors are turned on and off at

VDg=0 (referred to as Zero Voltage Switching or ZVS). This factor is especially important for

high-frequency converters. Figure 3-27showsthe timing for soft-switching of the Buck converter.

Soft-switching is accomplished by individual control of the gate voltagesof the NMOS andPMOS

devices such that there is a dead-time when neither transistors conducts. Consider the 0 -> 1

transition at node x which is initiated by turningoff the NMOS device. By choosing the value of

the inductor to be small enough, the ripple current can be made larger than the average current,

Tout, and therefore the current on the inductor reverses direction. The reverse inductor current is

then used to move charge from the output filtercapacitor to the parasitic capacitance at node x.

When node x is equal to Vin, the PMOS device is turned on with zero drain to sourcevoltage,

eliminating switching loss.
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Figure 3-27 : Timing for soft-switching of the Buck converter.
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Adaptive Dead Time Control

Zero Voltage Switching (or soft-switching) depends critically on the dead-time, during which

neither Ml nor M2 conducts. A fixed dead-time designed assuming an average current load can

result in significant losses if operating conditions change.

Figure 3-28 shows the effect of varying load conditions of the waveforms for a high to low

transition at node x. When the average load current decreases, as shown on the left, the current to

discharge Cx is lower and therefore the discharge time is increased. For a dead-time

implementation, the NMOS would turn on before the node x has discharged and would discharge
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node x. When the average current increases, the current to discharge the capacitance Cx is larger

and the discharge occurs faster. This will cause the source to body diode of the drain to turn on for

the NMOS device and causes forward-diode conduction, which is very inefficient for low-voltage

operation.

Iout -l => Cx discharges slowly

••Mm:mmm-:^

1 CHI 2«
j CH2 2U

: J. ft 28o» 2.98 U UERTj

^ /T^^T^"
m*^

:

:

S

/ I

frtfc
i * l*tj~/*i-

Rectifier Discharges C,

hut f =* Qc discharges quickly

Body Diode Conduction

Figure 3-28 : Effects of varying load conditions on waveforms.

From Figure 3-28, it is clear that an adaptive dead-time control through a negative feedback loop

is needed to accommodate varying operating conditions and process variations. Figure 3-29 shows

the schematic for the dead-time control for the NMOS device. On a clock (CLK) low to high

transition, die switch shown in die figure turns on shorting the internal node (int) to ground and

this causes die buffered output, which drives the gate of the NMOS device, to go low. On the clock

high to low transition, the switch is open and the turn on of die NMOS gate is delayed. The delay

is setby setting Icontroi (which is determined from the relative phases of Vx and Vgn). This circuit

provides zero voltage switching over a wide range of loads [Stratakos94].
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Figure 3-29: Adaptive dead-time control.

Resonant-transition Gate-drive

A resonant inductor can be used to charge and discharge the gate capacitances of the power

devices, recycling a significant fraction of the gate charge.

Transistor Sizing for Minimizing Overall Losses

The switching loss is nearly eliminated using soft-switching and adaptive dead-time control. An

important design trade-off involves the selection of the power transistor sizes such that the total

losses are minimized. That is, minimize:

"total= 'conduction loss + "gate-drive loss (EQ 103)

The conduction loss is proportional to the resistance of the power transistors and therefore

increasing the width will decrease this component. The gate drive loss is proportional to the gate

capacitance of the devices and therefore increasing the width will linearly increase this loss.

Figure 3-30 shows a plot of the two components of loss and the total power. Through simple

algebraic manipulation, the optimum width can be determined to be:

W
opt (EQ 104)
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Figure 3-31 shows die die photo of a prototype 1.5V regulator that achieves > 90% efficiency.

Frequency: 1Mhz

Battery Voltage: 6V

Output Voltage: 1.5V

Output Power: 750mW
Efficiency: 92%

Technology: 1.2|im
MiLl0.2cm/1.2Lim

M2Ll0.5cm/1.2|im
Size: 4.2mm X 4.2mm

Figure 3-31 : Die photo of a 1.5V Buck regulator.
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3.2.2 Voltage Level-conversion Circuitry

One important type of pad required for low-voltage operation is a level-shifter that can convert

low-voltage signal swings from the core of the low-power chips (e.g. 1.5V) to the high-voltage

signal swings required by I/O devices (e.g. 5V required by displays) or vice-versa. Figure 3-32

shows the schematicof the level convertingI/O pad.

This tristate output buffer uses two supply voltages, the low-voltage supply, VddL, that is tied to

the pad-ring and the high-voltage supply,VddH, coming in through anotherunbuffered pad. The

low-to-high conversion circuit is a PMOS cross-coupled pair (M3, M4) connected to the high

supply voltage, driven differentially (via Ml, M2) by the low-voltage signal from the core.The N-

device pulldowns, Ml and M2, are DC ratioed against the cross-coupled P-device pullups, M3

and M4, so that a low-swing input (VddL=lV) guarantees a correctoutput transition(VddH=5V).

That is, the PMOS widths are sized so that the drive capability of the NMOS can overpower the

drive of the PMOS, and reverse the state of the latch. The ratio is larger than just the ratio of

mobilities, because the PMOSdevices are operating with VGS=VddH, and the NMOS is operating

with VGS=VddL. This level-converting pad consumes poweronly during transitions andconsumes

no DC power. The remaining buffer stages and output driver are supplied by VddH. This level-

conversion pad will work only with an NWELL process since it requires isolated wells for the

PMOS devices that are connected to the highvoltage.
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VddH

CH>HC
PADIO

0<->VddL

•*• VddH

VddH

VvV

Figure 3-32 : Level-conversion I/O pad buffer.

3.3 Noise Considerations at Reduced Supply Voltages

Reducing the supply voltage raises some issues on noise immunity. There are three important

sources of internal noise in integrated circuits: inductive noise due to the simultaneous switching

of circuits, resistive noise on the power supply lines, and coupling between neighboring circuits.

In this section, the effect of supply voltage scaling on the various components of noise will be

analyzed.

Bond wires, package pins, printed circuit board traces, and IC traces all have parasitic inductances.

When a CMOS gate switches, a current spike flows through the power bus, which has parasitic

inductance from the above mentioned sources. When current changes through an inductor, a

voltage is generated across the inductor which is equal to L * di/dt As a result of this voltage drop,
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thereis a fluctuation in the internal powersupply, whichcancausesoft-errors if the voltagedrop is

large. This effect is commonly referred to as simultaneously switching noise since it most

pronounced when many circuits (especially many off-chip drivers switch simultaneously). Figure

3-33 a model for including bond inductance for computing the internal supply voltage.

Figure3-33 : Inductive noise on the power supplies.

Ignoring the threshold effects on current (i.e assuming that I isproportional to Vdd2 and delay is

inversely proportional to Vdd), we see that the di/dt scales as Vdd3 (even faster when threshold

effects are taken into account), and hence drastically reducing the voltage noise. However, as

mentioned earlier, reducing the voltage will require more parallelism (to meet throughput

requirements) and will hence increase the number of simultaneously switching elements. Even so,

the overall noise reduces in approximately a quadratic fashion with respect to the supply voltage.

Also, using advanced packaging can reduce the lead inductances dramatically over conventional

packaging(e.g a MCM packagehas less than 2nH of lead inductancewhile a typical wirebond pin

grid array package has about lOnH).

Resistive dropsoccuron the powerbus due to its finite resistance. The instantaneous peak resistive

drop is equal to R* Ipeak which is proportional to Vdd2. This component therefore scales
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quadratically. However, due to increased parallelism at lower voltages, this component only scales

linearly.

3.4 Summary

A key design methodology for low-power design is agressive voltage scaling strategy beyond the

conventional 5V to 3.3V scaling. Conventional voltage scaling techniques have used metrics such

as maintaining reliability and/or maintaining the circuit speed. Unfortunately, this has been driven

by the primary figure-of-merit for computers, that use one of the industry standard

microprocessors, which has become the clock rate, and has therefore resulted in architectures

which are antagonistic to low power operation - uni-processor implementations which require

circuits to operate at the fastest possible rate or at the highest possible voltage. On the other hand,

parallel architectures, operating at reduced clock rates, can have the same effective performance in

terms of instructions/second at substantially reduced power levels. Aggressive voltage scaling can

result in more than an order of magnitude reduction in power compared to conventional scaling

approaches without loss in performance.

The issue of how far this approach can be taken, is interesting to address. One limit is reached,

when the noise margin of the devices is degraded (though the reduced clock rates limit ground

bounce problems), however, before this limit the overhead in increased parallelism to compensate

for the reduced logic speed begins to dominate, increasing the power faster than the voltage

reduction decreases it. Through a number of examples, we find that the optimum occurs in the

range between 1-1.5volts, resulting in an order of magnitude lower power dissipation than the

conventional "low power" 3.3 volt scaling. A minor modification to the technology which

involves threshold voltage reduction is required to scale the power supply voltages into the sub 1-

V range, which results in even more power savings.

Architecturedriven voltage scalingassumesthat arbitrary power supply voltages can be generated
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with high efficiency. A Buck converter topology has been shown to generate arbitrary voltages

with efficiencies greaterthan 90%. Level conversion circuitry can be used to go between different

voltage levels and maintain compatibility with existing "high-voltage" standardslike 3.3V!



CHAPTER 4

Approaches to

Minimizing Switched

Capacitance

In the previous chapter, power dissipation was minimized in CMOS circuits by aggressive supply

voltage scaling. Since CMOS circuits do not dissipate power if they are not switching, another

approach to low power design is to reduce the switching activity to the minimal level required to

perform the computation. This can range from simply powering down the complete circuit or

portions of it, to more sophisticated schemes in which the clocks are gated or optimized circuit

architectures are used which minimize thenumber of transitions. The focus of this chapter is on

minimizing theeffective switching capacitance atall levels of the design. The emphasis willbeon

signal processing applications (such as video compression, speech recognition, etc.) whichhave

two important attributes that make them different from general purpose computation (such as X-

server computation, SPICE simulations, etc.): throughput constrained computing and the

correlation present in the databeing processed.

Thethroughput constraint implies that once the required sample rate is metby thehardware, there

is NO advantage to making the computation faster (unlike general purpose computation where the

goal is to compute as fast as possible). This attribute was exploited in the previous chapter to

119
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maintain the throughput at reduced supply voltages by modifying architectures to be more parallel

and pipelined, resulting in a dramatic reduction of the power consumption. Here it will be shown

that restructuring logic canreduce the overall switching activity widiout sacrificing thediroughput

requirements.

The second attribute of signal processing applications which can be used in minimizing the

switched capacitance, is the correlation which can exist between values of a temporal sequence of

data, since switching should decrease if the data is slowly changing (highly correlated). This is in

contrast to general purpose computation, where die data being processed tends to be random. To

illustrate the correlation in signal processing applications, consider once again the transition

characteristics of a typical DSP signal, human speech.

0.84000.0

-4000.0

Time
5 10

Bit number

Figure 4-1 : Data in signal processing applications is often correlated.

15

The left sideof Figure 4-1 shows the signal samples for a small window of time. The right side of

Figure 4-1 shows the transition probabilities (both the 0->l and l-> 0) for each bit (assuming

two's complement representation). Asdescribed in Chapter 2, there are tiiree important regions in

the graphs: lower-order region (the LSB's), the middle region, and the higher-order region. In the

lower-order region, the bits are uncorrelated both temporally and spatially and therefore the

transition probability is 1/2. The higher order bits represent sign extension operation performed in

two's complement representation; i.e., the transition probability on the higher order bits is
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determined by the frequency at which the signal changes from positive to negative or from

negative to positive. In the middle region, the transition of thebits fall between the transition

probabilities of the lower orderbits and the higherbits.

0.8

0.0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Register Output Bit Number
14

Figure 4-2 : Dependenceof activity on statistics: correlated vs. random input.

An example of the difference in the number of transitions which can be obtained for a highly

correlated data stream (human speech) versus random data is shown in Figure 4-2 - the transition

activity for a few registers in a 14th order 16-bit FIR filter design. For anarchitecture which does

not destroy the data correlation, the speech data switches 80% less capacitance than the random

input. Certain architectures can destroy signal correlations, as will be described later in this

chapter, increasing the switching capacitance. In addition, the sequencing of operations can result

in large variations of the switching activity due to these temporal correlations.

The following sections describe asystem level approach tominimize switching capacitance which

involves optimizing algorithms, architectures, logic design, and circuit design.
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4.1 Algorithmic Optimization

The choice of algorithm is the mosthighly leveraged decision in meeting the power

constraints. The ability for an algorithm tobe parallelized will becritical and the basic complexity

of the computation must be highlyoptimized.

4.1.1 Minimizing the Number of Operations

Minimizing the numberof operations to perform a given function is critical to reducing the overall

switching activity. To illustrate the power trade-offs that can be made at the algorithmic level,

consider the problem of compressing a video datastream using the vector quantization algorithm.

Vector quantization (VQ) is a lossy compression technique which exploits the correlation that

exists between neighboring samples and quantizes samples together rather than individually.

Detailed description of vector quantization can be found in [Gersho92].

Figure 4-3 shows a block diagram of the VQ encoding/decoding process. On the encoder side, a

group of pixels is blocked into a vector and compared (using a metric such as Mean Square Error

or Absolute Error) against a set of predetermined reproduction vectors (a set of possible pixel

patterns) and the index of the best match is output. The decoder has a copy of all possible

reproduction vectors (codebook) and the index of the best codeword is used to reconstruct the

image using a simple table lookup operation. For this example, the image is segmented into 4x4

blocks (i.e the vector size is 16) and there are 256 levels in the codebook. In this case, 16:1

compression is achieved sinceonly 8-bits are transmitted (choosing 1out of 256 levels) instead of

16x8 bits for the true data.
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Figure 4-3 : 'Video compression/decompression using Vector quantization.

In this section, the focus will be on evaluating the computational complexity of encoding

algorithms for VQ. Topically, the distortion metric used is mean square error. The distortion metric

between an input vector X and a codebookvector Cj is computed as follows:

15

(EQ 105)

Three VQ encoding algorithms will be evaluated: full search, tree search and differential codebook

tree-search.

Full Search Vector Quantization

Full search is a brute-force VQ in which the distortion between the inputvectorand every

entry in the codebook is computed. Figure 4-4 shows the organization of the codebook for full-

search VQ. Here the distortion as shown in Equation 105 is computed 256times (for CO through

C255 in Figure 4-4) and the codeindex minimum distortion is determined and sent over to the

decoder. For eachdistortion computation, there are 16memory accesses (to fetchthe entries in the

codeword), 16 subtractions, and 16 multiplications and 15 additions. In addition to this, the

minimum of 256 distortion values, which involves 255 comparison operations must be

determined.
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Figure 4-4: Codebook organization for Full-search Vector Quantization.

Tree-structured Vector Quantization

In order to reduce the computational complexity of an exhaustive full-search vector

quantization scheme, a binarytree-search is typically used.The basic idea is to perform a binary

search sequenceinsteadof one large search. As a result, the computational complexity increases as

log N instead of N, where N is the number of nodes atthe bottomof the tree. Figure 4-5 showsthe

structure for the tree search. At each level of the tree, the input vector is compared against two

codebook entries. If for example atlevel 1, theinput vector is closer to the left entry, thenthe right

portion of the tree is nevercompared below level 2 and an index bit 0 is transmitted. This process

is repeated till the leaf of the tree is reached. The TSVQ will in general have some degradation

overthe performance of the full search VQ due to the constraint on the search. However, this is

typically notvery noticeable [Gersho92] and the power reduction relative to the full search VQ is

very significant. Here only 2 x log2 256= 16distortion calculations haveto be madecompared to

256 distortion calculations in the full search VQ. The number of comparison operations is also

reduced to 8.
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Figure 4-5 : Tree structured Vector Quantization.
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Differential Codebook Tree-structure Vector Quantization

Another option is to use the same search pattern as the previous scheme but perform

computational transformations to minimize the number of switching events [Fang92]. In the above

scheme, at each level of the tree, the distortion difference between the left node and right node

needs to be computed. This is summarized by the following equation:

15 15

Dleft-right' 2*t[Xj Cleftj) ~Lt[XfCrightj]
j=0 j=0

This equation canbe manipulated to reduce the numberof operations.

15

(EQ 106)

D
\2

left-right =l{{YCleftj)iXrCrigHtj))
7 = 0

15

Dleft-right ~Lt ^h^tr^fleftr^'^htr^frighti (EQ 108)
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(EQ 109)
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;=0 y=0

The first term in Equation 109 can be precomputed for each level and stored. By storing and

accessing 2 x (Crightj - Cieftj), the number of memory access operations can be reduced; that is, by

changing the contents of the codebook through computational transformations, the number of

switching events - number of multiplications, additions/subtractionsand memory accesses- can be

reduced.Table 4-1 shows a summary of the computationalcomplexity per input vector (16 pixels).

This example clearly demonstrates the dramatic reduction in computational complexity that can

achieved through algorithmic optimizations.

Table 4-1 : Computational complexity of VQ encoding algorithms.

ID ID

Dleft-right =Z,[Cfeftj-Crightj)+ Z*2Xj{C
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Algorithm
#of

Memory
Accesses

#of

Multiplications
#of

Additions

#of

Subtractions

Full Search 4096 4096 3840 4096

Tree Search 256 256 240 264

Differential Search

Tree Search

136 128 128 0

4.1.2 Minimizing Shift-Add Operations for Multiplications with
Multiplications by Constants

Multiplications with constant coefficients is a commonly performed operation in signal processing

applications. Example applications include FIR filters, IIR filters, Discrete Cosine Transform

(DCT) which is used in many image compression algorithms, matrix multiplication operations,

etc. For this general class of applications, an important power minimization technique that can be

applied is conversion of multiplications into shift-add operations. The basic idea exploited is that a

multiplication with a zero is a NOP and therefore can be eliminated. A shift-add multiplication can

be implemented using a direct-mapped full parallel approach - in which there is a one to one
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correspondence between the shift-add operations on the flowgraph and the operators on the

hardware implementation - or a time-multiplexed approach - in which there is one adderand one

shifter and a controller which controls the shifter. Figure 4-6 shows the block diagram for the two

approaches. In the parallel implementation, there is no control required since the shift operation is

hardwired, which means that the shift operation degenerates to routing. In addition to control

overhead, the time-multiplexed approach also has the overhead of one register access for each

shift-add operation. Therefore, if there are many 1's in the coefficient, the time-multiplexed shift-

add implementation can consume more power compared to a full arraymultiplier.

IN

• + ••• T +

OUT

Hardwired Shift Operations

IN, » + REG—i

T
Shift #

Figure 4-6 : Hardwired shift-add and time-muxed shift-add implementations.

Several algorithms and tools have been developed to minimize the number of shift-add operations

for constant coefficients [Jain85].

Another commonly used optimization technique is to scale the coefficients so as to minimize the

number of shift-add operations. When multiplication of multiple coefficients with a single input

variable is involved, common-subexpression elimination can be combined with scaling to

minimize the number of shift-add operations. The basic idea is illustrated in the example shown in

Figure 4-7, which involves multiplying an input with two coefficients. The left side shows a brute-

force implementation in which the two outputs arecomputed in parallel.This requires 4 shifts and

3 additions. Another approach is shown on the right, which exploits the common terms in the

constants to share some of the shift-add operations; here, A is computed first and is then used in

the computation of B. This overall number of shift-add operations that have to be performed
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A = IN*0011

B = IN*0111

A = (IN »4 + IN »3) A = (IN »4 + IN »3)

B =(IN »4 +IN »3 +IN »2) B =(A +IN »2)

Figure4-7 : Example of common sub-expression elimination.

Example of Color Space Conversion

To illustrate the application of shift-add conversionon a larger example, consider the color space

conversion matrix from RGB -> YIQ which is used in most compression algorithms. Figure 4-8

shows the basic operation being performed. On the encoder, a digital RGB vector is converted to

digital YIQ and sub-sampled. This conversion involves a matrix multiplication operation with

constant coefficients. On the decoder, the YIQ vector is converted back to RGB. For this

operation, there are two main optimizations thatcanbe performed on the multiplications. First, the

coefficients on theencoding matrix can be scaled; for example, C^, C22, and C23 can all be scaled

by I/04, as long as the coefficients onthedecoder matrix D12, D22, and D32 are scaled by 04. This

gives some opportunity for exploring the design space to minimize the number of shift-add

operations. Of course, the scaling operation should not come at the expense of "visual image

degradation". The second optimization is to exploit multiplication of inputs with multiple

coefficients; forexample, D12, D22, and D32 are all multiplied with F. This allows the application

of the common sub-expression elimination to share some of the shift-add terms.
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Figure4-8 : Color conversion matrix for video applications.
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Figure 4-9 shows the plot of the number of shift-add operations that have to be performed for the

three coefficients D12, D22, and D32 which are all multiplied with F. The top curve indicates the

number of operations with just scaling of coefficients and does not include the effect of exploiting

common terms in the three coefficients. The curve below indicates the number of operations that

has to be performed using a strategy that combines scaling with common sub-expression

elimination. It is clear from this plot that slight variations in the coefficients can result in

significant reduction of the computational complexity.
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Figure 4-9 : Exploiting common sub-expression to minimize number of operations.

4.1.3 Minimizing Temporal Bit Transition Activity by Choice of
Data Representation

Communicating databits in an appropriately coded form can reducethe switching activity. Coding

has long been used in communication systems to control the statistics of the transmitted data

symbols, or in other words to control the spectrum of the transmitted signal. The goal of coding

has been to either remove undesired correlation among information bits (scrambling, e.g. for

encryption) or to introduce controlled correlation (redundancy, e.g. for spectrum shaping of

transmitted signal, timing recovery, errorcorrection in unreliable channels). Coding for reduced

switching activity falls under the second category - one would like to introduce controlled

correlationsuch that the total number of bit transitions is reduced. Interestingly, this use of coding

to reducethe switching activity is just the oppositeof the traditional use of some types of coding in

communication channels to ensure that the transmitted signalhas enough transitionactivity so that

timing recovery and other functions can be reliably performed.
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Figure 4-10 : Data coding approach to reduction of switching activity on highly
capacitive inter-chip I/O Lines. Note that m >=n

Consider the simple case where one chip needs to send n-bit data words to another chip, and where

all the 2" possible n-bit datawords arepossibleas would be the case in general. The common way

to do this inter-chip communication, without using any coding, is to transmit the data bits over a

set of n wires. The idea behind using coding to reduce the switching activity is shown in Figure 4-

10 where a reduction in the switching activity is obtained at the cost of extra hardware in the form

of an encoder on the sender chip, a decoder on the receiver chip, and possibly larger number of

wires m (where m >= n) between the two chips. A coding scheme with simple encoder and

decoder, and a small number of wires m (>= n) is obviously desirable.

A coding scheme is non-redundant if m = n the 2" elements of the set of n-bit data words will be

mapped among themselves. It is obvious that one cannot devise a non-redundant coding scheme to

reduce the switching activity without knowing the statistics of the sequence of words that is being

communicated.

When m > n the coding scheme has redundancy because the 2n unique data words to be sent get

mapped to a larger set of 2m data words that are transmitted over the wires. This mapping may be
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done in manydifferent ways. One simple way is touseaone-to-one mapping so that 2m-2n of the

m-bit patterns are never transmitted. An advantage of such a scheme is that both the encoder and

the decoder are memoryless. Another way to do the mapping is to use a static one-to-many

mapping of the 2" unique data words to be sent to the 2m data words that are transmitted. The

current state is then used to select a specificm-bit dataword to transmit out of the various choices

corresponding to a n-bit data word that needs to be sent. This scheme would require an encoder

with memory, but the decoder is still memoryless. More elaborateschemes where both the encoder

and decoder have memory are also possible.

Example #1: One-Hot Coding

Of the many coding schemes that exist in the literature, one which has relevance to switching

activity reduction is the one-hotcoding which is sometimes used in state assignment of finite state

machines. In the context of the inter-chip communication problem, one-hot coding is a redundant

coding scheme with a one-to-one mapping between the n-bit data words to be sent and the m-bit

data words that are transmitted. The two chips are connected using m-2n wires, and a n-bit data

word is encoded for transmission by placing a T on the /-th wire where 0 <= i <= 2n-l is the

binary value corresponding to the bit pattern, and '0' on the remaining m-1 wires. Obviously both

the encoder and the decoder are memoryless.

One-hotencoding requires an exponential number(2n) of wires,but guarantees that precisely one

0-»l and one l-»0 bit transition occurs when a different data word is sent. Assuming the n-bit data

words to be sent are independent and uniformly randomly distributed, the reduction in dynamic

power consumption due to one-hot coding will be:

P a CV2f a ( l for n = 1
one-hot one-hot J one-hot

P 1 CL
no coding a codinoCV / no codingno coding

While the one-hot coding gives a large reduction in switching activity, the exponential number of

4(I -2~n)
*U } for«>2
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wires required by itmakes it an impractical scheme. For example, if «=8, the one-hot coding gives

a 75% reduction in switching activity but requires m-256 wires.

Example #2: Gray-coding

Anotherencoding strategy which hasbeenused forlow-power is gray-coding [Su94]. A graycode

sequence is a set of numbers in which adjacent numbers only have one bit difference. Graycoding

is most useful when the data being transmitted over a bus is sequential in nature. In this case, the

number transitions for binary representation over gray-coding approaches2 since for largevalues

of n, the number of transitions for binary representation will approach 2 while gray-code will

always have one transition. Table 4-2 shows the binary representation and gray-code

representation for decimal numbers 0 through 15.

Table 4-2 : Binary and Gray-code representation.

Decimal Value Binary Code Gray Code

0 0000 0000

1 0001 0001

2 0010 0011

3 0011 0010

4 0100 0110

5 0101 0111

6 0110 0101

7 0111 0100

8 1000 1100

9 1001 1101

10 1010 1111

11 1011 1110

12 1100 1010

13 1101 1011



Table 4-2 : Binary and Gray-code representation.

Decimal Value Binary Code Gray Code

14 1110 1001

15 1111 1000
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The conversion from binary code to gray code representation is defined as follows. Let B =<bn.lt

bn.2,...,b],b0> be the binary representation and G = <gn-i»gn-2'—»gi»go> he the gray code

representation for the number. Note that graycode is anon-redundant representation.

Sn-l = bn-l

$ =0^0^0=11-2,0)

(EQ 110)

(EQ 111)

For example, a binary code representation B=<1,1,0,1> is equivalent to a gray code representation

<b3, b3 0 b2, b2 0 bj, bj 0 bo> which isequal to <1,0,1,1>.

The conversion from gray code to binary also uses XOR operation, but is slightly more complex.

For the MSB, once again:

b„-i=gn-i <EQ112>

Forthe restof the bits, bj is equal to the XOR of g, and all the and all the bits of G preceeding gv

bi=bi+10gi(i=n-2,O) (EQ113)

Forexample, a gray code representation G = <1,1,0,1> is equivalentto a binary representation

<g3» g3 © g2, g30 g2 © gi. g3 © g2 © gi ® go> which is equal to<1,0,0,1>.

Gray codinghasbeen applied to code the address lines forboth instruction access anddata access

to reduce the number of transitions [Su94]. For instruction accesses, it was found that gray coding

significantly reduced the switching activity since the temporal transitions were typically

sequential. When a branch occurs,the temporal transition is not sequential andtherefore therewill

be more than one bit transition for the graycoding approach. Fordataaccess,it was found that the

transitions were approximately equal for both representations since the data accesses were not as
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sequential. For random data patterns, itwas found that binary and gray coding have approximately

equal transition activity. Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the reduction in switching activity for

instruction address coding and data address coding. BPl is thenumber of bit transitions for each

instruction.
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Figure 4-11: Temporal transition activity comparison for instruction addresses [Su94].
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Example #3: Bus Inversion Coding

Another coding scheme is proposed in [Stan94] - it is a redundant coding scheme with a one-to-

manymapping between the n-bit data words that needto be sent, and the m-bit (where m=n+l)

data words that are transmitted:

If the i-th data word to be transmitted over the wires is Sj, then we either transmit Sj or Sj

depending on which would cause fewer number of wires to change their values (i.e. fewer bit

transitions). Note that ^ is thebit-wise inverse ofSj. Further, totell thereceiver asto what isbeing

transmitted - Sj or Sj - an extra wire P is used to carry this information. This extra wire thus

encodes the polarity of the data word. The possibility of a transition on the polarity wire is taken

into account when deciding whether to transmit St or Sj.
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The scheme is simple: the decoder is memoryless, the encoder only uses the current state of the

wires for its memory, and both the decoder and the encoder can be implemented with little area

and power overhead. The number of extra wires required is one (i.e. m=n+7), which the smallest

possible number of for any redundant coding scheme.

Analysis shows that for uniformly distributed n-bit data words the reduction in dynamic power

consumption due to the above coding scheme is:

coding _ coding * _ coding _ (i . O

no coding ano codingCV-^ "no coding

( nct cr*/2i
2n J

Figure4-13 [Srivastava94] is a plot of the above ratio as a function of the number of bits n. As the

plot shows, the maximum reduction in switching activity is obtained for n=2 for which the

reduction is 25%. Even for 32 bit busses, a reduction of 11% is obtained by using the coding

scheme atthe cost of one extra wire. It is easy to see from the analytic expression for OLcoding/ano

coding as wel1 as fr°m mePlot m Figure 4-13 that the efficacy of the coding technique disappears

for large values of n, as the ratio OLcoding/ano CO(ang converges to 1.

Since the coding technique works better for smaller values of w, one can use the following

extension which uses a larger number of extra wires to obtain larger reductions in switching

activity: divide the n-bit data bus into smaller groups (of 2 or more bits) and code each group

independendy by associating a polarity bit with each of the group. For example, a 32-bit bus can

be divided into 4 groups of 8-bit which arethen coded independently using a total of4 extra wires,

thus giving 18.3% reduction in switching activity as opposed to the 11.3% reduction that is

obtained by coding the entire bus together using only one extra wire. In the extreme, by using 16

extra wires, and coding the original 32 bits in 16 groups of 2 bits, one can get a reduction in

switching activity of 25%. Since groups have at least 2 bits (coding 1 bit is useless), this extended

approach allows one to make use ofup to nl2 extra wires.
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Figure 4-13 : Theoretically predicted reduction in switching activity for a
stream of uniformly distributed data words [Srivastava94].
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Example #4: Two's Complement vs. Sign Magnitude

Another choice of data representation is two's complement vs. sign magnitude. In most signal

processing applications, two's complement is typically chosen to represent numbers since

arithmetic operations (addition and subtraction) are easy to perform. One of the problems with

two's complement representation is sign-extension, which causes the MSB sign-bits to switch

when a signal transitions from positive to negativeor vice-versa (for example, going from -1 to 0

will result in all of the bits toggling). Therefore using a two's complement representation can

result in significant switching activity whenthe signals being processed switch frequentiy around

zero and when they do not utilize the entirebit-width(i.e., the dynamic range is much smallerthan
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the maximum possible value determined from the bit-width) since a lot of the MSB bits will

perform sign-extension. Even if a signal utilizes the entire bit-width, arithmetic operations such as

scaling can reduce the signal dynamic range.

One approachto minimizing the switching in the MSBs is to use a sign-magnitude representation,

in which only one bit is allocated for the sign and the rest for the magnitude. In this case, if the

dynamic range of a signal does not span the entire bitwidth, only one bit will toggle when the

signal switches sign, as opposed to the two's complement representation where due to sign

extension several of the bits will switch. To illustrate this, consider gaussian data applied to a 16-

bitdata-bus, and let the signal have amean of0 and a 3a =211. Figure 4-14a shows the transition

probabilities vs. bit position number for two's complement representation as a function of the first

order correlation coefficient p=cov(Xn,Xn+1)/ G2. A p=0indicates that the data isuncorrelated

and therefore the transition probability for the MSB's is 1/2 (i.e there is a 50% chance the output is

going to transition from positive to negative). A large positive correlation coefficient (e.g +0.99)

implies that the signal changes very slowly and therefore switches sign very infrequently (i.e. the

transition probability is close to zero). Similarly, a negative correlation coefficient with a large

magnitude (e.g -0.99) implies that the signal changes frequendy from positive to negative.

The upper breakpoint (which represents the dynamic range of signal) lies at log2(3a) = 11bits in

this case. Therefore for the two's complement representation, the bits from 11 to 15 indicate the

activity of the sign-bit. If a sign-magnitude representationis used (shown in Figure4-14b), the bits

11-14 will have a low transition activity, and bit 15, whose transitions represent the sign transition

probability, will have the same activity as the two's complement representation. Also, the

transition region has lower activity for the sign-magnitude representation. Clearly, there is an

advantage in using sign-magnitude representationover two's complement to reduce the switching

activity.

From the above example, it is clear that the reduction in the number of transitions for sign-
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magnitude over two's complement is a function of both the dynamic range of the signal and the

signal correlationcoefficient. Considerevaluating the reduction in the number of transitionsas a

function of dynamic range and the correlation coefficient. Let the normalized dynamic range of a

signal be defined as 3a/ Maximum Amplitude. For a 16 bit example, this turns out to be: 3a/ 216-

1.Let the number of transitions represent thesumof thetransitions per clockcyclefor all the bits,

i.e.

16

Number of Transitions - V a.
. , ' (EQ114)
i = 1

Figure 4-15 shows a plot of the total numberof transitionas a function of the normalizeddynamic

range and the correlationfactor for two's complement representation. For a correlationfactor of p

= 0, the number of transitions is equal to 8 and is independent of the normalized dynamic range

since the data is random and each bit has a 50% probabilityof transitioning (=> 8 transitions for a

16-bitbus). For very correlated data (e.g. p = 0.99), the MSB's don't switch very often while the

LSB's switch 50% of the time. Therefore, for a small normalized dynamic range, the average

number of transitions is very small and for a large dynamic range it approaches the value of 8

(since the lower region with activity of 50% extends out to more bits). Similarly, for very anti-

correlated data (e.g. p = -0.99), the MSB switch very frequently. Therefore, a small normalized

dynamic range will result in a lot of transitions (since many bits are allocated to sign-extension)

while the number of transition approaches 8 for high values of the normalized dynamic range.

Figure 4-16 shows the ratio of the number of transitions required in the two's complement repre

sentation to the sign-magnitude representation as a functions of signal correlation and normalized

dynamic range (plotted on a log axis). From this plot, it is clear that the biggest win for sign-mag

nitude representation is when the dynamic range is smallest and the signal is very anti-correlated.

The above analysis suggests that sign-magnitude has some advantages in terms of the number of

the transitions on busses. However, addition and subtraction computation are difficult to imple

ment in sign-magnitude representation. Sign-magnitude is therefore most useful for cases where
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largebusses have to be driven (for example external memory access), where the overhead for con

verting back to two's complement (which is basically a subtracter) is quite insignificant compared

to the reduction in capacitance switched in the large busses. That is, a small overhead capacitance

is added to the system to reduce the overall switched capacitance.
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4.2 Architecture Optimization

Architecture optimization can also be used to significantly reduce the switching activity by

optimizing the number representation, optimizing the ordering of operations, optimizing resource

utilization and minimizing glitching activity.

4.2.1 Optimizing Data Representation for Arithmetic
Computation

As mentioned in the previous section, sign-magnitude has some advantages in terms of reducing

the number of the transitions on busses, but addition/subtraction operations are difficult to

implement. However, in several applications that require multiple additions inside a sample period

(e.g. Multiply Accumulate Units of DSP filters), an architecture optimization can be used that

trades silicon area for lower switching activity without altering the throughput. To illustrate this

consider a correlator example in which the correlation length is 1024; the samples, whose values

range from -7 to +7, are accumulated at 64MHz.

INJLATCHED
CLK CLK

(64MHz) (64MHz)

CURRENT SUM

OCLK

(640kHz)

Figure 4-17 : Two's complement implementation of an accumulator.

Figure 4-17 shows a conventional architecture for an accumulator that uses two's complement

representation. The accumulated result (adding 1024, 4-bit numbers) is transferred to an

accumulator register at640kHz. In this architecture, the MSB of the input,bit 3 (assuming thatthe
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LSB is bit 0), is tied to bits 4-13 of the adder input for sign-extension and therefore anytime the

input switches sign, the MSB bit (which indicates the sign) will switch, resulting in all of the

higher order input bits to the adder switching.

Figure4-18 shows the transition probabilities for three signals in the two's complement datapath

assuming uniformly distributed inputs. For this distribution, the input is equally likely to be

positive or negative, and therefore the sign-extension bits 3-13 have a transition probability close

to 1/2. Since the accumulator acts as a low-pass filter (i.e CURRENT_SUMN =

CURRENT_SUMN_! + INN), the higher order bits have little switching activity even when the

input is rapidly varying; that is, the accumulator smoothes the input signal.This is shown in Figure

4-19 which shows the CURRENT.SUM output and the input value for 1024 samples (here the

input is random and varying from -7 to +7). Although the CURRENT_SUM has low switching

activity, the adder output (before the latch) has significant switching activity due to glitching, as

seen from Figure 4-18. The glitching activity arises since all of the input bits to the adder switch

each time the input changes sign, and this results in high switching activity of the adder (even

though the final adder output at the end of the cycle does not change relative to its value at the

beginning of the cycle).

Another approach for implementing the accumulator is to use a sign-magnitude representation

whose datapath is shown in Figure 4-20. Here two accumulator datapaths are used, one that sums

all positive numbers and one that sums all negative numbers. The latched sign-bit from the input

register is used to generate gated clocks that enables the positive datapath latch or the negative

datapath latch; this ensures that this scheme does not increase effective clock load. At the end of

1024 cycles, the positive and negative accumulated values are transferred to separate registers. A

subtract operation is then performed at the lower frequency and therefore is quite negligible in

terms of capacitance overhead. The key to low-power is that there is no sign-extension is being

performed and therefore the adderhas a low switching activity in the higher order bits. In fact, the

higher order bits only need an incrementer (as opposed to a full-adder required by the two's
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Figure 4-19: Signal Value for two'scomplement implementation for random inputs.

complement implementation), reducingthe numberof gates that are switched in the accumulator.

Figure 4-21 shows the transition probabilities for theoutput of the adders in both datapaths. Also
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shown in the figure is the transition activity for the two's complement implementation and the sum

of the transition activities for the sign-magnitude implementation; we can see that the glitching

activity is significantly reduced in the sign-magnitude implementation. The sign-magnitude

implementation, however, requirescontrol circuitry (overhead capacitance) to generate the timing

signals for the various latches in the implementation.

SIGN-BIT

(To Control)

CLK
(64MHz)

GATED GATED OCLK
CLK CLK (640kHz)

3-bit Magnitude

GATED
CLK

GATED OCLK
CLK (640kHz)

POSACC

ACC

NEGACC OCLK
(640kHz)

Figure 4-20 : Sign magnitude implementation of an accumulator.
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Figure 4-21 : Signal statistics for Sign Magnitude implementation of the accumulator
datapath assuming random inputs.

By keeping the computation for positive data and negative data separate, the power is not very

sensitive to rapid fluctuations in the input data. Table 4-3 shows the power estimates for various

input pattems. Again, the biggest advantage is when the sign toggles frequently. For the case when

the input changes very slowly, the sign-magnitude implementation consumes more power (15%)

due to the capacitance switched by the control overhead circuitry.

Table 4-3 : Number representation trade-off for arithmetic.

Input Pattern
(1024 cycles)

Two's Complement
Power, 3V

Sign Magnitude
Power, 3V

Constant (IN= 7) 1.97 mW 2.25 mW

Ramp (-7,-6,...7,-7) 2.13 mW 2.43 mW

Random 3.42 mW 2.51 mW

Min -> Max -> Min

(-7,+7,-7,+7,...)

5.28 mW 2.46 mW
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4.2.2 Ordering of Input Signals

The switching activity can be reduced by optimizing the orderingof operations in a design. To

illustrate this, considerthe problem of multiplying a signal with a constantcoefficient, which is a

very common operation in signal processing applications. Multiplications with constant

coefficients are often optimized by decomposing the multiplication into shift-add operations and

using the canonical sign digit representation. Consider the example in which a multiplicationwith

a constant is decomposed into IN + IN »7 + IN»8. The shift operations represent a scaling

operation, which has the effect of reducing the dynamic range of the signal. This can be seen from

Figure 4-22 which shows the transition probability forthe 3 signals IN, IN » 7 and IN»8. In this

example, IN has a large variance and almost occupies the entire bit-width. The shifted signal are

scaled and have a much lower dynamic range.

Now considerthe two alternate topologies of implementing the two required additions. In the first

implementation, IN and IN »7 are added in the first adderand the sum (SUM1) is added to IN

»8 in the second adder. In this case, the SUM1 transition characteristics is very similar to the

characteristics of the input IN since the amplitude of IN »7 is much smaller than IN and the 2

inputs have identical sign-bits (since a shift operation does not changethe sign). Similarly SUM2

is very similar to SUM1 since SUM1 is much larger in magnitude than IN »8. In the second

implementation (obtained by applying associativity and commutativity), the two small number

IN»7 and IN»8 are summed in the first adder and the output is added to IN in the second adder.

In this case, the output of the first adder has a small amplitude (since we are adding 2 scaled

number of the same sign) and therefore lower switching activity. The second implementation

switched 30% less capacitance than the first implementation. This example demonstrates that

ordering of operation can result in reduced switching activity.
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Figure 4-22 : Reducing activity by re-ordering inputs.
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4.2.3 Reducing Glitching Activity

As described in Chapter2, static designs can exhibit spurioustransitions due to finite propagation

delays from one logic block to the next (also calledcritical races anddynamic hazards), i.e. a node

can have multiple transitions in a single clock cycle before settling to the correct logic level. To

minimize the "extra" transitions and power in a design, it is important to balance all signal paths

and reduce the logic depth. For example, consider the two implementations for adding four

numbers shown in Figure 4-22 (assuming a cascadedor non-pipelined implementation). Assume

that all primaryinputs arrive at the same time. Since there is a finite propagation delay through the

first adder for the chained case, the second adder is computing with the new C input and the

previous output of A + B. When the correct value of A + B finally propagates, the second adder

recomputes the sum. Similarly, the third adder computes three times per cycle. In the tree

implementation, however,the signal paths are morebalanced and the amountof extratransitions is

reduced. The capacitance switched for a chained implementation is a factor of 1.5 larger than the

tree implementation for a four input addition and 2.5 larger for aneight input addition. The above

simulations were done on layouts generated by the LagerlV silicon compiler using the IRSIM

switch-level simulator over 1000 uncorrelated random input patterns.

A B
A BC D

Chain vs. Tree f

Figure 4-23 : Reducing the glitching activity

The results presented above indicatethat increasing the logic depth (through more cascading) will

increase the capacitance due to glitching while reducing the logic depth will increase register

power. Hence the decision to increase or decrease logic depth is based on a trade-off between
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glitching capacitance vs. register capacitance. Also note that reducing the logic depth can reduce

the supply voltage while keeping throughput fixed.

4.2.4 Degree of Resource Sharing

A signal processing algorithm has a requirednumber of operations that have to performed within

the given sample period. One strategy for implementing signal processing algorithms is the direct

mapping approach, where there is a one to one correspondence between the operations on the

signal flow graph and operators in the final implementation. Such an architecture style is

conceptually simple and requires a small or no controller. Often, however, due to areaconstraints

or if very high-throughput is not the goal (e.g. speech filtering), time-multiplexed architectures are

utilized in which multiple operations on a signal flowgraph can be mapped onto the same

functional hardware unit.

Given that there is a choice between time-multiplexed and fully-parallel architectures, as is the

case in low to medium throughput applications, an important question arises which is what is the

architecture that will result in the lowest switching activity. To first order, it would seem that the

degree of time-multiplexing would not affect the capacitance switched by the logic elements or

interconnect. Forexample, if adata flowgraph has five additions to be performed inside the sample

period, it would seem that there is no difference betweenan implementation in which one physical

adder performs all five additions or an implementation in which there are five adders each

performingone addition per sample period. It would seem that the capacitance switched should

only be proportional to the numberof times the additions were performed. However, this turnsout

not to be the case. To understand this trade-off, consider two examplesof resource sharing: sharing

busses and sharing execution units.

Example 1: Time-sharing Busses (Output of two counters)

Consider anexample of two counters whose outputs are sentover parallel and time-multiplexing
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busses as shown in Figure4-24. In case 1,we have two separate busses running at some frequency

/while case 2 has one bus running twice as fast. Therefore for a fixed voltage, the power

consumption for the parallel implementation is given by:

Pncbussharing =IflG&Xj) Cnbs V2/+ 1/2(1(10 Cnbs V2/=(^Oj) Cnbs V2/ (EQ 115)

where Cnbs is the physical capacitance perbit of BUS1 and BUS2 (assume for simplicity that all

bits havethe same physical capacitance) and Ojis the transition activity forbit i (for both0->l and

l->0 transitions and therefore there is a factorof 1/2 in Equation 115). In this case, since the output

is coming from acounter, theactivity iseasy to compute. Zoq = 1+ 1/2 + 1/4 +... + 1/ 128 since

the LSB switches every cycle, the 2nd LSB switches every other cycle, etc. This means that each

bus will have on the average atotal approximately two transitions per clock cycle.

Forthe time-multiplexed implementation, we have one bus Cbs running at twice the frequency.

Typically Cbs willbe smaller than Cnbs since with fewer interconnects, it is easier to route thechip

and hencethe wire lengths are smaller. The goal hereis to show thatthe activitya' is modifieddue

to time-multiplexing andthe power consumption for this implementation is given by:

Pbussharing =1/2 £<*' Q,, V2 2/= I(X' Cbs V2/ (EQ 116)

Figure 4-24 shows the plot of total number of transitions per cycle (i.e Za') for the time-shared

case as a function of the skew between the counter outputs. The figure also shows the numberof

transitions for the non-time-shared implementation which is independent of skew and is equal to 4

(for 2 busses). As seen from this figure, except for one value of the counter skew (when the skew

is = 0), the "parallel" implementation has the lower switching activity. This example shows that

time-sharing can significantly modify the signal characteristics and cause an increase in switching

activity.
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Figure 4-24 : Activity trade-off for time-multiplexed hardware: bus-sharing example.

Example 2: Time-sharing Execution Units

The second example is a simple second order FIR filter which will demonstrate that time-

multiplexing of execution units can increase the switched capacitance. The FIR filter is described

as follows:

Y = a0*X + a1«X@l + a2«X@2 = A + B + C (EQ117)

where @ represents the delay operator and A = ao• X, B = a! • X@l and C= a2 • X@2. Also let

01 = A + B. The valueof the coefficients are: ao = 0.15625, a! = 0.015625, and a2 = -0.046875.
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One possible implementation might be to have two physical adders, one performing A + B = 01

and the other performing 01 + C. An alternate implementation might be to have a single time-

multiplexed adder performing both additions. So, in cycle 1, A + B is performed, and in cycle 2,

01 + C is performed. The topologies for the two cases are shown is Figure 4-25. In the first

implementation, the adders can be chained and therefore the effective critical path can be reduced

(chaining two ripple carry addersof N bits has a delay = (N + 1) • Delay of one bit); it is clear that

this will result in extra glitching activity but since the objective here is to isolate and illustrate the

activity modification only due to time-multiplexing, the first implementation is assumed to be

registered. The IRSIM simulator was used to determine the switching activity for the adders in the

two implementations assuming speech input data.The transition probability for the two adders for

the parallel implementation and the average transition probability per addition for the time-

multiplexed implementation are shown in Figure 4-25.

The results once again indicate that time-multiplexing can increase the overall switching activity.

The basic idea is that in the fully-parallel implementation, the inputs to the adders change only

once every sample period and the source of inputs to the adders are fixed (for example, INI of

adderl always comes from the output of the multiplier a0* X). Therefore, if the input changes

very slowly (i.e the input data is very correlated), the activity on the adders become very low.

However, in the time multiplexed implementation, the inputs to the adder change twice during the

sample period and more importantly arrive from different sources. For example, during the first

cycle, IN2 of the time-multiplexed adder is set to B and during the second cycle, IN2 of the time-

multiplexed adder is set to C. Thus, even if the input is constant (which implies that the sign of X,

X@ 1 and X@2 is the same) or slowly varying, the sign of B and C will be different since the sign

of the coefficients aj and a2 are different. This will result in the input to adder switching more

often and will therefore result in higher switching activity. That is, even if the input to the filter

does not change, the adder can still be switching. For this example, the time multiplexed adder

switched 50% extra capacitance per addition compared to the parallel case (even without including
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Figure 4-25 : Activity trade-off for time-multiplexed hardware: adder example.

4.3 Logic Optimization

4.3.1 Logic Minimization and Technology Mapping

Recently some effort has gone into changing the optimization criteria for synthesizing logic

structures (both combinational and sequential) to one that addresses low power. Typical reduction

in powerconsumption that can be achieved by optimizing at this level for random logic is on the

order of 25%. Techniques have been proposed which choose logic to minimize switching

[Shen92], position registers through re-timing to reduce glitching activity [Montero93] and to
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decrease power during the technology mapping phase [Tiwari93], choosing gates from a library

which reduces switching [Tsui93]; for example a three input AND gate can be implemented as a

single 3-input gate (i.e NAND followed by an inverter) or two 2-input AND gates with different

power results.

4.3.2 Activity TVade-off for Various Logic Structures

It has been shown in Chapter 3 that the choice of logic topology can have a strong influence on the

total transition activity, which will directly impact the switching activity. A logic function such as

an adder can be implemented using various different approaches. For example, an adder can be

implemented using several topologies including ripple-carry, carry-select, carry-lookahead,

conditional sum, and carry skip. Various circuit topologies for adders and multipliers have been

investigated for impact on the transition activity [Callaway92]. Table 4-4 summarizes the results

of the number of transitions per addition for different topologies assuming a randomly distributed

input pattern. Though these simulation results were not obtained from layout and the capacitance

switched(which is equal EOtj Cjand is the important metric) was not published, they give an idea

of the switching activity for various topologies. They used a metric of l/(Number ofTransitions *

Delay) to evaluate the various adders and concludedthat a lookahead topology was the best based

on this metric.

Table 4-4 : Average number of gate transitions per addition [CaUaway92].

Adder Type 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits

Ripple Carry 90 182 366

Carry Lookahead 100 202 405

Carry Skip 108 220 437

Carry Select 161 344 711

Conditional Sum 218 543 1323

Figure4-26 shows the probability distributions of the number of gate transitions for various 32bit



logic adders obtained from gate level simulations.
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Figure 4-26 : Histogram of transition activity for various adder topologies [Callaway92].

4.3.3 Logic Level Power Down

Powering down has traditionally been applied only at the chip and module levels, however, the

application to the logic level can also be very beneficial to reduce the switching activity at the

expense of some additional control circuitry [Alidina94]. Assume a pipelined system for

comparing the output of two numbers from a block of combinational logic as shown in Figure 4-

27; the first pipeline stage is a combinational block and the next pipeline stage is a comparator

which performs the function A > B, where A and B are generated in the first stage (i.e., from the

combinational block). If the most significant bits, A[N-1] and B[N-1], are different then the

computation of A>B can be performed strictly from the MSB's and therefore the comparatorlogic

for bits A[N-1:0] and B[N-2:0] is not required (and hencethe logic canbe powered down). If the

data is assumed to be random (i.e there is a 50% chance that A[N-1] and B[N-1] are different), the

power savings can be quite significant. One approach to accomplish this is to gate the clocks as

shown in Figure 4-27. The XNOR outputof the A[N-1] and B[N-1] is latchedby a special register

to generate a gated clock. This gated clock is then used to clock the lower order registers. Since the
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latch to the lower bits is conditional, they must be made static. The standard TSPC register

[Yuan89] is shown in Figure 4-28 as modified to support clock gating. As shown in the timing on

the right side of Figure4-28, with the extra PMOS device Ml, the output can be forced to a ZERO

during the low phase of the clock. Without this device, it will not be possible to generate rising

edges for the gated clock on two consecutive rising edges of the system clock. Gated clocks have

been used extensively in the system presented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4-27 : Data dependent logic level shutdown.
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CLOCK

Figure 4-28 : Schematic of a modified TSPC latch that is used to generate gated clocks.

4.4 Circuit Optimization

There are a number of options available in choosing the basic circuit approach and topology for

implementing various logic and arithmetic functions. Choices between static vs. dynamic

implementations, passgate vs. conventional CMOS logic styles, and synchronous vs. asynchronous

timing arejust some of the options open to the system designer. At another level, as mentioned

previously, there are also various structural choices for implementing a given logic function; for

example, to implement an adder module one can utilize a ripple-carry, carry-select, or carry-

lookahead topology. In this section, the trade-offs with respect to low power design between a

selected set of circuit approaches will be discussed, followed by a discussion of some general

issues and factors affecting the choice of logic family.

4.4.1 Dynamic Logic vs. Static Logic

The choice of using staticor dynamic logic is dependent on many other criteria than just its low

power performance, e.g. testability and ease of design. However, if only the low power

performance is analyzed it would appear that dynamic logic has some inherent advantages in a

number of areas including reduced switching activity due to hazards, elimination of short-circuit
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dissipation and reduced parasitic node capacitances. Static logic has advantages since there is no

pre-charge operation and charge-sharing does not exist. Below, each of these considerations will

be discussed in more detail.

A. Spurious Transitions

As mentioned earlier static designs can exhibit spurious transitions due to finite propagation delays

from one logic block to the next; i.e. a node can have multiple transitions in a single clock cycle

before setding to the correct logic level. These spurious transitions dissipate extra power over that

strictly requiredto perform the computation. The number of these extra transitions is a function of

input patterns, internal state assignment in the logic design, delay skew, and logic depth. To be

specific about the magnitude of this problem, an 8-bit ripple-carry adder with an uniformly

distributed set of random input pattems, will typically consume an extra 30% in energy. Though it

is possible with careful logic design to eliminate these transitions, dynamic logic intrinsically does

not have this problem, since any node can undergo at most one power-consuming transition per

clock cycle.

B. Short-circuit currents

Short circuit (direct-path) currents are found in static CMOS circuits. However, by sizing

transistors for equal rise and fall times, the short-circuit component of the total power dissipated

can be kept to less than 20% [Veendrick84] (typically < 5-10%) of the dynamic switching

component. Dynamic logic does not exhibit this problem, except for those cases in which static

pull-up devices areused to control charge sharing or when clock skew is significant.

C. Parasitic capacitance

Dynamic logic typically uses fewer transistors to implement a given logic function, which directly

reduces the amount of capacitance being switched and thus has a direct impact on the power-delay

product [Hodges88][Shoji88]. However, extra transistors may be required to insure that charge-
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sharing does not result in incorrect evaluation.

D. Switching activity

The one area in which dynamic logic is ata distinct disadvantage is in its necessity for a precharge

operation. Since in dynamic logic every node must be precharged every clock cycle, this means

that some nodes are precharged only to be immediately discharged againas the node is evaluated,

leading to a higher activity factor. As described in Chapter 2, a dynamic NOR gate has an activity

of 0.75 assuming uniform inputs, while the activity factor for the static NOR counterpart will be

only 3/16,excluding the componentdue to glitching. In general, gateactivitieswill be different for

static and dynamic logic and will depend on the type of operation being performed and the input

signal probabilities. In addition, the clock buffers to drive the precharge transistors will also

require power that is not needed in a static implementation.

E. Power-down modes

Lastly, power-down techniques achieved by disabling the clock signal have been used effectively

in static circuits, but are not as well-suited for dynamic techniques. If the logic state is to be

preserved during shut-down, a relatively small amount of extra circuitry must be added to the

dynamic circuits to preserve the state, resulting in a slight increase in parasitic capacitance and

slower speeds.

4.4.2 Pass Transistor Logic vs. Conventional CMOS Logic

The type of logic style used (static vs. dynamic, pass gate vs. conventional CMOS) affects the

physical capacitance in the circuit. The physical capacitance is a function of the number of

transistors that are required to implement a given function. For example, one approach to reduce

the physical capacitance is to use transfer gates over conventional CMOS gates to implement logic

functions, as is used in the CPL (Complementary Passgate Logic) family. In Figure 4-29, the

schematic of a typical static CMOS logic circuit for a full adder is shown along with a static CPL
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version [Yano90]. The passgate design uses only a single transmission NMOS gate, instead of a

full complementary passgate to reduce node capacitance. Passgate logic is attractive as fewer

transistors are required to implement important logic functions, such as XOR's which only require

2 pass transistors in a CPL implementation.This particularly efficient implementation of an XOR

is important since it is key to most arithmetic functions, permitting adders and multipliers to be

created using a minimal number of devices. Likewise, multiplexers, registers, and other key

building blocks are simplified using passgatedesigns.

However, a CPL implementation as shown in Figure 4-29 has two basic problems. First, the

threshold drop across the single channel pass transistors results in reduced current drive and hence

slower operation at reduced supply voltages; this is important for low-power design since it is

desirable to operate at the lowest possible voltages levels. Second, since the "high" input voltage

levels at the regenerative inverters is not Vdd, the PMOS device in the inverter is not fully turned

off, and hence direct-path static power dissipation could be significant. To solve these problems,

reduction of the threshold voltage has proven effective, although if taken too far will incur a cost in

dissipation due to subthreshold leakage and reduced noise margins. The power dissipation for a

passgate family adder with zero-threshold pass transistors at a supply voltage of 4V was reported

to be 30% lower than a conventional static design due to the reduced node capacitance, with the

difference being even more significant at lower supply voltages due to the reduction in voltage

swing [Yano90].
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4.4.3 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous

In synchronous designs, the logic between registers is continuously computing everyclockcycle

based on its new inputs. To reduce the power in synchronous designs, it is important to minimize

switching activity by powering down execution units when they are not performing "useful"
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operations. This is an important concern since logic modules can be switching and consuming

power even when they are not being actively utilized.

While the design of synchronous circuits requires special design effort and power-down circuitry

to detect and shut down unused units, self-timed logic has inherent power-down of unused

modules, since transitionsoccur only when requested. However, since self-timed implementations

require the generation of a completion signal indicating the outputs of the logic module are valid,

there is additional overhead circuitry. There are several circuit approaches to generate the requisite

completion signal. One method is to use dual-rail coding, which is implicit in certain logic families

such as the DCVSL[Jacobs90][Chu87]. The completion signal in a combinational macrocell made

up of cascading DCVSL gates consists of simply ORing the outputs of only the last gate in the

chain, leading to small overhead requirements. However, for each computation, dual-rail coding

guarantees a switching event will occur since at least one of the outputs must evaluate to zero. We

found that the dual rail DCVSL family consumes at least two times more in energy per input

transition than a conventional static family. Hence self-timed implementations can prove to be

expensive in terms of energy for datapaths that are continuously computing.

4.5 Physical Design

4.5.1 Silicon-On-Insulator Technology

Insulating substrates such as sapphire provide an alternate approach to conventional silicon

substrate CMOS. An example of Silicon-on-sapphire CMOS is shown in Figure 4-30

[Uyemura92].

Sapphire is typically chosen since it is an excellent insulator and can be lattice-matched to silicon.

An epitaxial layer of silicon is first grown on sapphire. Devices are formed on the epi layer and

most interconnects are obtained from subsequent poly or metal patterning. The transistors are
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Figure 4-30 : Silicon-on-Sapphire CMOS.

physically separated, eliminating parasitic conduction and latchup. The key advantage of this

technology for low-power applications is that the parasitic capacitances in the circuit layout are

reduced, reducing the physical capacitance that has to be switched. The interconnect capacitance

per unit area is

int (EQ 118)

int
int

where xmt is the thickness of the sapphire insulator, which is typically on the orderof a millimeter.

Using *>int =10.5e0 for sapphire gives Cint =100pF/cm2. This is much smaller than silicon

substrates where x^ « xpox ~ 0.1pm.

The maindrawbacks of Silicon-on-Sapphire which affectthe cost and complexity are the need for

a high quality sapphire substrate and the requirement for the silicon epitaxial layer. Recent

research has demonstrated the feasibility of using oxide as the insulator.

4.5.2 Layout Optimization

Optimizing the layout to minimize the parasitics is important to minimizing the physical

capacitance. Figure 4-31 three different approaches to laying out a large device thatmightbe used

for large buffers and clock drivers[Shoji88].
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W/2

a) simple b) finger

c) donut

Figure4-31 : Three layout approaches for a largeW/L transistor.

These structureshave the same gate capacitance but different drain diffusion capacitances. The

first case is a straight forward layout and the capacitance is given from Equation 18,

Cdrai„ =C^ WX +Cjsw (W+2X) (EQ 119)

where Carea is the area capacitance per unit area and Cjsw is the side-wall capacitance per unit

length.

The second layoutstructure is a finger type structure thatis commonly used to reduce the diffusion

capacitance. Here, the side wall capacitance andthe drain area are reduced comparedto the simple

layout. The capacitance is given by:
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Cdnun =Carea • W/2 • X +Cjsw (2X) (EQ 120)

This example layout shows only two fingers, but for large sized devices several fingers could be

used.

Finally, the third structure is a ring type structure which eliminates any side-wall capacitance in

the drain of the device. The drain capacitance is given by

Cdrain =Carca#W2/16 (EQ 121)

Table 4-5 shows the results of draincapacitance for a device with W/L = 20 in a 1.2um technology

(i.e W=24pm). For this technology Carea =0.3fF/um2 and CjSW =0.8fF/um for an NMOS device.

Also the minimum contact size is 4X. As seen from the table, significant reduction in physical

capacitance is possible through layout optimization.

Table 4-5 : The influence of layout optimization on physical capacitance.

Layout Style
Area

pm2

Perimeter

contributing to
sidewall in fim

*-drain

Simple 5^x24 = 72 30 45.6fF

Finger 6Xxl2=43.2 7.2 18.72fF

Ring 6x6=36 0 10.8fF

Anotheroptimizationat the layout level is for regular tilable data-path structures, where the cells

are of parameterized bit-widths. Here, all the data-signals are buses interconnecting the various

cells in the datapath. To minimize the physical capacitance, it is important to minimize both the

ceil size, and the routing channels needed for thebuses. The approach used in the low-power cell-

library [Burd94] used for the designs described later in Chapters 6 and 7 was to route all buses in

metal 2, andto not use any metal2 forrouting within acell. Unfortunately, this forces some of the

modules, such as the adder, to use poly for intracell routing, which has two to three times the

capacitance perunit area. However, the inter-block bus routing becomes much moreefficient, and

the capacitance increase from using poly is small compared to the overall decrease attributable to
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the more compact layout and smaller global buses. Each cell is (AX high, which allows seven

metal 2 feedthroughs over the cell.These are used both as I/O ports to the cell, and for the global

data-path routing over cells. Utilizing this strategy reduced the area of several sample datapaths,

on average, by 35% over the previously used data-path library not optimized for low-power. The

areadecrease of the datapathmodules translates into a reduction of global routing wire length, and

their associated parasiticcapacitances.

4.5.3 Place and Route

At the layout level, the place and route should optimized such that signals that have high switching

activity (such as clocks) should be assigned short wires and signals with lower switching activities

can be allowed progressively longer wires. Current design tools typically minimize the overall

area or wire lengths given a timing constraint, which does not necessarily reduce the overall

capacitance switched. Recently CAD efforts are starting to address the problem of physical design

for low-power in which signal transition activities are used to drive place and route

[Hirendu93][Chao94]. An example of the benefitsof this optimization is presented in Chapter 6.

4.6 Summary

In the previous chapter, an agressive voltage scaling strategy was used to minimize the energy to

perform a given function. Another approach to low power design is to reduce the switching

activity to the minimal level required to perform the computation. In CMOS circuits, since energy

is only consumed when capacitance is being switched, powercan be reduced by minimizing this

capacitance at all levels of the design including algorithms, architectures, logic design, circuit

design, and physical design. One key attribute exploited is that signal processing applications,

unlike general purposeapplication, exhibit a lot of temporal correlation in data and this is used at

all the levels to minimize the capacitance switched.
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At the algorithmic level, the basic computational complexity must be optimized. The switched

capacitance can be minimized through reducing the number of operations to perform a given

function (e.g. using hardwired shift-add operations instead of real multiplications or using

algebraic transformations to minimize complexity), optimized data representation (binary vs.

gray-coding, two's complement vs. sign-magnitude, etc.), and minimizing bitwidths (as will be

discussed in the next chapter). Algorithmic optimization typically has the greatest impact on

minimizing the switched capacitance.

At the architecture level, there are various degrees of freedom in minimizing the switched

capacitance. This includes using sign-magnitude for multiply-accumulate architectures to

minimize the number of transitions, ordering of operations to change dynamic range, balancing

signal paths at the module level to minimize glitching transitions, and optimizing resource

assignment by keeping correlated data on the same hardware and uncorrelated data on different

hardware units.

At the logic level, logic minimization and logic-level power down are used to minimize the

switched capacitance. At the circuit level, pass transistor logic can be used to minimize the

physical capacitance of the circuit to implement function like adders, multiplier, etc. Also, at the

circuit level, dynamic vs. static logic or synchronous vs. self-timed stylescanbe explored. At the

physical design level, the place and route can be optimized such that signal that have high

switching activity can be assigned short wires while signals that have low switching activity can

be allowed to have long wires.



CHAPTER 5

Computer Aided Design

Tools

In the previous chapters, approaches were presented to minimize the power consumption though

supply voltage scaling and through the reduction of switched capacitance. The focus of this

chapter is on automatically finding computational structures that result in the lowest power

consumption for DSP applications that have a specific throughput constraint given a high-level

algorithmic specification. The basic approach is to scan the design space utilizing various

algorithmic flowgraph transformations, high-level power estimation, and efficient heuristic/

probabilistic search mechanisms. While algorithmic transformations have been successfully

applied in high-level synthesis with the goal of optimizing speed and/or area, they have not

addressed the problem of minimizing power.

There are two approaches taken to explore the algorithmic design space to minimize power

consumption. First, is the exploitation of concurrency which enables circuits to operate at the

lowest possible voltage without loss in functional throughput. Second, computational structures

are used that minimize the effective capacitance that is switched at a fixed voltage: through

reductions in the number of operations, the interconnect capacitance, the glitching activity, and

171
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internal bit widths and using operations that require less energy percomputation.

5.1 Previous and Concurrent Work

5.1.1 Power Estimation

Most of the previous or concurrent work done in power estimation falls under four categories:

circuit-level estimation, switch-level estimation, gate-level probabilistic estimation, and

architectural power estimation. The primary trade-off between these approaches is the

computational complexity vs. accuracy. Circuit-level approaches result in the most accurate

estimates, while being the most computationally intensive.

Continuous Time Circuit-Level Power Estimation

At the lowest level of design, powercanbe estimated using acircuit simulatorsuch as SPICE. The

design is described at a very low-level and the simulator accounts for short-circuit and leakage

components of power. The majorproblem with this approach is the long simulation time which

limits the number of patterns that can be applied. Therefore, this approach is only viable for

analyzing small circuits (e.g. when characterizing library cells).

Figure 5-1 showsa circuit thatcanbe usedto measure the energy consumed by a circuit usingthe

SPICE simulator. The current drawn by the circuit undertest from the power supply is monitored

by the current controlled current source andintegrated on the capacitor C.The resistance R is only

provided for DC-convergence reasons and should be chosen as high as possible to minimize

leakage. Through proper choice of parameters for the capacitor, C and the gain for the current

controller current source, k, the voltage on the capacitor can be made equal to the average energy

drawn from the supply.
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Figure5-1: Circuit for measuring the power-delay product

The voltage across the capacitor is given below (under the assumption that the initial voltage on

the capacitor C is zero):

cTt mtlddW

T

yc^jidd(0dt
0

The energy consumed by the circuit is:

E'vddiidd^di
0

(EQ122)

(EQ 123)

(EQ 124)

Therefore, from Equations 123 and 124,by setting Vdd= k/C, the voltage acrossthe capacitorwill

equal the energy consumed in the interval [0,T].

Figure 5-2 shows an example of estimating the energy consumed for a 1-bit full adder circuit. The

integrating capacitor value is chosen to be lpF andk is chosen to be Vdd (=1.5V for this example).

Therefore, the voltage across the capacitor represents the cumulative energy (in pJ) for the 1-bit

full-adder circuit. The graph in Figure 5-2 shows the voltage across the capacitor for a sequence of

input patterns (INO IN 1 CIN). The jumps in the voltage curve represent the amount of energy

drawn for that particular input transition. For example, for the input transition 111 -> 000, the

change in voltage across the capacitor is 0.84V (the energy drawn for this transition is 0.84pJ).
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From this, the capacitance switched for this transition can bedetermined as 0.84pJ/(1.5)2 =

0.37pF. The dependence of power on data sequencing is obvious from this figure as different

transitions draw different amounts of energy; for example, 100 ->010 does not draw very much

energy since neither output switches, while 111 -> 000 draws a lot of energy since both outputs

switch. The average energy drawn per transition is 3.64pJ/8 (total energy/number of input

transitions) = 0.44pJ.
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Figure 5-2 : Measuring capacitance switched for a 1-bit full-adder example.
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Switch-level Power Estimation

An approach for estimating the power consumption in CMOS circuits using a switch-level

simulator is presented in [Kimura91]. The basic idea is tomonitor the number of times each node

in the circuit transitions during the simulation period. Cavg is given by SNj / NCj, where N, is the

total number of power consuming transitions for node i, N is thenumber of simulation cycles, and

C, is the physical capacitance of node i. This approach using the IRSIM simulator [Salz89] was

used estimate power at the layout level. This analysis ignores short-circuit and leakage power

components. The results from a few fabricated chips, indicate that the predicted power (with

calibrated models from test chips) from IRSIM is within 30% of the measured power. A

commercial version, called PowerMill from Epic Design, also exists that takes into account the

extra power due to finite rise/fall times [Deng94].

An important parameter for power estimation through simulation is the number of simulation

cycles that are needed for accurate estimation of the switched capacitance. In the case of SPICE

simulation, only asmall number of pattems can be applied dueto the time consuming nature of the

simulator. Also, only simulation of small circuits is possible, restricting the application to the

characterization of cell-libraries. Switch-level simulation is significantly faster and large circuits

(whole chips) can besimulated. Figure 5-3 shows the average capacitance switched per cycle as a

function of the number of sample periods simulated for an FIR filter. For this example which has

no feedback and for the input data pattern used, a good indication of the average power

consumption can beobtained by simulating for 50-100 cycles. In general, determining the number

of cycles is anon-trivial task, strongly dependent onthe topology (signal correlations) and data

patterns. A methodology and tool todetermine the minimum number of simulation cycles required

has been developed [VanOostende93].
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Figure 5-3 : Switched capacitance vs. number of simulated periods.
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Gate-level Probabilistic Power Estimation

Gate-level probabilistic approaches estimate the internal node activities of a networkgiven the

distribution of the input signals [Cirit87][Najm90][Ghosh92]. Once the signal probability for each

node in the network is determined, the total average capacitance switched is then estimated as

numnoaes

total I (PioX'-'VoH (EQ 125)

1=1

where numnodes is the total number of nodes in the network, pi0is the probability thatnodei

will be in the ZERO state, and C, is the physical capacitance associated with node i. The total

power is then estimated as Ctotai * Vdd 2*fclk. Most gate-level simulators typically ignore the

interconnect componentof loading capacitance andmodel the capacitance asthe sum of the output

capacitance of the driver plus the input gate capacitance all the gates being driven. Two other

major problems with these simulators are in modeling reconvergent fanout (which introduces
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correlations between signals) and glitching activity (which arrises due to signal skew). Significant

efforts to address these problems have been recently made [Ghosh92].

Architectural Power Estimation

Using concepts abstracted from the gate level, an architectural estimation technique has been

developed based on high level statistics such as mean, variance, and autocorrelation [Landman93].

While, the above mentioned gate level tools focus on the power consumed by boolean logic gates

(NOT, AND, OR, etc.) as a function of their input bit probabilities, the architectural tool considers

module (adder, multiplier, register, etc.) power consumption as determined by input word

statistics.

As described in Chapter 2, there exists a direct relationship between bit level probabilities and

word level statistics. The transition probability as a function of the bit number can be represented

as a simple piecewise linear model with breakpoints BPO and BPl. The important features of this

model - the values of the breakpoints and the signal and transition probabilities - can all be

extracted from three statistical parameters: the mean, p; the variance, o2; and the lag one

correlation coefficient, pj =cov(Xt, Xt+1)/o2. Similar to gate level techniques, given the statistics

of the moduleinputs, the statistics of the outputs are calculated by statistical propagating; this way

the model parameters (p, o2, and pj) for each bus in the architecture can be derived. The top half

of Figure 5-4 presents the appropriate propagation equations for the case of an addition and a

constant multiplication (the two key operations of linear, time-invariant systems). Once again, the

issue of reconvergent fan-out tends to complicate matters by introducing correlations between

module inputs which is nothandled by these equations; however, this is overcome by abstracting

heuristic techniques similar to those applied atthegate level. For example, the revised equations at

the bottom of Figure5-4 account for signal correlations.
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Figure 5-4: Statistical parameter propagation [Landman93].

The approaches mentioned above estimate powerconsumption from a low-level of abstraction. To

use these approaches in a high-level synthesis framework, the high-level representation of the

algorithm has to be mapped to a low-level description (gate or transistorlevel), which is very time

consuming. Even going to the architecture level (which involves allocation/assignment/

scheduling) is too time consuming if the goal is to explore 100'sor 1000'sof possible structures in

a time efficient manner. The estimation time for each new topology is time-consuming itself.

Hence, power must be estimated efficiently from an even higher level of abstraction. In this

chapter, power estimation techniques will be described which estimate powerfrom analgorithmic

level so that the design space can quickly and efficiently explored.

5.1.2 High-level Transformations

Over the last few years, several high-level synthesis systems have incorporated comprehensive

sets of transformations, coupled with powerful optimization strategies. Example systems with

elaborate applications of transformations are Flamel [Trickey87], SAW [Walker89], SPAID

[Haroun89], and HYPER [Rabaey91a].

Among the set of transformations used by the Flamel design system are loop transformations,

height reduction and constant propagation. SAW uses among other transformations in-line
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expansion, dead code elimination, four types of transformations for conditional statements and

pipelining assupporting stepsduring thebehavioral and structural partitioning. The SPAID system

set of transformations includes retiming and pipelining, interleaving, substitution of

multiplicationswith constants by addition and shifts and algebraic transformations. HYPER uses

more than 20 different transformations whose application is supported by several probabilistic

optimization algorithms. All systems provide interactive frameworks where the designer explores

the influence of the transformation mechanism or the optimization algorithms for a specific

transformation.

The systems described above use transformations to optimize design parameters such as area and

throughput. The system presented in this chapter will address the problem of how high-level

flowgraph transformations can be used to reduce the power consumption of the VLSI

implementation.

5.2 Application of Transformations to Minimize Power

Transformations are changes to the computational structure in a manner that the input/output

behavior is preserved. The number and type of computational modules, their interconnection and

their sequencing of operation are optimized. The use of transformations makes it possible to

explore a number of alternative architectures andto choosethose which result in the lowest power.

We will use the control-data flow graph format to represent computation [Rabaey91a], in which

nodes represent operations, and edges represent data and control dependencies. Transformations

have primarily been used until now to optimize either the implementation area or the system

throughput. The goal here is to optimize a different function, namely the powerdissipation of the

final circuit whilemeeting the functional throughput of the system. Two key approaches are used

to reduce power for a fixed throughput: reducing the supply voltage by utilizing speed-up

transformations (section 5.2.1) and reducing the effective capacitance being switched (sections

5.2.2 - 5.2.5).
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Figure 5-5 : Hardware model used in HYPER.

Figure 5-5 shows the hardware model used in HYPER. A time-multiplexed hardware model is

used in which multiple operations on a data-control flowgraph can be mapped to the same

hardware unit. A datapath module contains execution units, register files, multiplexors, and

buffers. Data stored in the register files is read out to the execution unit whose result is written

back into register files in the same datapath or in otherdatapaths. The register file may be preceded

by multiplexors depending on whether the execution unit receives data from different sources at

different control cycles in the sample period. The execution units on different datapaths

communicate through global busses and the outputs of the execution units are tri-stated if two

different units share a common global bus. A distributed control approach (which contains a global

and local controller) is used to sequence through the operations in the control cycles. This section

addresses the estimation the capacitancecomponents and the supply voltage. The critical path will

be stated in the number of control steps, which is the number of cycles required to implement the
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given function.

5.2.1 Speed-up transformations

This is probably the single most important type of transformation for power reduction. It is not

only the most common type of transformation, but often has the strongest impact on power. The

basic idea is to reduce the number of control steps, so that slower control clock cycles can be used

for a fixed throughput, allowing for a reduction in supply voltage. Several examples of using this

technique were described in Chapter 3. The reduction in control step requirements is most often

possible due to the exploitation of concurrency. Many transformations profoundly affect the

amount of concurrency in the computation. This includes retiming/pipelining, algebraic

transformations and loop transformations.

5.2.2 Operation Reduction

The most obvious approach to reduce the switching capacitance, is to reduce the number of

operations (and hence the number of switching events) in the data control flow graph. While

reducing the operation count typically has the effect of reducing the effective capacitance, the

effect on its critical path is case dependent. To illustrate this trade-off, consider evaluating second

and third order polynomials. Computation of polynomials is very common in digital signal

processing, and Homer's scheme (the final structure in our examples) is often suggested in filter

design and FFT calculations when very few frequency components areneeded [Goertzel68].

First we will analyze the second order polynomial X2 +AX+B. The left side of Figure 5-6 shows

the straightforward implementation which requirestwo multiplications and two additions and has

a critical path of 3 (assuming that each operation takes one control cycle). On the right side of

Figure 5-6, a transformed version having a different computational structure (obtained using

algebraictransformations) is shown. The transformed graphhas the same critical path as the initial

solution and therefore the two solutions will have the same throughput at any given supply
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voltage. However, the transformed flowgraph has one less multiplication, and therefore has a

lower capacitance and power.

X

Figure 5-6 : Reducing capacitancewhile maintaining throughput.

Figure 5-7 illustrates a situation where a significant reduction in the number of operations is

achieved at the expense of a longer critical path. This example once again involves the

computation of apolynomial, this time of the forni X3+AX2+BX+C. Again, byapplying algebraic

transformations we can transform the computation to the Homer's scheme. The number of

multiplications reduces by two, resulting in a reduction of the effective capacitance. However, the

critical path is increased from 4 to 5, dictating a higher supply voltage than in the initial flowgraph

for the same computational throughput. Once again, this example shows that a transformation can

have different effects on capacitance and voltage, making the associated power minimization task

a difficult optimization problem.

A

X

Figure 5-7 : Reducing capacitance at the expense of a higher supply voltage.

Transformations which directly reduce the number of operations in a data control flow graph

include: common subexpression elimination, manifestexpression elimination, anddistributivity.
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5.2.3 Operation Substitution

Certain operations inherently require less energy percomputation than other operations. A prime

example of transformation which explores this trade-off is strength reduction, often used in

software compilers, in which multiplications are substituted by additions [Aho77]. Although this

situation is not as common as the ones presented in the previous section, sometimes it is possible

to achieve significant savings using this type of trade-off.

Unfortunately, this type of transformation often comes at the expenseof an increase in the critical

pathlength. This point is illustrated in Figure 5-8, which shows the frequendy used application of

redundancy manipulation, distributivity and common subexpression in complex number

multiplication. Aj and Ar are constants. While the second implementation has a lowereffective

capacitance, it has a longer critical path. Fixing the available time to be a constant, we see that the

second implementations requires at least three control cycles (assuming each operation take one

control cycle), while the first one requires only two. This implies that the voltage in the first

implementation can be dropped lower than the voltage in the second implementation, since the

same computational throughput can be met with a 50% slower clock rate.

Ar Ai - Ar

Xt~*®^+Y-^ Xr—•@
XiH*®^^

Yr

Figure 5-8 : Trading multiplication for an addition.

A powerful transformation in this category is conversion of multiplications with constants into

shift-addoperations (also described in Chapter 4). Table5-1 andTable 5-2 shows the power break

down for a 11 tap FIR filter before and after this transformation. The power consumed by the exe

cution units is reduced to one-eighth of the original power and the power consumed in the registers
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is also reduced. A small penalty is paid in the controller but there is a gain in the interconnect

power due to a reduction in the length of the bus lines (since the final implementation has a smaller

area), resulting in a total power savings of 62%.

Table 5-1 : Breakdown of power consumed for a 11 tap FIR filter before constant
multiplications.

Component
Switched Capacitance,

pF
Energy® 2.5V, nJ %

Exu 739.65 4.62 64.80

Registers & Clock 179.57 1.12 15.73

Control 65.45 0.41 5.73

Bus 156.69 0.98 13.74

Total 1141.36 7.13 100.00

Table 5-2 : Breakdown of power consumed for a 11 tap FIR filter after constant
multiplications.

Component
Switched Capacitance,

pF
Energy® 2.5V, nJ %

Exu 93.07 0.58 21.63

Registers & Clock 161.4 1.00 37.50

Control 83.79 0.52 19.47

Bus 92.10 0.58 21.40

Total 430.36 2.69 100.00

5.2.4 Resource Utilization

It is often possible to reduce the required amount of hardware, while preserving the number of

control steps [Potkonjak91]. This is possible because after certain transformations, operations are

more uniformly distributed over the available time, resulting in a denser schedule. These

transformations include retiming for resource utilization, associativity, distributivity and

commutativity. Figure 5-9 shows the resultof applyingretiming on a second order IIR filter. Both
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the transformed graphs, 1 and 2, are obtained from retiming andhave a critical path of 3; however,

the transformed graph 2 canbe scheduled withonly 2 multipliers whilethe first needs4 multipliers

(since all the fourmultiplications canbe performed only in the 3rdcontrol step).

Given that there is a degree of freedom in choosing the amount of resources used for a fixed

throughput (i.e at a fixed supply voltage), the question then becomes is the solution with the

minimal amount of resources, as chosen for the minimal areaimplementation, the "best" for low-

power. On one hand, reducing the amountof resources can reduce the wiring capacitance since

there are fewer interconnects and/or fewer functional elements and registers, which are obstacles

during floorplanning and routing. However, the amount of multiplexors andcontrol logiccircuitry

will typically increase with more time-sharing of resources. Therefore the optimization strategy

(and hencethe powerestimation model)must take into account the trade-offbetween interconnect

capacitance and control circuitry (which determines theeffectivecapacitance beingswitched).
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Critical Path = 3
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Critical Path = 3

# of Multipliers = 2, # of Adders =2

Energy per sample period = 9.85 nJ (17.4% reduction)

Figure 5-9 : Retiming for improving resourceutilization: 2nd order IIR filter.
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5.2.5 Wordlength Reduction

The number of bits used strongly affects all key parameters of a design, including speed, area and

power. It is desirable to minimize the number of bits during power optimization for at least three

reasons:

• fewer bits result in fewer switching events and therefore lower capacitance.

• fewer bits imply that the functional operationscan be done faster, and therefore the voltage can

be reduced while keeping the throughput constant.

• fewer bits not only reduce the number of transfer lines, but also reduce the average interconnect

length and capacitance.

The influence of various transformation on numerical stability (and therefore the required

wordlength) varies a lot. While some transformations, for example retiming, pipelining and

commutativity, do not affect wordlength, associativity and distributivity often have a dramatic

influence [Golberg91]. In some cases, it is possible to reduce both the number of power expensive

operations and the required wordlength. In other cases, however, a reduction in wordlength comes

at the expense of an increased number of operations.

To illustrate the importance of wordlength optimization, consider the direct form and parallel form

implementations of an 8th order Avenhaus bandpass filter (as shown in Figure 5-10a and 5-10b).

The critical path of the direct form, after multiplication to shift and addition substitution is 20

clock cycles while the critical path of the parallel form is 28 cycles, assuming that each operation,

in both cases, takes one cycle. However, the numerical stability of the parallel form is significantiy

higher, resulting in wordlength requirements of only 11 bits, while the direct form solution

requires 23 bits. The effective critical path for the direct form solution is 980 ns, while parallel

form has a critical path of only 610 ns. Therefore, taking wordlength requirements into

consideration, changes the situation from one where the critical path in the parallel form is almost

50% longer, to one where the critical path in the direct form is more than 50% longer. Similarly, a
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detailed analysis of these two alternatives shows that the final implementation of the parallel filter

is reducedby a factor of four for a given throughput.
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Figure 5-10 : Direct form structure vs. Parallel form structure: 8th order Avenhous filter.

The results from section 5.2 can be summarized in the following requirements for the application

of transformations for power reduction:
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Efficient implementation ofknown and new transformations so that power isan explicit part of

the cost function and the development of the cost function itself.

Development of atransformation framework and search mechanism which will determine the

order and extentto which thetransformations are applied sothat final result is globally optimal.

5.3 Cost Function

The goal is to develop an objective function that is highly correlated to the final (and unknown)

power dissipation of the circuit. The objective function should be very easyto compute since it has

to be evaluated many times during the optimization process. A detailed estimation, while being

accurate, will require hardware mapping and compilation steps to convert a flowgraph to layout,

making it impractical during the optimization process. Hence a model correlated to the power must

be developed strictly from the flowgraph level. This involves a statistical study of the effects of

varioushigh level parameters on interconnect capacitance, control capacitance, etc.

The power consumption of acircuit (represented in a control data flowgraph) is givenby:

Ptotal =Ctotai *V2 */sampling (EQ 126)

The goal ofpower optimization in this work is to keep the throughput constant (i.e./saving is

fixed) by allowing the supply voltage to vary. For a fixed sample period, power optimization is

equivalent to minimizing the total energy switched, Ctotal V2, where V is appropriate voltage

required to meet the throughput rate.

5.3.1 Capacitance estimate

Thetotal capacitance switched depends on four components:

Motal =Cexu +Glisten. +Cmtercomect + Ccontioi (EQ 127)

The capacitance estimation is builton top of an existing estimation routine in HYPER that

determines bounds and activity ofvarious execution, register and interconnect components as well
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as the implementation area [Rabaey91b, Schultz92]. The details of the capacitance estimation

routines are described below.

Execution Units

The capacitance switched by the various execution units is estimated by multiplying (over all types

ofunits utilized) the number oftimes the operation performed bythe unit occurs per sample period

with the average capacitance per access of the unit type. The total capacitance ishence given by:

numtypes

exu = X Nrci (EQ 128)

/ = 1

wherenumtypes is the total number of operation types, N, the numberthe times the operation of

type i is performed per sample period (or the activity),andC,- is average capacitance perexecution

of operationtype i. The average capacitance per execution has been characterized for the various

modules (through SPICE and IRSIM simulations, using models that were calibrated with results

from experimental measurements) for a uniformly distributed set of inputs. In general the proba

bilities are not uniform, however, this assumption is made to simplify the cost evaluation. The

capacitance values are parameterized as a function of bit-widthand are accessed when computing

the powercontributed due to the execution units. Table 5-3 showsthe high-level capacitance mod

els for various modules in the hardware library.

Table 5-3 : Capacitance models for someof the library hardware units for a 1.2pm
CMOS technology.

Component Capacitance Model (in fF) Parameters

ripple adder -46+151 N N: bitwidth

carry select -158 + 214N N: bitwidth

comparater 181 N N:bitwidth

multiplier 253 * Nl * N2 N1,N2: input bitwidths

shifter N*28.7+log(M+l)*
(43.8 + 12.2N +.06 N2+ 0.24MN- 0.18

SN)

M: Maximum shift allowed

N: bitwidth

S: Shift



Table 5-3 : Capacitance models for some of the library hardware units for a 1.2pm
CMOS technology.
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Component Capacitance Model (in fF) Parameters

register file 87 + 51R + 35N + 8RN N: bitwidth

R: number of register

The capacitance per access for a ripple carry adder and a carry-select adder as a function of the

bitwidth are shown in Figure 5-11.

Q.8

1.2pm CMOS technology

12 16 20 24 28
Bitwidth

32

Figure 5-11: Average capacitance peraddition for two different modules.

The model presented above assumes the capacitance contribution due the execution units is

relatively independent of allocation; however, as described in Chapter 3, this not always agood

assumption since time-multiplexing of hardware can increase the capacitance switched.

Registers

Registers are treated the same way as the execution units. The existing estimation program gives

information about the total number of register accesses (read/write) within agiven sampling

period. This isessentially the "activity" ofthe registers. For the purposes ofcalculating the register
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energy, it is enough to know this "activity" and the actual number of physical registers is not

required. The number of register accesses ismultiplied with the average capacitance per register

access to yield a register contribution givenby:

C . = N ♦ C (EQ 129)
register registers registers

While the total number of registers is not important in calculating the register switching

capacitance, it will affect floorplanning and chip area and therefore the interconnect capacitance.

Gated clocks areused and the clock capacitance is taken into accountduring the characterization

of the registers. Eachregisterhas a control slice that locallybuffers the incoming clock.

Interconnect

While estimating the power consumed by the execution units and registers is quite simple and

accurate, estimating the interconnect component is a very difficult and challenging task. Driven by

yield, floorplanning and synthesis considerations for throughput and area optimization, several

elaborate prediction models for total chip and interconnect area have been built and successfully

used [Kurdahi89, Heller77]. However, high-level synthesis adds additional requirements on the

prediction tools next to accuracy; during the optimization process in high level synthesis, it is

necessary to estimate the final cost frequently and therefore computationally intensive models are

prohibited, regardless of their precision.

Estimating the interconnect component of the final implementation should not only take into

account the effects of awide spectrum of highlevel synthesis tools, suchasassignment, allocation,

scheduling and partitioning into macro blocks, but also the effects of many low-level CAD tools,

suchas placement, floorplanning and global and detailed routing. Of course, anaccurate model for

such a complex system can be built only when a particular set of design tools is targeted. As

mentioned earlier, we targeted the HYPER high-level synthesis tools and the Lager IV silicon

assembler [Shung91]. We used the scalable CMOS design rules provided by Mosis and targeted

feature sizes of 1.2pm and 2pm.
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The selection of this particularsuit of design tools, enabled us to somewhat simplify the estimation

process. We concentrated our attention only on the inter-block (between macro blocks, e.g.

different datapaths) routing capacitance. The effect of intra-block (between logic modules inside a

datapath) routing capacitance is already taken into account during the calculation of execution

units and register contribution, by incorporating an average loading capacitance (determined for

the datapath compiler used in the LagerlV silicon assembler).

Building a model which will take into account the effects of the various tools mentioned above is a

formidable task. An extensive experimental study, followed by in-depth statistical analysis and

verification is the only viable solution which will satisfy the contradictory requirements of

modeling a complex system, with high accuracyin a computationally efficient manner.

The model for interconnect capacitance was built using fifty examples which were mapped from

their Silage descriptions to layout using the HYPER synthesis system and the LagerlV silicon

assembler. The selected examples cover a wide variety of DSP applications including linear and

nonlinear filters (including FIR, direct form, cascade, parallel, continuous function, ladder, wave

digital, Rao-Kailath IIR, polynomial and homomorphic filters), fast transformations algorithms

(FFT and DCT), several video and image processingalgorithms and audio examples. Selecting the

set of examples for building the model was guided by the goal of including as diverse and as

typical examples as possible. While the smallest example had only 12 operations, the largest one

had more than 400 operations. One half of examples was pipelined to various extents, and a subset

of the rest were transformed using several transformation in different orders.The examples cover a

wide variety in the ratio of critical path to available time, amount of parallelism, types of used

operations, level of multiplexing, size of the final implementations and other parameters.

After assembling the results for half the examples (for 25 examples), we started building the

statistical model. It immediately became apparent that the best correlation is one between the total

interconnect capacitance and the implementation area predicted by HYPER. It is widely
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recognized that the quality of the prediction model is inversely proportional to number of

parameters used during the prediction model building [Breiman84]. The number of parameters is

equal to the sum of the number of input variables in the model, and amount of data needed to

describe the model. We built the interconnect capacitance model using only one variable as the

predictor (estimated area of the chip) and the complexity of the curve which fits data was

minimized as much as possible. Although it appeared that both the line and quadratic polynomial,

and in particular the third order polynomial fit the datawell, none of these models passed the strict

statistical test for goodness of fit and resubstitution validation procedure. However, a piecewise

linear least square fit showed both excellent accuracy and robustness.

The three segment piece-wise linear fit used to model the interconnect is characterized by 4 points,

which are (2.95,16.5), (10,77.6), (23.5,217) and (80,1257). The model is valid from a predicted

area of 2 mm2 (which is equal to the size ofachip with one execution unit, with a few registers

and interconnects) to a predicted area of 90 mm2 (which is equivalent to a chip can that can

accommodate more than 30 execution units, with more than hundred registers and multiplexers).

The measurement on all 50 examples, showed that the averageerrorof the piecewise linearmodel

is less than 18% percent, and the maximum error is smaller than 33%. Robustness of the model is

illustratedby the fact that during 10 random resubstitutionof 25 different values for prediction, the

largest average error was below 20%, and the maximum error did not exceed 40%.

Duringthe development of prediction tools, often consistency (for two different randomly selected

instances, the one with lower predicted valueindeed has lowermeasured value) is more important

than accuracy. Consistency of our single prediction variable (predicted area) was, despite the very

simple and robust model, higher than 96%. Figure 5-12 shows both the measured (for all 50

examples) and predicted valuesof the interconnect capacitance as a function of the estimated chip

area.
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Figure 5-12 : Statistical estimation of interconnect capacitance.

Once the physical interconnect capacitance is accurately estimated, it is easy to establish a good

interconnect power consumption model. The interconnect capacitance component is then given

by:

Cinterconnect=a*Q0/a//N (EQ130)

where a is the average activity (the total number of interconnect accesses multiplied by an average

signal transition probability), Cwtal is the total estimated interconnect capacitance of the chip and

N is an estimate of the number of physical interconnects (after bus-merging). The HYPER system

provides accurate estimates of the number of interconnects and activity.

The interconnect model was built using the automatic place and route features of the LagerlV
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placement and layout tool (Flint). In the future, a model should be developed based on hand-

optimized floorplanning so the user can get feedback on the "goodness" of their placement.

Control Logic

The high level estimate for power consumed by control, like that for interconnect, is complicated

since the control is not defined until after scheduling and hardware mapping. Neither the number

of control blocks nor the their function / size is known at the estimation stage, making it

impossible to estimate any properties of the control theoretically. After scheduling, the control is

defined and optimized by the hardware mapper and further during the logic synthesis process

before mapping to layout. Like interconnect, therefore, the control needs to be estimated

statistically.

The distributed control model used by HYPER is specially suited for low power. The control

model incorporates a central finite state machine mat generates the state information which is

distributed to the local controllers. Control signals (e.g. LOAD for the register file) for thedatapath

are generated in the local controllers. Bus capacitance on the control lines is reduced by placing

the local controllers close to the datapaths. Otherthan the lines carrying global state information,

there are no global control lines.

Statistical models were built to estimatethe powerconsumed by the global and local controllers.

The models were generated using several DSP algorithms. Both initial and transformed versions

were used to get a complete description of the sample space. Fully pipelined versions were not

considered sincethe critical pathand hence thenumber of states is one,eliminating the need for a

controller. Each of the benchmark examples were mapped to SDL (structural description) using

HYPER andthenintolayout using theLAGER IVsilicon compiler. IRSIM wasused to extract the

switching capacitances required to build thestatistical model. Thisprocess hasbeenautomated for

characterizing new libraries or the effects of new tools.

Global Control Model:
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The amount of capacitance switched in the global controller was found by simulating each

benchmark circuit for a whole sample period after the initial conditions were set up. The

capacitance switched per sample period in the global controller was found to be directiy related to

the number of states, N states, and is given by:

FSM 1 states 2 (EQ 131)

For a 1.2pm technology, a! is 4.9fF and (fy is 22.1fF. Figure 5-13 shows the total capacitance

switched by the global controller as a function of the number of states. Note that the number of

states not only determines the number of cycles the FSM goes through, but also the number of

output bits it drives. Therefore, the total number of transitions and hence the capacitance switched,

is strongly dependent on the number of states.
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Figure 5-13 : Total capacitance switched vs. number of states for the global controller.

Local Control Model:
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Since there are several local controllers in each design, the local controllers account for a larger

percentage of the total capacitance than the global controller. A set of fifty examples were used to

build the capacitance model for the local controller. Table 5-4 shows the data obtained for four

different examples.

Table 5-4 : Results from various local controller units of the selected sample set.

Name

(example)
Name

(exu-unit)
#of

outputs

Total

Switched

Capacitance
(pF)

#of

trans

itions

length,
width

(in A,)
Area inp2

Wavelet

(xlarge)
3 States

2 Inputs

add160 5 0.928 14 195,94 6598.80

addl610 5 0.943 14 219,86 6780.24

addl611 5 0.721 14 76,46 1258.56

shrl60 11 1.787 34 227,166 13565.52

shrl610 9 1.509 30 211,174 13217.04

shrl611 5 0.943 14 211,86 6532.56

subl60 5 0.691 14 203,94 6869.52

subl610 7 1.129 22 203,118 8623.44

subl611 7 0.980 18 219,118 9303.12

transfer160 5 0.845 18 203,78 5700.24

transfer161 5 0.930 14 203,126 9208.08

transfer162 5 0.808 18 195,70 4914.00

IIR

22 States

5 Inputs

adder120 53 82.738 544 451,1504 244189.44

adderl21 47 76.981 528 427,1232 189383.04

shrl20 30 42.553 296 403,1048 152043.84

shrl21 25 55.556 302 363,976 127543.68

shrl22 24 43.253 312 403,1096 159007.68

sub120 59 49.855 364 411,1232 182286.72

subl21 45 55.556 380 427,1088 167247.36

transfer 19 14.706 64 307,504 55702.08

Discrete

Cosine trans

form; 36
states;

6inputs

adder80GL 51 128.8085 644 539,1726 334913.04

shr80GL 35 101.891 428 475,1566 267786.00

subtractor80GL 53 145.349 704 547,1806 355637.52
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Table 5-4 : Results from various local controller units of the selected sample set.

Name

(example)
Name

(exu-unit)
#of

outputs

Total

Switched

Capacitance
(pF)

#of

trans

itions

length,
width

(in A.)
Area in u2

Avenhaus-

Ladder Filter

79 States

7inputs

adderl40GL 7 27.68 174 251,344 31083.84

adderl410GL 7 24.916 170 243,256 22394.88

adderl411GL 7 13.410 174 235,232 19627.20

adderl412GL 7 27.635 174 251,280 25300.80

shrl40GL 12 97.841 420 395,1128 160401.60

shrl41GL 13 119.757 560 355,1008 128822.40

shrl42GL 12 102.044 426 403,1000 145080.00

shrl43GL 12 143.883 542 395,1120 159264.00

subtractorl40GL 25 97.104 430 87,1000 139320.00

subtractorl41GL 17 78.879 406 371,952 127149.12

subrractorl42GL 17 81.948 426 355,896 114508.80

subtractorl43GL 11 71.729 374 339,744 90797.76

The capacitance switched in the local controllers were determined by applying the state input

sequence to eachof the local controllers and simulatingusing IRSIM over a whole sample period.

Correlations between the capacitance switched and several parameters like the number of states in

the control, the number of outputs of the controller, and the total number of transitions on the

output control signals were measured. The capacitance of the control was found to be highly

correlated to the number of transitions on the output control signals. Note that, in this case, unlike

the global controllers, the number of states gives no information about the number of transitions

on the output nodes which depends on the glue-logic to be implemented. The transitions must

therefore be separately accounted for. Using statistical tools to fit the data to a polynomial

function, it was found that the total capacitance switched, in one sample period, for any local

controller is a linear function of the number of transitions, the number of states and the bus factor

and is given by:

lc 0 1 trans 2 states 3 /

where Ntrans is the number of transitions, Nstates is the number of states, Bfis thebus factor

(EQ 132)
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(explained below), and C/c is the capacitance switched in any local controller in one sample

period, fly represents the activity factor on busses and isdefined as the ratio of the number of bus

accesses to the number of busses. It is a measure of the average number of times busses are

accessed. It represents a measure on the number of multiplexors and each multiplexor requires

control signals from the controller. For a 1.2 um technology, p0, Pi. P2 and P3 are 72,0.15,8.3 and 0.55

respectively. Figure 5-14 shows the correlation between the actual and predicted capacitance

switched per sample period for several different examples.
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Predicted Capacitance, pF

Figure 5-14 : Capacitance switched vs. predicted capacitance for local controllers.

This model, though accurate to within 20% (as indicatedby resubstitution validation procedure) is

not sufficient since it assumes that the number of transitions is known. The number of transitions

depends on assignment, scheduling, optimizations performed by the hardware mapper and the

logic optimization tool(misll), the standard cell library used, the amount of glitching, and the

statistics of the inputs. It is impossible to determine the combined effects of all these elements

apriori. A statistical model relating the number of transitions to high level parameters was

therefore derived. The important high level parameters that affected the number of transitions are:
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• Size/complexity of the graph, i.e. the number ofnodes and the number of edges. This is because

the number of reads from and write to registers is dependant on the number of edges and nodes

in the graph respectively. Control signals need to be generated for every read and write process.

• The number of execution units times the number of states. This is because each execution unit

receives the clock and clock inverse every control cycle. In the hardware model used, the clock

inverse is generated in the local controllers and fed to the execution units.

The HYPER high level synthesis system provides a lower bound on the number of execution units

within as accuracy of 10% [Rabaey91b]. The lower bound on the busses tracks the actual number

of busses closely and the maximum number of busses tracks the total number of bus accesses. The

numbers predicted by HYPER were therefore used in building the correlation model. The fit

function obtained for the total number of output transitions on local controllers based on the three

high level parametersmentioned above is given by:

Ntrans =y\ +h{Nnodes+Nedges) +h{SxNExu) (EQ133)
where Ntrans is the number of transitions on the outputs of the local controllers, S is the number of

control cycles per sample period, Nedges and Nnodes are the number of edges and nodes

respectively in the CDFG and Nexu is an estimate for the total number of execution units. For a

1.2pm technology yh y2 and y3 are 178.7, 7.2 and 2.0 respectively. Figure 5-15 shows the total

number of transitions in one sample period for the different examples vs. the fit function for the

transitions based on high level parameters.
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Figure 5-15 : Actual number of transitions vs. predicted transitions for local controllers.

This statisticalestimate takes into accountthe effects of logic synthesis and optimization. Effect of

undetermined factors such as glitching are also included. Each datapath element in the cell library

has a built in control-slice to locally buffer the incoming control signals. The internal gate and

routing capacitance is taken into account when characterizing the leafcells. For example, the

multiplexor select signal for a 16-bit datapath is buffered in the control slice. Therefore, the

controller only drives a single (typically minimum sized) gate. This information was used to

determine the loading capacitance during simulations.

5.3.2 Supply Voltage Estimation

The power supply voltage at which the flowgraph implementation will meet the timing constraints

is estimated. The initial flowgraph which meets the timing constraints is typically assumed to be
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operating at a supply voltage of 5V with a critical pathofTj^^i (the initialvoltage will be lower if

^initial <^sampling)- ^er eacn move, the critical path is re-estimated, and the new supply voltage

at which the transformed flowgraph still meets the time constraint, Tsampling, is determined. For

example, if the initial solution requires 10 control steps (and let's assume that this is the same as

the sampling period) running at a supply voltage of 5V, then a transformed solution that requires

only 5 control steps can run at a supply voltage of 2.9V (where the delay increases by a factor of 2,

Figure 2-26) while meeting the same constraints as the initial graph.

A model for delay as a function of Vdd is derived from the curve shown in Figure 5-16. Let the

speedup of a transformed solution be defined as:

Speedup =T^^g ITcriticalpath (EQ 134>
where Tcriticalpath is the critical path of the transformed solution and T^^^g isthe throughput

constraint.

Since, the major power reduction during CDFG optimization using transformations is attributed to

a reduction of the supply voltage and since the supply voltage has to be constantly evaluated

(every time the objective function is called), it is important to model delay-Vdd relationship using

an accurateand computationally efficient procedure. This relationship (of delay-Vdd) was modeled

using Neville's algorithm for rational function interpolation and extrapolation [Press88]. Neville's

algorithm provides an indirect way for constructing a polynomial of degree N-l so that all of the

used points are exactly matched.

Figure 5-16 also shows the accuracy of the interpolated data (plotted for speedup values ranging

from 0.86 to 26 with increments of 0.1) when compared to the experimental data. Figure 5-17

shows an overview of the power estimation routine. It takes a control dataflow graph as input and

computes the power using the existing estimation routines (critical path, bounds on resources and

activity) along with the newly developed capacitance and voltage estimation routines (as discussed

in this section).
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5.4 Optimization Algorithm

The algorithm development for powerminimization using transformations was greatly driven by

several considerations and constraints. The basic strategy involved:

• Efficient tailoringof existing librarytransformations for power optimization.

• Fully utilizing the information about the design solution space obtained through extensive

experimentation and theoretical insights (so that the algorithm can quickly come out of deep

local minima).

• Efficient use of computer resources (CPU time and memory) so that large real-life examples

can be addressed.

• Developing the modular software so that future enhancements or changes can easily be incor

porated.

The computational complexity analysis of the power minimization problem showed that even

highly simplified versions of the power optimization tasks using transformations are NP-complete.

For example, we have shown that retiming for power minimization is a NP-complete problem.

Computational complexity of retiming for power optimization is particular interesting and

somewhat surprising, since retiming for critical path reduction has several algorithms of

polynomial-time complexity [Leiserson91].

The computational complexity of the power minimization problem implies that it is very unlikely,

even when the set of applied transformations is restricted, that polynomial time optimal algorithm

can be designed. Two widely used alternatives for design of high quality suboptimal optimization

algorithms are probabilistic and heuristic algorithms. Both heuristic and probabilistic algorithms

have several distinctive advantages over each other. While the most important advantage of

heuristic algorithms is a shorter run time, probabilistic algorithms are more robust and have

stronger mechanisms for escaping local minima's.

An extremely wide spectrum of probabilistic algorithms are commonly used in various CAD and
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optimization problems. Among them, the most popularand successful are simulated annealing,

simulated evolution, genetic algorithms, and various neural network algorithms (e.g. Boltzmann

machine).Although recentlytherehasbeen aconsiderable effort in analyzingthese algorithms and

the type of problems they are best suited for (for example a deep relationship between simulated

annealing and solution space with fractal topology have been verified both experimentally and

theoretically [Sorkin91]), algorithm selection for the task at hand is still mainly an experimental

and intuitive art

In order to satisfy all major considerations for the power minimization problem, we decided to use

a combination of heuristic and probabilistic algorithms so that we can leverage on the advantages

of both approaches. Before we get into the algorithmic details, we will briefly outline the set of

transformations used.

The transformation mechanism is based on two types of moves, global and local. While global

moves optimize the whole DCFG simultaneously, local moves involve applying a transformation

only on one or very few nodes in the DCFG.The most important advantage of global moves is, of

course, a higher optimization effect; the advantages of local moves is their simplicity and small

computational cost. We used the following global transformations (i) retiming and pipelining for

critical path reduction (ii) associativity (iii) constant elimination and (iv) loop unrolling. In the

library of local moves we have implemented three algebraic transformations: associativity

(generalized to include properties of inverse elements as introduced in [Potkonjak91]), and

commutativity as well as local retiming. All global moves minimize the critical path using

polynomial optimal algorithms. Their use is motivated by the need for shorter run-times. For

example, the global pipelining move for a 7th order IIR filter with 33 nodes took 1.8 CPU seconds

on a SPARC2 workstation. Extensive experimentation showed that although the best solutions in

semi-exhaustive searches is rarely one with the minimum critical path, it is very often

topologically very close (a small number of moves is needed to reach it starting from a solution

with the shortest critical path).
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The Leiserson-Saxe algorithm for critical path minimization using retiming is used. The algorithm

is modified in such a way that it automatically introduces the optimal number of pipeline stages

needed to minimize the cost function for power. Pipelining is accomplished by allowing the

simultaneous addition of the equal number of delay elements on all inputs or all outputs but not

both. The Leiserson-Saxe algorithm is strictly based on minimizing the critical path and inherently

does not optimize the capacitance being switched for a given level of pipelining. The modified

algorithm determines the level of pipelining where the power is minimized and this is used as a

"good" starting point for optimization using local moves (as will be discussed below). The global

move for associativity involves the minimization of the critical path using the dynamic

programming algorithm. Loop unrolling does not involve any optimization, instead it enables

transformations which reveal large amount of concurrency for other transformations. For each

local move, we defined the inverse local move which undoes the effect of the initial move.

As previously mentioned, the algorithm for power minimization using transformations has both

heuristic and probabilistic components. While the heuristic part uses global transformations, the

probabilistic component uses local moves. The heuristic partapplies global transformations one at

the time in order to provide good starting points for the application of the probabilistic algorithm.

The probabilistic algorithm conducts a search in a broad vicinity of the solution provided by the

heuristic part with the goal of minimizing the effective capacitance (trading-off control,

interconnectand activity). The underlying search mechanism of the probabilistic part is simulated

annealing with the goal that local minima's can be escaped by using uphill moves and the effects

of various transformations can be efficiently combined so as to minimize the capacitance

component of power.

Initially constant propagationis applied to reduce both the number of operations and the critical

path, followed by the modified Leiserson-Saxe algorithm and the dynamic programming

algorithm for the minimization of the critical path using associativity. This step is followed by

simulated annealing which tries to improve the initial solution by applying local moves
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probabilistically. For simulated annealing we used the most popular set of parameters

[Algoritmica91]. For example, we used a geometric cooling schedule with a stopping criteria which

terminates the probabilistic search when no improvement was observed on three consecutive

temperatures. After each move, a list of all possible moves is generated for each local

transformation.The transformationand particularmove to be applied is then selected randomly. In

addition to the above algorithm, loop-unrolling can be used as preprocessing step.

HYPER-LP also allows optimization using a user specified sub-set of transformations (for

example, optimizing with only pipelining). Figure 5-18 shows an overview of the HYPER-LP

system.
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Figure 5-18 : Overview of the HYPER-LP system.

5.5 Examples and Results

The techniques described in the previous sections will now be applied to "real-world" examples to

demonstrate that a significant improvement in power can be achieved. Three examples of

distinctly different computational structures are presented in this section and are optimized for

power using the HYPER-LP system. Multiplications with constants were converted to shift-add
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operations. The improvement from this transformation was not taken into account since this it is a

standard transformation performed for areaor throughput optimization.

5.5.1 Example #1: Wavelet Filter

The first example is a wavelet filter, used in speech and video applications. The implementation

contains high-pass and low-pass filters that are realized as 14th order FIR modules using a

wordlength of 16-bits (determined by high-level simulation). This example is representative of a

wide class of important signal processing applications such as FFT, DCT (Discrete Cosine

Transform), matrix multiplication, cyclic convolution and correlation that have no feedback loops

in the signal flowgraph. For this class of applications, retiming and pipelining provides an efficient

and straight forward way to reduce critical paths (and thus voltage) while preserving throughput

and the number of operations.

The initial reference design is a fully time-multiplexed area-optimized realization of the filter, with

minimal amount of resources (1 adder, 1 subtractor, 1 shifter, and 4 global busses). The number of

global busses were minimized using global bus-merging (i.e busses that are never accessed

simultaneously can be collapsed) with the goal of minimizing the area. This solution has a critical

path of 22 clock cycles and can be clocked at a maximum frequency of 1.5Mhz (since the critical

path for this 16-bit datapath is around 30ns). Using HYPER-LP, it was found that Retiming by

itself was sufficient to reduce the critical path of this design to 3 control cycles. Since the

throughput requirement is 1.5Mhz, the clock period can be made approximately 7 times as long (=

22 / 3) while meeting the timing constraint and therefore the supply voltage can be reduced to

1.5V.

Since the amount of resources increases significantly (since the allocation is done with available

time = critical path = 3 cycles), we expect the chip areaand hence the interconnect component of

power to increase. This is seen from Figure 5-19, which shows a plot of the average capacitance

per bit obtained from layout extraction as a function of the bus number for the initial 22 cycle
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implementation (which contained 4 busses) and for the final 3 cycle implementation (which

contained 25 busses). The figure also shows the capacitance obtained from the estimation of

interconnect using the model presented in section 5.3.1.
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Figure 5-19 : Bus capacitance for the wavelet filter (estimated and extracted).

The global bus capacitance switched increased by a factor of 3 from 400pF to 1200pF. However,

the total capacitance switched was actually smaller than the minimal area version! There are

several factors contributing to this decrease in capacitance:

• The amount of multiplexor, tri-state and control switches (which contributed to 45% of the total

power of the minimal area design) were reduced significantly.

♦ The initial design uses bus-merging to significantly reduce the interconnect area. However, this

does not come for free as the loadingfor the tri-statebuffersdriving the bus increases. Also all

of the multiplexors whose inputsare connected to the sharedbus will switch every time the bus
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value transitions, resulting in extra power. The problem is not as severe in the final design since

there is little room for bus-sharing since there are fewer control cycles.

• The average transition activity (which is not modeled by the estimator presented in Section 6)

and hence the capacitance per access for the logic modules (adder, subtractor, and shifter) was

significantly lower in the final version. The reason is that in the initial version, since the mod

ules were fully time-multiplexed, the inputs to the modules were coming from different sources

(and hence uncorrelated) and had a higher probability of transitioning. In the final version (in

which many units were allocated), there are longer periods of inactivity during which the inputs

to the modules do not change and hence the units do not switch, resulting in lower activity.

The total power hence reduced by a factor of 18 (these results are obtained from the IRSIM switch

level simulator using a linear RC model using real input data). Table 5-5 shows the statistics of the

initial and final designs. Note that areahas been traded for lower power.

Table 5-5 : Results for the Wavelet Chip (1.2|im CMOS technology)

Version / samling
#of

Control Cycles
/ Clock Period

Supply
Voltage

Total

Average
Capacitance

Power,

mW

Area,

mm2

Initial 1.5Mhz 22/30ns 5V 2870pF 107mW 8.5 mm2

Optimized
for Power

1.5Mhz 3/220ns 1.5V 1735pF 5.8mW 62.9mm2

5.5.2 Example #2: IIR Filter

The second example is a 16-bit 7th order IIR filter with a 4th order equalizer designed using the

filter design program Filsyn [Comsat82]. This example is representative of the largest class of

examples where feedback is an inherent but not particularly limiting part of the computation

structure.

Unlike the previous example, when the transformation set of the HYPER-LP system was limited

only to retiming, no reduction in the power consumption was observed. However, when the
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transformation set was enhanced to include both retiming and pipelining, the tool was very

effective and achieved a reduction in the numberof control steps used from 65 to 6 cycles. The

implementation area increased as the number of control cyclesdecreased. Figure 5-20a shows a

plot of the number of execution units vs. the number of control cycles. The number of registers

increased from an initial number of 48 (for65 control cycles) to 102(for6 control cycles). This is

a typicalexamplewherethe area is tradedfor lowerpower. It is immediately evidentthat the price

paid for reducingcritical path is the increased registers and routing overhead. Figure 5-20b shows

a plot of the normalized clock cycle period (for a fixed throughput) as a function of number of

control cycles. We see that reducing the numberof control cycles through transformations allows

for an increase in clock cycle period or equivalently a reduction in supply voltage. However, at

very low voltages, the overhead due to routing increases at a very fast rate and the power starts to

increase withfurtherreduction in supply voltage. The powerreduced approximately by a factorof

8 as a resultof dropping the voltage from 5V to approximately 1.5V. Figure5-21 showsa plot of

Power vs. Vdd for a fixed throughput. Note that the low-powersolution is somewherebetweenthe

minimalarea solution and the maximum throughput solution.
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Number of control cycles
10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00

Number of control cycles

Figure 5-20 : Plot of# ofunits (a) and clock cycle period (b) vs. #ofcontrol cycles for the IIR example
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5.5.3 Example #3: Volterra Filter

The third example is a second order Volterra filter. This is a particularly challenging example

since pipelining cannot be applied due to a recursive bottleneck imposed by long feedback loops

(optimizing with pipelining as the only transformation results in power reduction only by a factor

of 1.5). For this case, loop unrolling, retiming and associativity transformations proved to be

important in alleviating the recursive bottleneck, allowing for a reduction in critical path and

voltage.

Figure 5-22 shows the final layouts of optimizing the Volterra filter for power as well as for area

while keeping the throughput fixed. This final implementation has approximately nine times better



power characteristic and the same area as the initial implementation.
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Figure 5-22 : Optimizing the volterra filter.
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Table 5-6 shows a summary of power improvement after applying transformations relative to

initial solutions that met the required throughput constraint at 5V for the representative examples

described in this section. The results indicate that a large reduction in power consumption is

possible (at the expense of area) compared to present-day methodologies. Also interesting was the

fact that the optimal final supply voltage for all the examples was much lower than existing

standards and was around 1.5 V.

Table 5-6 : Summary of results.

Example
Power

Reduction

Area

Increase

Wavelet (FIR)
Filter

18 7.4

IIR Filter 8 6.4

Volterra Filter 9 1
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5.6 Summary

The focus of this chapter is on automatically finding computational structures that result in the

lowest power consumption for DSP applications that have a specific throughput constraint given a

high-level algorithmic specification. The synthesis approach consisted of applying transformation

primitives in a well defined manner in conjunction with efficient high-level estimation of power

consumption. The basic approach is to scan the design space utilizing various algorithmic

flowgraph transformations, high-level power estimation, and efficient heuristic/probabilistic

search mechanisms. The estimation of power consumption involved estimating the total

capacitance switched and the operating voltage. The estimation of the total capacitance switched

includes four components: execution units, registers, interconnect and control. Both analytical and

statistical approaches were used in the capacitance modeling. The synthesis system was used to

optimize power for several design examples and the results indicate that more than an order of

magnitude reduction in power is possible over current-day design methodologies (that tend to

minimize area for a given throughput) while maintaining the system throughput. This chapter has

addressed some key problems in the automated design of low-power systems, and provides a good

starting point for addressing other research problems like detailed power estimation, module

selection, partitioning, and scheduling for power optimization.



CHAPTER 6

A Low-power Chipset for
a Portable Multimedia

Terminal

The near future will bring the fusion of three rapidly emerging technologies: personal

communications, portable computing, and high bandwidth communications. Over the past several

years, the number of personal communications services and technologies has grown explosively.

For example, voiceband communications systems such as mobile analog cellular telephony, radio

pagers, and cordless telephones have become commonplace, despite their limited nature and

sometimes poor quality of transmission. In portable computing, "notebook" computers more

powerful than the desktop systems of a few years ago are commonplace, while even more capable

RISC-based portable workstations arequickly emerging. Much of the recent efforts have gone into

the design and building of the "information superhighway," the fiber-optic network with a

bandwidth farexceeding 10gigabits/second. However, in spite of their individual popularity, there

has been little integration of these three diverse services. Our goal is to exploit these new

technologies to provide ubiquitous access to data, computing, and communications through a

specialized, wireless multimedia terminal, dubbed the "InfoPad" [Brodersen93].
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Figure 6-1 : Overviewof a future personal communications system.

In Figure 6-1, a schematic view of the InfoPad system is shown. In addition to providing portable

voice communication to the user, InfoPad will provide portable access to the wide variety of

information and computation services that will be offered on the future wide band network. By

coupling to this high-bandwidth network through a low-latency interface, InfoPad gives the user

equally good service no matter where the person and the service provider is located in a building.

Some key features that will evolve for this "wireless computing" environment are as follows:

Commercial databases: Servers will provide access to large text and graphics commercial

databases containing various information, such as international and domestic news, financial

information, traffic data, transportation schedules, voice mail, telephone numbers, news, bulletin

boards, and educational information. The need for instantaneous connectivity is apparent when
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considering that many sources of information are of a "transitory nature," such as stock pricing,

local news, weather, which makes distribution by other means such as CD-ROM impractical.

Furthermore, given sufficiently large database servers, large libraries of books, journal archives,

and other currently "paper-intensive" media can be placed on-line; these databases would allow

instantaneous recovery of all types of information,at any time desired by the user.

Video databases: Instantaneous, ubiquitous access to video databases containing both

entertainment and educational media, including animated information sequences, taped lectures,

movies, news clips, and other forms of video/audio data will provide profound changes in the

ways we teach, work and entertain. Unlike today's television broadcasts, such video would be

available in a per-user, on-demand basis, giving people the freedom to access video information as

needed. Video will necessarily be stored in a compressed format, for minimization of both storage

space and transmission bandwidth, thus requiring that the wireless terminal and associated base

station to support video decompression.

Advanced User Interface Technology: Simplified entry mechanisms such as voice-recognition

and handwriting-recognition offer novel access to the above functions. The design of an effective

user interface to access such a vast information storehouse is a critical issue. By using speech

recognition and pen-based input, supported by a large, speaker-independent recognition servers

placed on the network, such interfacing and information access can be tremendously simplified.

Placing the recognition units on the networkconservespower in the portable, and enables much

larger and much more complex recognitionalgorithmsto be employed. Such recognizer servers

can also make use of context-sensitive analysis, which can increase recognition accuracy by

determining which words are most likelyto be used in a given application.

Compute Servers: Support for a distributed computing environment based on network attached

compute servers, such as the MIT X-Window system.Such client-server computing environments

have made it clear that computation need notbe done on the localmachine(the displayserver)that
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a user is operating; instead, the computation is done by programs executing on many remote

machines (clients), that simply issue graphics commands to the server to display their results.

Many inexpensive "X-terminals" already exist, with no computation capability within them save

that of behaving as an intelligent displayserver. UnlikeTTY terminals that can only communicate

with a single host machine, such X-terminals possess all of the necessary networking capability to

communicate with as many remote servers as needed. It is upon this model that the Infopad

multimedia terminal will be based; remote computation servers will be used to run applications

such as spreadsheets, word processors, and so forth, with the results being transmitted to the

terminal. Likewise, through the InfoPad, the user will have interactive access to all the computers

in the building to perform intensive tasks requiring simulationsand computer-aided design.

Figure 6-2 summarizes the functionality that must be provided by the portable terminal to support

the access of various multimedia information servers. This includes the interface to a high speed
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Hawaii?

\
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3:15 P.M.

Speech I/O Pen-input

Radio
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Text/Graphics

Figure 6-2 : Desired features of a Portable Multimedia Terminal.
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wireless link, text/graphics output, simplified user interfaces like pen input and speech I/O, and

finally support for one-way full-motion video. A keyboard input can be included as an option to

pen and speech input.

The key design consideration for such a portable multimedia terminal is the minimization of

power consumption. The portable multimedia form factor must be slim and light weight, while

being durable and tolerantof the usersenvironment.The focus of this chapterandthe next chapter

is on the low-power approaches used in the design of a chipset that performs the various I/O

functions required by the InfoPad terminal. Minimizing power consumption of the terminal

electronics requires a design methodology that supersedes the technology and circuit levels and

addresses architecture, algorithm and system partitioning as well.

6.1 Technology Trends for Low Power

6.1.1 Battery Technology

The energy capacity of batteries has been improving over the last two decades, but at a very

slow pace. The most popular rechargeable battery in use has been nickel-cadium, which has two

times more capacity today than it did two decades ago. There has been a lot of efforts from

industry to come up with rechargeable high capacity batteries which are environmentally safe. The

key competition for nickel-cadium batteries has been nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) which

provides improved energy density with the promise of reducingor eliminating regulatory concerns

regarding the disposal of toxic heavy metals [Eager91]. Nickel-metal hydride batteries posses

many operating similarities to traditional nickel-cadium, but have intrinsically different cell

chemistry. Figure 6-3 shows the energy density for three different battery technologies over the

last two decades. As shown on this figure, improvements in battery technology only provides a

marginal solution to portability requirements, and therefore we cannot rely solely on battery

improvements.
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6.1.2 Display Technology

Improvements in display technology will be a key element to the implementation of future

low-power portable systems. Currently, two display technologies are used for laptop computers:

passive displays and active-matrix displays. Passive displays consume significantly lower power

(2-3W) while having a large response time (150mS).For applications that require a fast response

time, like full-motion video, active matrix displays are required. For color active matrix displays,

majority of the power goes into the backlight - required due to the poor transmission

characteristics of the color filters - which requires more than 10W. Fortunately, improvements are

being made in color display technology that uses reflective technology. SHARP recently

introduced a prototype passive color active matrix display. They have used a technology that

formshigh-reflectivity contactsusing an organic dielectric film depositedon top of the TFT pixels.

Typically reflective LCDs place the reflector on the outside of the LCD panel glass, but in their
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new device, the pixel electrodes double as reflectors, making it possible to view the screen even

from oblique angles while delivering a bright, parallax-free display without generating double

images. Since they don't require a backlight, the power consumption is only 50mW. Figure 6-4

shows a 5" (320 x 240 pixels) prototype display which currently has 4 colors, with 512 color

versions in development.

• :,•:,,,-•:,.••., |

Figure 6-4 : Low-power color TFT display (courtesy of SHARP).

6.1.3 Packaging Technology

Implementing systems using present day technology - single chip packaging using printed circuit

boards for interconnection - results in a third or more of the total power being consumed at the

chip input/output (I/O), since the capacitances at the chip boundaries are typically much larger

than the capacitances internal to the chip. Typical values range from a few 10's of femtofarads at

the chip internal nodes, to 10's of picofarads at the chip interface attributed to pad capacitance

(approximately5-10 pF/pin) and PCB traces (3-4 pF/in)[Benson90].
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Advances in packaging technology will tremendously improve system performance by lowering

power consumption, reducing system delays, and increasing packing density. The emerging

multichip module (MCM) technology is one important example in that it integrates many die onto

a single high-density interconnect structure, hence reducingthe size of inter-chipcapacitances to

the same order-of-magnitude as on-chip capacitances [Benson90], This reduces the requirements

on the CMOS output drivers, and thus can reduce total power by a factorof 2 to 3. Since this style

of packaging also allows chips to be placed closer together, system delays reduce and packing

density increases. Thus, with MCM's, the majorityof the power is consumed within the functional

core of the chip itself, as opposed to the interface.

6.2 System Partitioning for Low-power

Future systems will allow user to be connected in a wireless fashion to fixed multimedia servers.

This provides a major degree of freedom for power minimization at the system level which

involves the partitioning of computation between the portable terminal and the computer servers

on the backbone network. One approach to implement the various general purpose applications

(X-server, word processing, etc.) for the portable terminal is to use a general purpose processor.

This approach can result in powerconsumption levels of 10's of Watts; for example, the DEC

Alphachipconsumes 30W running at 100MHz. The problem of implementing low power, general

purpose processing is primarily being addressed by powerdown strategies of subsystems, with a

limited amount of voltage scaling. This is effective to some extent, but because of the difficulty in

determining when an application is really idle, there also needs to be modifications to the software

and operating system to fully utilize processor inactivity. Unfortunately, a primary figure-of-merit

for computers, that use one of the industry standard microprocessors, has become the clock rate,

which results in architectures which are antagonistic to low power operation. Ontheother hand, as

discussed in Chapter 8, parallel architectures operating at reduced clock rates, can have the same

effective performance in terms of instructions/second atsubstantially reduced power levels.
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Another strategy to reducing the power required for general purpose computation is to effectively

remove it from the portable. This is accomplished by providing communications capability to

computational resources, either at a fixed base station at the other end of a wireless link or back on

the network at available compute servers. This is simply the use of the well known client-server

architecture, in which the portable unit degenerates to an I/O server (e.g. a wireless X-terminal).
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Figure 6-5 : Partitioning of computation: X-server example.

Figure 6-5, for example, illustrates this trade-off for partitioning the X-server computation. On the

left side is a conventional implementation in which the X-server runs on a general purpose

processor and it communicates with client applications using X-protocol. This approach as

mentioned above is very power inefficient. Another approach, as shown on the right, is to use an

X-server split between the terminal and the backbone; the basic strategy is to transmit raw pen data

over the uplink, perform the processing (X-server as well as client applications) on the base station

or on a remote compute server sitting on the wired backbone and transmit incremental bit-maps

(the updates to the text/graphics display) from the X-server over the down-link. Hence the

processing for supporting text/graphics in terminal, degenerates to frame-buffer interface and
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display interface.

The approach of transmitting bitmaps for text/graphics versus X-protocol will indeed tend to

slightly increase the overall bandwidth for thedownlink traffic. However, the saving in power and

robustness to noisy environments (as will bedescribed later) more thancompensates for the slight

increase in bandwidth. Also, since some client applications like Frame-maker use a bit-map

approach anyway, the overall bandwidth of thebit-mapped approach compares favorably withthe

X-protocol approach. Figure 6-6 shows theaverage bandwidth (averaged overa 1secperiod) as a

function of time for a frame maker session using X-protocol (which represents the traffic for the

bit-mapped data plus the overhead forX-protocol). Through high-level simulations, the average

bandwidth required for such applications using the split X-server incremental bitmap approach

was found be typically less than lOOKbs.
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Figure 6-6: Bandwidth requirement for a Frame-makersession.

Table 6-1 shows a breakdown ofbandwidth for various data types. The link isvery asymmetrical

asseen from the data rates of the uplink and the downlink; no high-rate signals are intended for



transmission from the mobile to the base station.

Table 6-1 : Bandwidthrequirement for variousdata types.

Data Type Downlink Uplink

Compressed Color Video 690Kbs -

Speech 64Kbs 64Kbs

Pen - 4Kbs

Text/Graphics Variable < lOOKbs -
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To realize a IMbs bandwidth peruser,cellular networkingtechniques are used to achieve spatial

reuse [Sheng92]. Unlike conventional sized cells, which have a radius on the order of kilometers,

we are using very small picocells (witha radius on the order of 5m). Using picocells implies that

we will need about lOOMhz of RF spectrum to support ahigh density ofusers(~8-10users in a 5m

radius) while using conventional sized cellswouldrequire more than 1Ghz of RF spectrum.

The use of picocells is another exampleof significant powerreduction that can be achieved by

optimizing at the system level since the transmit power is scaled down as the cells move closer

togetherto reduce interference, powerconsumed in the portable's transmitter to drive the antenna

is correspondingly reduced. Whereas existing cellular systems utilize 1 watt transmit power for

voiceband RF links in 5 mile cells, a picocellular system with 5 meter cells will require less than

one milliwatt to maintain the link.

Similarly to the X-server computation, certain I/O processing tasks such as speech and

handwriting recognition are moved to thebackbone. PCM sampled speech is transmitted backand

forth over the wireless link. Since video is accessed over a wireless network with limited available

spectrum (< IMbits/sec allocated per user), video is transmitted in a compressed format and

therefore decompression has to be performed ontheterminal. For I/O processing tasks that have to

be performed on theterminal such as video decompression, a system level low-power approach is

used to minimize power consumption.
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6.2.1 Impact of the Low-power Partitioning Approach on the
Interactive Latency

For a low-power partitioning approach in whichthe general purposeapplications are run remotely

on compute servers, an important issue is the latency for interactive applications. The goal is to

minimize the loopback latencywhich is the time between pen-to-pad contact and the appearance

of digital "ink" on the display. The goal was to keep the maximum latency to 30ms [Burghardt94].

This number was chosen to ensure that the user does not experience excessive delay in the

system's response.

Since pen input is the application with the strictest requirement for latency, it serves as a good

timing boundary for the system. The pen data travels from the PAD to the Gateway -> PAD Server

-> Pen Server -> Application -> XServer (which generates the incremental bit-maps) -> PAD

Server -> Gateway -> PAD. Figure 6-7 shows the histogram of measured roundtrip time for pen

data (for the terminal presented later). In this case, most delays are under the 30ms delay target. A

similar study of video data and pen data combined has shown that there is not noticeable

degradation in the pen's response time [Burghardt94],
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Figure 6-7 : Latency measurement for pen data [Burghardt94].
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6.2.2 Impact of the Low-power Partitioning Approach on the
Tolerance to High BER

Wireless communications naturally implies a noisy transmission medium. To compare, wired

ethernet achieves BER far lower than 10"12, due to the extremely clean nature of the channel. For

this system, with all users simultaneously communicating with full power, we have estimated a

worst case BER of 10"3 [Sheng92]. One approach to deal with high BER is to introduce a lot of

redundancy in the data being transmitted, which will unfortunately reduce the bandwidth

efficiency in the wireless link. Another approach is to choose representations for the data being

transmitted on the link to be robust against noise and add redundancy only to critical portions of

the data stream like header information.

For example, consider the robusmess of the low-power text/graphics partitioning approach which

transmits incremental bit-maps over the RF link (video decompression algorithm selection for a

high BER environment is presented in the next chapter). The protocol used is to transmit a base

address, length, and bit-mapped data. So errors show up in two forms; errors in the bit-mapped

data which appear as dots on the screen, as seen from Figure 6-8b, and errors in the control

information (address and length) which appear as lines on the screen. The approach used is to

protect the control information and leave the bit-mapped data unprotected. We see that even for an

BER = lfr5 BER = 10"3

Figure 6-8 : Approach to high BER; transmit more "data" and minimal "control'
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absolute worst case BER of 10"3, westill get "acceptable" performance. Bandwidth can betraded

forbetterquality by providing extraerror protection forthe control data.

An X-protocol approach would perform poorly for high biterror rates since it has a lotof control

information. For example, a draw square command canbe interpreted as a draw circle command

corrupting large portions of the screen. Therefore, a scheme that transmits X-protocol over the

wireless link will have to have a lot of protection and would therefore require retransmission.

Therefore the low-power partitioning strategy in which the X-protocol information is converted to

bitmaps by compute servers on the backbone network and transmitted over the wireless link is

actually better for high BER than the approach of transmitting X-protocol over the wireless link.

6.3 Architecture of the Portable Multimedia Terminal

The portable multimedia terminal described here provides untethered access to fixed multimedia

information servers. The terminal is designed to transmit audio and peninput from the userto the

network on a wireless uplink and to receive audio, text/graphics and compressed video from the

backbone on the downlink. Since the general purpose applications are performed by compute

servers onthebackbone network, the terminal electronics onlyhas to provide the interface to I/O

devices, as shownin Figure 6-9 [Chandrakasan94].

Six chips (a protocol chip, abank of six 64 Kbit SRAMs for text/graphics frame-buffering, and

four custom chips for the video decompression) provide the interface between ahigh speed digital

radio modem and acommercial speech codec, pen input circuitry, and LCD panels for text/

graphics and full-motion video display. The chips provide protocol conversion, synchronization,

error correction, packetization, buffering, video decompression, and digital to analog conversion.

Through extensive optimization for power reduction, the total power consumption is less than
5mW.

The protocol chip communicates between the various I/O devices in the system. On the uplink, 4
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Figure 6-9 : Block Diagram of the InfoPad Terminal.

Kbps digitized pen data and 64 Kbps, u-Iaw encoded speech data are buffered using FIFO's,

arbitrated and multiplexed, packetized, and transmitted in a serial format to the radiomodem. On

the down link, serial data from the radio at a IMbs rate is depacketized and demultiplexed, the

headerinformation (containing critical information such asdata type andlength) is error corrected

and transferred through FIFO's to one of the three output processing modules: speech, text/

graphics, and video decompression.

Thespeech module inside the protocol chip transmits serial data from theFIFO to acodec at arate

of 64Kbs. The text/graphics module also inside the protocol chip handles the protocol used to

transmit the bitmaps for text/graphics. The text/graphics module corrects error sensitive

information using a Hamming (7,4,1) code, and generates the control, timing and buffering for

conversion of the 32 bit wide data from the text/graphics frame-buffer (implemented using six

low-power 64Kbit SRAM chips) to the 4-bits at 3MHz required by a 640x480, passive LCD

display. The final output module is the video decompression, which is realized using four chips.

This module includes all of the circuitry required to take the compressed video stream from the

radio and convert it to the decompressed analog RGB video format required by the4 inch color
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LCD display. The decompression algorithm is vectorquantization, which involves memory look

up operations from a codebook of 256 4x4 pixel patterns.

The first generation terminal, described in this chapter, only supports pen input, speech I/O and

text/graphics output The video decompression module has been implemented and is described in

the next chapter. Future terminal designs will integrate the chips described in this chapter and the

video decompression chips described in the next chapter.

6.4 Protocol Chip

The protocol chip, shown in Figure 6-10, communicates between the various I/O devices in the

system. It provides the interface between a commercial radio modem and the pen digitizer, the

speech codec, and the 640x480 text/graphics LCD display. It also controls the custom frame-

buffer of the text/graphics display and provides the necessary interface between the frame-buffer

and the LCD display. The radio receiver and transmitter modules are isolated from the I/O

processing modules using 32-bit FIFOs. The text/graphics FIFO has one extra bit to delimit

packets.

The architecture driven voltage scaling strategy presented in Chapter 3 is used to scale the supply

voltage to the 1-1.5V while meeting the computational throughput requirements. Since all of the

circuits operate at a supply voltage which is less than the sum of the NMOS and PMOS threshold

voltages (Vtn =0.7, V^ -0.9), the devices can never conduct simultaneously for any possible

input voltage values, eliminating short-circuit power. Therefore, the primary focus was on

minimizing dynamic power consumption. In addition to minimizing the supply voltage, this chip

exploited signal statistics to reduce the total number of transitions. The physical capacitance is

also reduced by utilizing a low-power cell library that features minimum sized transistors and

optimized layout.
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6.4.1 Radio Receiver Module [Burd93]

On the down-link (from the wired network to the terminal) three types of data packets are sent:

text/graphics datafor theblack and white display, speech datafor thecodec andcompressed video

data. Theprotocol chiphandles only the first two datatypes and thevideo datais processed by the

video controller described in the next chapter. Future versions of the protocol chip will integrate

the protocol processing of the video data.

The receivermodule takes as input a serial data stream containing the text/graphics data and the
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speech data from the radio modem module. Figure 6-11 shows the data packet protocol coming

into the protocol chip. Each protocol chip packet has a header which contains a synch pattern used

for word alignment, a packet length indicating the number of 32-bit data words in the packet, a

control field which is currentlynot used and datatype packet indicating the type.

Serial data stream from the radio modem module

....Data

MSB--'*"" Protocol chip Packet ^•--JJSB

Header Data Packet

Imsb Wgflfler: "——-—..___ ^g

Pattern #1 Pattern #2

Data Packet Length Control Field Data Type

31 1615 87 0

Figure 6-11: Packet format coming into the protocol chip.

Ifeither ofpattem#l or pattern #2 matches, then the data following the synch pattern is aligned on

word boundaries. The patterns are hard-wired on the chip when auto-booting is enabled. The hard

wired patterns are set to: pattern #1 =0x8765 and pattern #2 =0x4321. Through two external I/O

pins, new patterns can be loaded. Since the chip looks for these patterns, the base-station must

guarantee that these patterns do not appear in the data (one approach is to flip abit in the data if the

original data contains the synch pattern). If due to bit error rates on the wireless channel, the data

gets interpreted as asynch, then synchronization will be lost till the next data packet is sent - the

receiver module will re-synchronize on the header of the next packet.
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The length field indicates the number of 32-bit words in the data packet that follows. Some

modules like the text/graphics require information about packet boundaries (as described in the

next sub-section, the text/graphics packets has some header information encoded in the packet)

while other modules like speech do not require information about the packet boundaries. The

receiver module performs the function of delimiting the packets - that is, it keeps track of the

length and sets an End of Packet flag (EOP) in an extrabit of the text/graphics FIFO.

The data type field is used to encode the packet type. There are two packet types defined for the

downlink receivermodule in the protocol chip: speech (xOO) and text/graphics (Oxff) (video packet

types aredefined for the controllerchip in the next chapter). Errorcorrectionis used to protect the

type field and up to 2 bits can be corrected. The errorcorrected data type field is decoded and is

used to directed the following data in the packet to either the text/graphics module or the speech

module.

The receiver module and the I/O modules communicate using 32-bit FIFO's. The receiver module

monitors the "fullness" of the FIFOsto determine if data is to be pushed. The receiver has various

guard modes to protect from loss of synchronizationin the radio module.

Figure 6-12 showsthe dataflow in the receiver module. Serial data SERIALJN is shiftedin using

a scan register with the SCAN input connected to VALID.DATA. After each bit-shift, the 32-bit

parallel word atthe output of the register is compared witha fixed pattern (which can be changed

usinganother scan register through PATJN and PAT_LOAD). If a matchis detected with either

the top 16-bit word or the bottom 16-bit word, the signal PAT_MATCH is asserted. This will

indicate the beginning of new packet. The next 32-bit word is then loaded into another register

from which the length and data types are decoded. The length is decremented until enough words

in the packet are pushed into the appropriate FIFO and a control bit of the FIFO is set to indicate

the end of the packet (EOP). As will be described in the next section, only the text module uses

this EOP flag and the speech module does not require information regarding packetboundaries.
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The receiver module also has guard modes using control circuitry (not shown in Figure 6-12) to

detect errors such as a zero length packet.

IN FULL pUSH]

TEXT FIFO

IN FULL push

SPEECH FIFO

Figure 6-12 : Datapath for depacketization and demultiplexing.

Figure 6-13 shows the decoding logic of the two data types (the SET DATA TYPES block), speech

(xOO) and text/graphics (Oxff). Error correction is used to protect the type field and up to 2 bits can

be corrected.
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Figure 6-13: Decodingof datatypes.
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6.4.2 Text/Graphics Module

Thetext/graphics module performs the interface between the radio receiver and the 640x480

black andwhite LCDdisplay. Figure 6-14 shows a block diagram of the text/graphics module in

the protocol chip.
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Figure 6-14 : Block diagram of the text/graphics module.

LCD Timing generation

It takes a reference clock from an external crystal oscillator and generates the timing signals

required for the LCD display. The minimum refresh rate for the LCD display is 8ms while the

maximum refresh rate is 16.9ms. The display is a split panel display in which the 640x480 screen

is broken into two 640x240 screens. Given this, the input clock can have any frequency value

between 2.5MHz and 4MHz. A frequency of 3MHz was used in the system. Figure 6-15 shows the

three synchronization timing signals required for the LCD display: a pixel clock (CP2), a line

clock (CP1) and a frame clock (S). CP2 is a clock signal to synchronize the LCD pixel data DU
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and DL, which are latched on the falling edge of the clock CP2 (data is latched out from the

protocol chip on the rising edge and therefore there is 1/2 cycle available to set up the data). Since

four 1-bit pixels are sent to the display in parallel (for each half of the display), there are 640/4

clock pulses on CP2 per line.

, (640/4+1) =161 cycles
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Figure 6-15 : Horizontal timing signals for the SHARP LCD Display.

Figure 6-16 showsthe schematic of the circuitto generate the timing signalsCPl and CP2 from a

a master clock. Note that one pulse of the clock is suppressed ever 161 pulses of the master 3MHz

clock to generate the LCD pixel clock, CP2. A loadable counterwhose input is fixed to the value

95 is used to count 161 cycles (i.e the output of the counter sequences from 95 to 255). CPl is

generated by latching the carry out of the counter (Cout) which is high for one clock period for

every 161 clock cycles. This loadable counter implementation reduces the switched capacitance

compared to an implementation which uses a counter that sequences from 0 to 160 and a

comparatorwhich checks the output of the counterwith a constant and generates the reset signal

for the counter. CP2 is generated by gating the master clock andthe line synchronization signal,

CPl. Thesignal CPl is delayed through a buffer before gating the clock to eliminate anyglitching

on CP2. Delayed versions of the timing signals (CP1D2 and CP2D2) are also generated to

compensate for the 2-cycle pipeline delay in the system. The signals CPl and CP2 are used for

timing inside the text/graphics module while the delayed signals are used for synchronization
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For Chip timing

Figure 6-16 : Line synchronization clock generation.
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Figure 6-17 shows the timing of the vertical synchronization signal, S, for the LCD display. A

pulse is created every 240 lines (rather than 480 since a split panel display is used). Note that the

vertical synchronization pulse is skewed by one line with respect to the line clock, CPl. This is

because a whole line is buffered in the LCD and all columns are driven in parallel.
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Figure 6-17 :Vertical timing signals for the SHARP LCD Display.

Figure 6-18 shows the schematic of the circuit to generate the field timing signals S based on the

master clock and CPldel of Figure 6-16. Similar to the generation of the horizontal clock, a

loadable counter is used to sequence from 16 through 255 (i.e count 240 lines) and generate the

field clock signal, S. Note that the clock to the counter is CPl (whose frequency is 161 times lower
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than the master clock) and therefore the power consumption is very low compared to a scheme

which uses the master clock as the clock and a count enable that is asserted once every 161 cycles.

This shows an example of how the clock frequency can be tuned for each module. The signal S is

used for synchronization inside the text/graphics module. The signal SD2L1 is sent to the LCD

display, which is the signal corresponding to S in Figure 6-17, but delayed by 2 pixels for

compensating the pipeline delay.
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Figure 6-18 : Field synchronization clock generation.

Choice of Frame-buffer I/O Bitwidth and Supply Voltage

Reducing the power supply voltage has the greatest impact on the power consumption.

Unfortunately, this simple solution to low power design comes at the cost of increased gate delays

and therefore lower functional throughput. Figure 6-19 shows the normalized access time for a

64Kbit SRAM as a function of supply voltage Vdd.

As presented in Chapter 3, an architecture driven voltage scaling strategy using parallelism and
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pipelining to compensate for the increased gate delays at reduced supply voltages can maintain

functional throughput. Parallelism and pipelining were used extensively in this chipset for both

arithmetic computation and memory access, allowingthe supply voltages to scale down to 1.1 V.
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Figure 6-19 : Normalized access time vs. Vdd for a 64Kbit SRAM.

Parallelizing arithmetic computation was presented in previous chapters; here an application of

parallelism to memory access is presented, which involves reading black and white pixel data

from the text/graphics frame-buffer memory to the 640x480LCD display. The LCD display is a

split-panel display in which the top half (640x240) and bottomhalf are addressed in parallel.Each

half requires 4-bits (or 4-pixel values) at a rate of 3MHz.
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Figure 6-20shows two alternate schemes for reading the required 4-bits of data from memory at

the throughput rate,/. On the left side is the serial access scheme in which the 4-bits of data are

read out in a serial format and the memory is clocked at the throughput rate/. For this single-

ported SRAM frame-buffer implementation (in which the read/write data and address busses are

shared) utilizing a serial access scheme can operate at a supply voltage of 3V. Another approach

(shown on the right side) is to exploit the sequential data access pattern for the frame-buffer and

access several 4-bit nibbles in parallel, allowing the memory to be clocked at a lower rate. For

example, reading eightnibbles in parallel from thememory allows thememoryto be clocked at//

8 without loss in throughput. The latched data (8 nibbles) in the protocol chip is then multiplexed

out at the throughput rate. This implies that the time available for the memory read operation for

the parallel implementation is 8 times longer than the serial scheme and therefore the supply

voltage can be dropped for a fixed throughput. The parallel version can run at a supply voltage of

1.1V (which corresponds to the voltage at which the gate delays increase by a factor of 8 relative
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to the serial access scheme running at 3V from Figure 6-19) while meeting throughput

requirements. It is interesting that architecmral techniques canbe used to drive the supply voltage

tosuch low levels even with aprocess that has Vtn =0.7V and V^ =-0.9V. If the process could be

modified to reduce the threshold voltage, the power supply voltage and therefore the power

consumption can be further reduced.

Text/Graphics Pixel Dataflow

The text/graphics bitmapped data that is transmitted over the radio is sent to the text/graphics

FIFO by the receivermodule. The FIFO is then read out and the pixel data is stored in the frame-

buffer.Figure 6-21 shows the dataflow forthe pixeldata. The SRAM frame-buffer is single-ported

andtherefore thereis a single time-multiplexed I/O data bus wherehalf the cycles are allocated for

reading and half for writing. Each half of the display has its own frame-buffer (an upper frame-

buffer and a lower frame-buffer) each consisting of three 64KbitSRAM chips. Therefore the 32-

bit FIFO outputbus is routed to two sets of I/O pads, one for the upper frame-buffer and one for

the lowerframe-buffer. The lowerorder 28-bits of the FIFO output bus is alsorouted to the SRAM

address generator since the text/graphics packet also contains information about the starting

location (called the start orbase address) in memory for the pixel data in each packet.

Theread from the frame-buffer is periodic while the write into theSRAM is dependent onupdates

to the screen. The FIFO controller generates the timing signals for the FIFO. If the FIFO is not

EMPTY, the data is POPed from the FIFO (by asserting the FifoPop signal) and an

SramWritePending flag is set indicating that pixel data is available to be written into the frame-

buffer. During the write cycles of the SRAM, based on the SramWritePending flag, data is

conditionally written into the SRAM and the SramWritePending flag is reset. Since the write into

the frame-buffer is much faster than the input rate into the FIFO from the radio, the FIFO depth

can be small. A depth of 16 was chosen.

Bit 32 of the FIFO represents the End of Packet flag which is used to delimit the text/graphics
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packets. The EMPTY and EOP signals are sent to thetext/graphics controller from which thePOP

signals and othersignals suchasOEN(output enable) are generated.
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Figure 6-21 : Data and address busses for the text/graphics module.

Figure 6-22 shows the flow of data from the memory to the display (i.e the read operation). As

described in the previous section, the frame-buffer uses 32-bit parallel data words to operate at

reduced supply voltages. The display requires 4-bits or 4-pixels every cycle and therefore the

memory read operation takes place once every 8 display clock cycles. The 32-bits read from the

frame-buffer is latched in the protocol chip at the reduced clock rate (OutLatchCLK has a

frequency of 3MHz/8 =375KHz) and then multiplexed out at 3MHz to the LCD display. An

identical datapath is used for the upper frame-buffer. The select signals are generated from the

controller and is just the output of the counter.
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Figure 6-22 : Conversion from 32-bit frame-buffer data to 4-bit LCD data.

The place and route of the data and control busses is optimized such that signals that havehigh

switching activity (such as clocks) areassigned short wires and signals that have lowswitching

activity are allowed to have long wire; i.e the cost function XaC/is minimized. Figure 6-23

shows an example that involves the routing thedisplay data and clocks, the 32-bit upperframe-

buffer data bus, and the address bus and chipselects for the upperframe-buffer from the text/

graphics module of the chipcore to the pads fortheprotocol chip, shown in Figure 6-34.

The split-panel display requires 8-bits (4 for the top half and 4 for the bottom half) at a rate of

3Mhz, while each SRAM module uses 32-bits clocked at 3Mhz/8 = 375KHz (using the parallel

access scheme described earlier). An activity factor (for both 0->l and l->0 transitions) of 1/2 is

assumed for the data.The address bits are also clocked at 375KHz but they have a much lower

switching activity since the accesses are mostly sequential, coming from theoutput of a counter -

the address bus is time-multiplexed between the read and write addresses for the SRAM, but since

thewrite into the text/graphics frame-buffer is relatively infrequent, thedatabeing placed on the

address bustypically just the read address and is therefore very temporally correlated (the number
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of transition for a counteroutput per cycle is 1+ 1/2+ 1/4+... « 2 since the Isb switches every

cycle, the next Isb switches every other cycle, etc.).

As seen from the plot of physical capacitance as a function of distance from core to pads, the high

activity display data and display clock which have high switching activity are assigned the shortest

wire lengths, while the SRAM address, which has an activity factor 16 times lower, is allowed to

have the longest wires. This results in a 60% reduction of power compared to a scheme that

assigns the address wires to be shortest and the display data wires to be the longest.
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Figure 6-23 : Optimizing placement for low-power: routing large data/control busses.

SRAM Address Generation and Error Correction

Figure 6-24 shows the protocol of the text/graphics packet.The first entry is a start address which

indicates the location where the pixel data that follows is written into. The start address also

contains a bit which indicates the BANK number which determines if the data should be wrinen

into the upper frame-buffer module or the lower frame-buffer module. The pixel data is written



into consecutive locations starting from the start address in the frame-buffer.
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Figure 6-24 : Application specificprotocol: text/graphics information.

While address information in the text/graphics packet is very sensitive to channel errors (since

errors can cause the data to be written in the wrong area of the screen), bit-mapped data is not very

sensitive since errors in data appear as dots on the screen. Therefore, to enable a bandwidth

efficient wireless protocol, onlythe address information is error corrected and the bit-mapped data

is left unprotected. The start addresscan be errorcorrected using a Hamming (7,4,1)code. On the

encoder the 14 bits of the unencoded base address is padded to 16 bits and encoded using the

Hamming code to get a 28bit word (i.e.each4-bitnibble is codedto 7bits). On the protocol chip,

the start address is decodedusing a Hamming decodermoduleif the control signal ERRORCis set

throughan external pin. If ERRORC is zero, then the Hamming decoder is bypassed and the base

address is assumed to be unencoded. This allows us to experiment with the effect of error

correcting the text/graphics data.The effective bandwidth is the same using either approach since

a 32-bit word alignment scheme is used.

The capacitance switched in the error correction module is minimized by using gated clocks.
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Figure 6-25 shows a block diagram of a power efficient implementation of the error correction

function. A register is introduced attheoutput of the FIFO and a gated clock (coming from the

controller) is used to enable the error correction module to process only the address information;

the ECC is shut down during the rest of the time. In this manner, the inputsto the ECC are not

switching when the data portion of the protocol is accessed from the FIFO. Since typically, the

address is only a small portion of the text/graphics packet, significantpower savings is possible.

Gated clocks were used in many circuits to tune the frequency and hence clock load for each

module. Gated clocks are not usually used because of the timing skew introduced: this is not a

problem in our approach since we use a low clock rate methodology.
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Radio

Interface

POWER DOWN

ERROR

CORRECTION

Hamming(7,4,1)

ECC Enable

to SRAM Data Bus

f

Addressll3ti]

Error Corrected
Address

forSRAM

Figure 6-25 : Gated clocks are used to shut down modules when not used.

Figure 6-26 shows the address generation datapath for the SRAM frame-buffer. Two counters are

used: a read-address counter and a write-address counter. The read address counter is reset based

on the field sync signal (i.e the counter output is forced to 0 at the beginning of the frame). Then

every 8 cycles, the counter is incremented. The write address counter loads an error corrected start

address and increments each time a new pixel word in the text/graphics packet has to be written to

the frame-buffer. When a new text/graphics packet is read, the new base address is loaded. The

address lines for the upper and lower frame-buffers aremultiplexed between the output of the read

and write counters.The lower orderbits aresent directly to the addressbus. The upper two bits are
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Text/Graphics Controller

The text/graphics controller generates the control signals required for interfacing with the text/

graphics FIFO, the R/W signals and the clock signals forthe frame-buffer SRAMs, the OEN of the

tri-state I/O pads that interface the protocol chip with the frame-buffer chips, the signals for

loading and controlling the address generator units, and the clock signals forthe output latch.

The controlleralso keeps track of the packet informationthrough a FifoState register(FifoState =

0 implies that the next dataentry read from the FIFO is the startaddress and FifoState = 1 implies

that the next entry is a pixel data word). As soon as a data entry is read from the FIFO, the

FifoState register is set to 1, unless a zero length packet was detected in the radio receiver module

- in which case, the FifoState remains at 0. When in the 1 state, all data coming across the FIFO is

pixel data, until the FifoState is reset to 0 by an EOP flag.

The SRAM is read once every eight cycles and therefore three bits of state information is required.

A 3-bit counter is used for generating the state information which is synchronized on CPl. The

timing of the CurrentState relative to CPl and CP2 is shown in Figure 6-27. The read from the

SRAM is synchronous while the write is asynchronous. That is, the read clock pulse always occurs

every eight cycles, when CurrentState = 0. The read uses two clock cycles and the memory data is

latched in the protocol chip two clock cycles later. This output latch uses a clock (OutLatchCLK)

which is delayed by 2 cycles relative to the SramCLK. The write to the SRAM occurs

conditionally. When a data word is POPed from the FIFO, and SramWritePending flag is set

indicating that data is ready at the output of the FIFO to be written into the SRAM. If this flag is

set, then based on the BANK information, a clock pulse will occur either on SramCLKU or

SramCLKL. The output enable of either the upper or lower data I/O pads will also be asserted for

the write period. As soon as the data is written into the frame-buffer, the SramWritePending flag is

reset, allowing another word to be read from the FIFO if it contains new data.
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6.4.3 Speech I/O Module

InfoPad supports bi-directional audio I/O using 8-bit ji-law samples at 8kHz. A commercial

speech codec from Motorola (MC14554) is used to interface with the speaker and the microphone.

The speech I/O module on the protocol chip provides the interface between the radio modem

module and the commercial codec. Figure 6-28 shows the interface signals between the speech

module on the protocol chip and commercial speech codec. The speech I/O module takes a master

clock from an external crystal oscillator,/^ = 2.048MHz, and generates the lower frequency

clocks and timing signals required by the speech codec. DX and DR are the serial data signals to

and from the codec. An external power down pin is used to power down the uplink speech module
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which conserves power and bandwidth. BCLK is a 50% duty cycle 128KHz clock obtained from

dividing the 2.048MHz clock. FSR is a 8KHz clock with a duty cycle of 1/16.
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SCLK
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I

Crystal

Oscillator

PDN
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FSR 5 ^

DR £
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8 -<g

MCLKX

(MC14554)

Figure 6-28 : Interface signals between the speech module and the commercial codec.

Figure 6-29 shows the timing relationship between the speech clock and the speech data signals.
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Figure 6-29 : Timing relationship between the clock and the data signals.

On the downlink, speech data from the radio modem is stored in 32-bit speech output FIFO. If data

on the FIFO is empty (for example if the base station for some reason could not meet the

throughput constraint) then a Oxff is sent to the speech codec till new data arrives over the link.
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The speech controller reads this parallel data and transmits it in a serial format required by the

speech codec at athroughput rate of64Kbs. Since DR is sent out inthe first 8cycles, LD_REG is

high for 8-cycles and the data is scanned out During the rest of the cycles, DSCAN is low and the

data in the 32 register is held using the feedback from theoutput of the register to themultiplexor

input.
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Figure 6-30 : Speech downlink datapath.
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On the uplink, serial data from the codec at a rate of 64Kbs is converted to a parallel format and

pushed onto the uplink speech FIFO. The controller monitors the "fullness" of the FIFO and

pushes data only if the FIFO is not full. If the FIFO is full, the new incoming samples are

discarded until the FIFO is no longer full. The packetsize on the uplink is programmable and is set

in the radio transmitter module.
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Figure 6-31 : Speech uplink datapath.

6.4.4 Pen Input Module [Narayanaswamy93]

The pen data from the pen digitizer uses an interface similar to the speech data. The pen module

takes pendata(co-ordinate andcontrol information) from theoutput of a commercial pendigitizer,

converts it to parallel format andsends it to the radio transmitter module through a 32-bit FIFO.

6.4.5 Radio Transmitter Module

The transmitter module takesthe 32-bit datafrom thepen andspeech, packetizes it and converts it

to theserial format required bythe radio modem. Thepacket sizes for thespeech and pendatacan

be set to an arbitrary value through external I/O pins. The controllermonitors the state of the

speech input FIFO and the pen input FIFO and initiates a packet transmission to the uplink radio

transmitter when enough datais buffered in eitherFIFOs (which is determined by the length). The

FIFOs only generate FULL and EMPTY stams signals and therefore it was necessary to use an

UP/DOWN counter to keep track of the "fullness" in the FIFO. The requests for pen data

transmission and speech data transmission are arbited and queued. The serial packet transmitted
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onthe uplink is similar to the one shown in Figure 6-11. The transmitter module does a 32-bit

comparison between the synch pattern and the data for every single bit shift to see if the data

contains the synch pattern. If the data does contain asynch pattern, thenabit is flipped.

6.4.6 Low-Power Circuits Common to all Modules

Reduced Swing FIFO

Reducing the power supply voltage is clearly a very effective way to reduce the energy per

operation since it has a quadratic impact on the power consumption. At a given supply voltage, the

output of CMOS logic gates make rail to rail transitions; an approach to reducing the power

consumption further is to reduce the swing on the output node. For example, using an NMOS

device to pull up the output will limit the swing to Vdd-Vt, rather than rising all the way to the

supply voltage. The power consumed for a 0 ->Vdd-Vt transition will be CL Vdd (V^-V^ (which

was derived in Chapter 2), and therefore the power consumption reduction over a rail to rail

scheme will be «* Vdd / (Vdd-Vt). This scheme of using an NMOS device to reduce the swing has

two important negativeconsequences: first, the noisemargin foroutput high (NMH) is reduced by

the amount VT, which can reducethe marginto OV if the supply voltage is set near the sum of the

thresholds. Second, since the output does not rise to the upper rail, a static gate connected to the

outputcanconsume static power for a high outputvoltage (since the PMOS of the next stage will

be "on"), increasing the effective energy pertransition.

Therefore, to utilize the voltage swing reduction, special gates are needed to restore the noise

margin to the signal, and eliminate short-circuit currents. These gates require additional devices

that will contribute extra parasitic capacitances. Figure 6-32 shows asimplified schematic of such

agate, used in the FIFO memory cells of the low-power cell library used in this chipset [Burd94].

This circuit uses a precharged scheme that clips the voltage of the bit-line (which has several

transistors similar to M5 connected to it) to Vdd-Vt, where Vt> Vt0 due to the body effect. The

devices Ml and M4 precharge the internal node (the input of the inverter) to Vdd, and the bit-line
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to Vdd-VT. During evaluation (<p ="1"), if V^, is high, thebit-line will begin to drop, as shown in

the SPICE outputnext to the schematic. Because thecapacitance ratio of the bit-line to the internal

node is very large, once the bit-linehas dropped roughly 200mV to sufficiently rum on M3, the

internal node quickly drops to the potential of the bit-line, providing signal amplification. Thus,

this circuit conserves energy greatly by reducing the voltage swing on the high-capacitance bit-

line, and reduces delay by providingsignal amplification.

Heavily
Loaded
Bit-line

Vdd(=1.5V)

t(ns)

Figure 6-32 : Signal swing reduction for memory circuits: FIFO example.

Level-conversion Circuitry to Interface with I/O Devices

The protocol chip operates at a supply voltage of 1.1V and communicates with I/O devices

running at higher voltages - for example the text/graphics module in the chip core has to

communicate with the 640x480 LCD display running at5V or the speech I/O module of the core

has to communicate withthe speech codec running at5V. Level-conversion I/O pads - described in

Section 3.2.2 (schematic shown in Figure 3-32)- are usedto convert the low voltage-swing signals

from thecore of the low-power chips (running at 1. IV) to thehigh-voltage signal swings required

by I/O devices (e.g. 5V required by displays) orvice-versa. For communication between the

protocol chip and the frame-buffer chips, normal low-voltage low-power pads were used. With

signal swings of only 1.IV, the I/O powerwas significantiy reduced aswell.
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Low-power Cell Library

The entire chipset was designed using an extensive cell-library that was optimized for low-power

operation [Burd94]. The library contains parameterized datapath cells (adders, registers, shifters,

counters, register files, buffers, etc.), multiple strength and multiple input standard cells for

random logic (NAND, NOR, registers, buffers, etc.), low-power memories (FIFO, SRAM), low-

voltage pads (clock pads, low-voltage I/O pads, level-converting pads, etc.) and low-voltage high

efficiency switching regulators [Stratakos94]. Some of the key design approaches for the cell

library are outlined below:

• Device sizing Minimum sized devices were used in most datapath and standard cells. As ana

lyzed in Chapter 3, minimum sized devices should be used to minimize the physical capaci

tance for circuitry inside the datapath blocks where self-load, rather than interconnect

capacitance dominates. When driving large interconnect capacitances, for example when com

municating between datapaths, large sized devices are used.

• Reduced swing circuitry: as described earlier, reduced swing circuitry is used limit the voltage

swing in memory circuits (FIFO and SRAM) and reduce the power consumption in a linear

fashion.

• Self-timed Circuits: The memory circuits use self-timing to eliminate spurious transitions

on high capacitance data busses. This guarantees the minimum number of transitions per

memory access.

• Efficient Layout: as described in Chapter 4, for tilable datapath cells, all buses are routed in

metal 2, and metal 2 is notused for routing within acell. Unfortunately, this forces some of the

modules, such as the adder, tousepoly for intracell routing, which has two to three times the

capacitance per unit area. However, this scheme reduces the amount of cell stretching inside

each datapath (for routing channels) which reduces the overall datapath area. This in turn

results in smaller global bus lengths and therefore lower global interconnect capacitance. That

is, the inter-block bus routing becomes much more efficient, and the capacitance increase from

using poly issmall compared to the overall decrease attributable due to smaller global buses.
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♦ Integrated control slice: the bit-sliced datapaths have integrated control slices which perform

various functions. This reduces or sometimes eliminates the amount of standard-cell control

that is used. This reduces power since devices inthe control slice can beoptimized for the load

that has to be driven. For standard cell control, the load is the load for the cells in the bit-slice

plus the extra interconnect capacitance.

Clocking strategy

Highly pipelined system have a significant portionof the total power consumed by the clock.

Therefore, it is important to minimize the number of global clock nets (one approach is to use

gated clocks), as well as all the gate capacitance switching at the clock rate.To accomplish this,

the TSPC (True Single Phase Clocking) methodology was used in the design of all register

elements, with the basic register shown in Figure 6-33. The two main advantages of this style are

that only one global clock net is needed and there is only total of four minimum sized transistors

attached to the clock net per register. This provides almost a 50% reduction in clock power over

non-overlapping two-phase latches. The library also contains a dual-edge triggered register which

allows the clock frequency to be halved for the same throughput a s normal register. This once

again reduces the power consumed in the clock routing.

There are four key design considerations when using theTSPC register First, the rise-time of the

clock signal is critical to proper operation and therefore a control slice attached to each datapath

register provides local clock buffering. Second, it is a dynamic register, suchthatthe clock has a

minimum operating frequency. Measurements have shown theminimum to be on theorder of 500

Hz, which satisfies the constraints of most applications. A modified version of the register exists

with two extratransistors, that provide static feedback while the clock is low. Thus, the register

canbe used to gated-clock configurations, without signal leakage. Third, there is partial internal

glitching due to amomentary race condition. This is was not found to be a problem since the glitch

is small and the output does not switch. Finally, the internal nodeINT will havetransitions if the

input is a constant LOW since INT will discharged during evaluation and precharged when the
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clock is low. This is typically not significant for data which is switching around frequently. If the

TSPC is used as a register forcontrol signals thatare LOW most of the time, then the complement

of the signal should be sentthrough the register and a static inverter should be used atthe outputto

achieve correct polarity.

CLK •

OUT

Internal glitching
(buffer used to isolate glitch)

Figure 6-33 : True single phase clock pipeline register.

6.4.7 Chip Layout and Statistics

The protocol chip was designed using the LagerlV silicon compiler. Figure 6-34 shows the

layout of the protocol chip. Table 6-2 shows the statistics of the protocol chip. The chip operates

all theway down to a supply voltage of 1.1V and consumes only 1.9mWat 1.5V.
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Figure 6-34 : Die photo of the protocol chip.

Table 6-2 : Statistics for the protocol chip.

Parameter Value

Technology 1.2|imCMOS

Size 9.4mm x 9.1mm

Number of Transistors 136000

Minimum Operating Voltage 1.1V

Power Consumption at 1.5V 1.9mW
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Table 6-2: Statistics for the protocol chip.

Parameter Value

Throughput

IMbs serial for radio

3MHz for 4-bit text/graphics
4Kbs for pen input

64Kbs for speech I/O
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Table 6-3 shows a summary of the various power reduction techniques that were applied to the

protocol chip and the amount of power reduction that is achieved using each technique.

Table 6-3 : Summary of power reduction techniques applied to the protocol chip.

Approach
Power

Reduction
Comments

Supply Voltage Scaling
(Parallelism and Pipelining)

21
1.1V operation vs.

5V operation

Optimized Cell Library x3-4

Transistor sizing, Clocking,
Reduced swing FIFO,

Self-timed Glitch free FIFO,

Layout optimization,
Low-power Pads

Gated Clocks x2-3
Gated clocks reduce both the

clock load and power in logic

Activity Driven
Place and Route

xl.5-2

This reduction is just for
the global busses. Standard

placement tools were used for
the logic generation

6.5 Text/Graphics Frame-buffer Module [Burstein93]

The frame-buffer forthe split panel text/graphics display contains six 64Kbit SRAM chips (Figure

6-35), which were synthesized from the low power cell library's tileable SRAM module. This

module meets several constraints to make it a useful component of a wide variety of low power
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systems.

First, the SRAM module builds memories over a wide variety of sizes. At one extreme, it can

create entire memory chips that are only limited by maximum die size, such as the frame-buffer

memories used for the text/graphics display. At the other extreme, the same module synthesizes

smaller (hundreds or thousands of bit), area and power-efficient memories that are placed on the

same chip as datapath and control systems (as in the video decompression chips described in the

next chapter). The designer can specify both the number of words and the bit width of the words.

The designer specifies the number of words, which may be any size over two, and the number of

bits per word, which may be from two to sixty four. The designer can also control the aspect ratio

by specifying the number of blocks at the architecture level, as detailed below.

Next, the SRAM must match the timing and electrical constraints of the rest of the library. Since

****i*>j>*^'te^J&<*&<^^

Figure 6-35 : Die photo of the text/graphics frame-buffer.
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our low power strategy stresses running highly parallel and pipelined systems operating at low

clock rates and lower voltages, the SRAM only needed a cycle time of 100ns - 200ns at 1.5 volts to

be useful in our low power systems; there is no advantage to designing faster components that

consumed more power, since our systems have fixed data throughputs. Another major principle of

low power operation is to use a low supply voltage: 1.5volts is the target supply for the low power

library. Although it is optimized to meet its speed requirement at 1.5 volts, the SRAM functions

over a wide range of supply voltages. The text/graphics frame buffer chips have been used with

supplies as low as 1.1 volts by exploiting parallelism. The SRAM also can operate with supplies

up to 5V, with increases in both speed and power consumption.

The final requirement is to make the timing and control of the SRAM as simple and general

purpose as possible, so that system designers will not have to be concerned with clocks internal to

the SRAM. It triggers offof the rising edge of a single clock; all other timing signals are generated

internal to the SRAM, using self-timing circuitry that scales with the size of the SRAM. Also, the

SRAM can use either a single, bi-directional bus or can use separate input and output buses.

6.5.1 Memory Architecture

The architecture of the SRAM is designed both to minimize power consumption and to enhance

scalability. At the highest level of the architecture, the SRAM is organized into a parameterizable

number of independent, self-contained blocks, each of which reads and writes the full bit width of

the entire memory. For example, the 64 Kbit (2k word by 32 bit) frame buffer chips contain eight 8

Kbit blocks, each organized as 256 words by 32 bits. Since one of the fundamental power saving

techniques is to minimize the effective capacitance switching per clock cycle, the SRAM only

activates circuits in one of these blocks per clock cycle (Figure 6-36). The power savings from this

architecture are twofold. First, there is less overhead capacitance, since only one set of control

signals and decoders switch at one time. Second, and more fundamentally, by having wide data

widths into each block, the memory has minimal column decoding, and hence less column
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capacitance to switch per bit. From an ideal power consumption perspective, it would be best to

have no column decoding at all; as a practical concession to pitch matching, this design uses 2 to 1

column decoding.

Block Selected

& Sense-am

Output Valid

INACTIVE

'32

Only one block in the SRAM is enabled per access.

Figure 6-36 : SRAM block organization.

The trade-off for this savings in power is a loss in speed. Since only one block is activated per

clock cycle, each block has a decoder (composed of static logic) tiiat must activate its block before

that block can begin any operations. Thus, the delay through these block level decoders is added to

the total SRAM delay. However, this loss of speed causes no penalty as long the SRAM meets the

overall system throughput needs.

Using self-contained blocks also makes the architecture flexible and expandable. Since the number
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of words per block and the total number of blocks are parameterized, the designer can control the

aspect ratio by trading off between the number and size of the blocks. Adding blocks to the

memory increases its numberof words, with a minimal effects on power consumption andcircuit

design. Since circuits in only one block switch at a time (except for the block level decoders,

which consume minimal power) the only increase in power consumption is from the increased

wiring capacitance between blocks. The only circuits that need to change are the block level

decoders. All of the other control, timing, decoding, and sensing circuitry in the blocks are

insensitive to the number of blocks in the memory.

6.5.2 Circuit Level Optimization

At the circuit level, the SRAM's most important power saving technique is to reduce the voltage

swing on the bitlines. As shown in (Figure 6-37), the bitlines are precharged through NMOS

devices, so the maximum bitline voltage is the supply voltage minus the NMOS threshold voltage

(with body effect). Compared to full swing bitlines, this reduces powerconsumption by only 20%

for Vdd=5V, but as much as 50% for Vdd=1.5V and 75% for Vdd=1.2V. (It was not practical to

limit the minimum voltage on the bitlines by timing the wordline signals because the timing would

have to work for many sized memories, over many voltages, and for different fabrication

technologies.) This precharge strategy also allows the column select transistors to double as

cascode amplifiers, creating voltage gain between the bitlines and the input to senseamp.

Another important power saving technique is to eliminate glitching on the data bus during read

operations. The output driver of the senseamp shown in (Figure 6-37) is unstated at the beginning

of each clock cycle. Even after the output enable signal is true, the output remains unstated until

the senseamp's cross coupled latch has resolved the data value, at which time either the NMOS or

the PMOS output device drives the data bus.
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Figure 6-37 : Precharge, sense-amp and"Glitch" free tri-state buffer.
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One of the major handicaps ofusing ahigh threshold process (Vtp=-0.9V, V^OJV) at low supply

voltages is that the low gate overdrive voltage for the PMOS (Vgs - Vt) exacerbates their lower

carrier mobility, creating a large imbalance between the currentdrive of the PMOS compared to

the NMOS devices. A partial remedy is to make sure that large capacitances arenever driven by

more than one PMOS device in series. The senseamp output driver meets this requirement, in

addition to eliminating glitches. Another partial remedy is to use a large Wp:Wn ratio -
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approximately 6 - in static inverters that are in the critical path. Ideally, it would be better to have

NMOS and PMOS threshold equal in value, and as low as possible. Ultimately, the minimum

threshold voltage would be set by the maximum acceptable power consumption from leakage

current. However, since most of the leakage occurs in the memory cells, it would be advantageous

to have a dual threshold process, using the high Vt transistors in the memory cells and the low Vt

transistors elsewhere.

6.5.3 Chip Statistics

Table 6-4 shows a summary of the frame-buffer chip used to store text/graphics pixel data.

Table 6-4 : Statistics for the text/graphics frame-buffer chip.

Parameter Value

Technology 1.2|imCMOS

Size 7.8mm x 6.5mm

Number of Transistors 428,800

Memory Size 64Kbits

Word Width 32bits

Minimum Operating Voltage 1.1V

Power Consumption at 1.5V
(including loading of two other chips)

500|iW

Throughput
375kHz read

(write and read cycles are
interleaved)

Table 6-5 shows a summary of the various power reduction techniques that were applied to the

frame-buffer chipand the amount of power reduction that is achieved using eachtechnique.
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Table6-5 : Summary of powerreduction techniques applied to the frame-buffer chip.

Design Approach
Power

Reduction
Comments

Supply Voltage Scaling 21
1.1V operation vs.

5V operation

Self-timed Outputs Drivers x2

Assuming that the words are tempo
rally uncorrelated and the output

capacitance dominates the global bus
capacitance - reasonable since it drives

off chip interconnect.

Bit Swing Reduction x3.7

This reduction is only for the memory
array. The global bus has rail to rail

swing. Comparison is for 1.1V swing
vs. 300mV swing

Block Decoding x8

This reduction is just for the memory
array. This is the power reduction due

to enabling only one block vs. enabling
all blocks in the SRAM - as done in

high speed applications

6.6 System Implementation

A PCB board containing the protocol chip, 6 SRAM chips, a speech codec, and pen interface logic

has been fabricated and tested. Figure 6-38 shows a block diagram of the first generation InfoPad

terminal called the IPGraphics. Various power supply voltages needed for the design including -

17V (adjustable using a trim-pot) for display drive, 12V for DC to AC inverter for the backlight,

1.1 V for the custom chips, and -5V for the speech codec have been realized using commercial

chips from Maxim.
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Figure 6-38 : Block Diagram of IPGraphics terminal.

This board is integrated with a commercial radio modem, a half-duplex, 1 Mbps RF modem: the

DE6003, from GEC Plessey, to realize a complete I/O terminal with a 1 Mbit/sec wireless channel.

The DE6003 provides a demodulated signal to the baseband receiver, implemented in a Xilinx

4000 FPGA, without any explicit timing information or attached protocol. This "raw" received
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data is passed to the clock recovery module (the "Interface Module"), which extracts timing

information from transitions in the data stream. Once it has attained bit-level synchronization -

achieved by sending a training sequence of alternating l*s and 0's at the beginning of a packet -

the interface board attempts to reconstruct the received bits from the raw bitstream, and passes the

recovered clock and data to the ARM board.

Early on in the design of the wireless link, the decision was made to use a general-purpose

microprocessor or microcontroller as partof the protocol support hardware, providing flexibility in

the design of the protocol. The ARM610, a 32-bit RISC device, was the microprocessor chosen

because it offered a relatively low-power solution for our needs. Media access control, flow

control, and tracking error statistics for link managementarethe most importantduties performed

by the ARM, while physical layer functionality, such as clock and data recovery, line coding, and

channel sensing, is implemented in the Xilinx FPGA.

Figure 6-39 shows the photograph of the first generation InfoPad terminal.
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Figure 6-39 : Overview of IPGraphics (Pen, Speech I/O and Text/graphics) Terminal.

6.7 Summary

Recently, the concept of "personal communications" has come to the forefront of communications

research, in which individual users will have portable, private access to fixed computing facilities.

The ultimate goal is to provide a personal communications system, which will move information

of all kinds to and from people in all locations, through an advanced wireless network supporting a

wide range of services. As a step beyond today's portable computers, a high-speed wireless link

allows the advent of small, lightweight, multimedia graphics terminals, whose primary function

would be to connect the user instantaneously and transparently into powerful fixed processing

units and data storage. It would be capable of providing simplified user interface through pen input

and speech I/O, data transfer and retrieval, computing services, and high-quality, full-motion

video. The design of a low-power chipset has been described for a portable multimedia terminal
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which supports pen input, speechI/O,andtext/graphics output

A system approach to powerreduction wasused which involves optimizing the physical design,

the circuitry, the logic design, the architectures and system partitioning. At the system level, the

power consumption is reduced by optimizing the partitioning of computation between the terminal

and the backbone network. By exploiting wirelesscommunicationscapability, all general-purpose

user-programmable computation is removed from the terminal and performed by compute servers

on the backbone network. This significantly reduces the power requirements of the terminal. At

the architecture level, the biggest power savings came from using the architecture driven voltage

scaling strategy which involves parallelism and pipelining and allowed supply voltages as low as

1.IV. At the logic level, gated clocks were used extensively to minimize the effective clock load

and the switched capacitance in logiccircuits. Various circuit level optimizations were performed

to minimize the voltage swings and switched capacitance. In the memory circuits (SRAM and

FIFO), reduced swing logic (using NMOS precharge) was used to limit the swing on the bit lines

to 300mV at a supply voltage of 1.1V. The memory modules also used self-timed circuits to

eliminate glitching on the data busses, henceminimizing the effective capacitance switched.The

various logic modules were implemented using a low-power cell-librarythat featured minimum

sized devices, optimized layout, and single-phase clocking. At the layout level, an activity driven

place and route was used to route high activity nets using short wires while allowing low activity

nets to have long wires. The various low-power techniques results in the power consumption of

the protocol chip and text/graphics frame-buffer to be less than 3mW at 1.5V.



CHAPTER 7

A Low-power Video

Decompression Chipset

This chapter describes the implementation of a low-power chipset that takes a serial compressed

video stream from the radio and converts it to the analog format required by a 4" color LCD

display. The implementation of this module will illustrate several low-power techniques that can

be applied at all level of the system design ranging from the circuits and logic used to the

architectures and algorithms.

7.1 Algorithm Selection for Video Decompression

The choice of algorithm is the most highly leveraged decision in meeting the power constraints.

The ability for an algorithm to be parallelized is critical and the basic complexity of the

computation must be highly optimized. Minimizing the number of operations to perform a given

function is critical to minimizing the overall switching activity and therefore the power

consumption. The task of selecting the algorithm for the portable terminal depends not only on the

traditional criteria of achievable compression ratio and the quality of reconstructed images, but

also on computational complexity (and hence power), and robustness to high bit error rates.
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7.1.1 Computational Complexity TYade-off

Most compression standards (for example, JPEG and MPEG) are basedupon the Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT). The basic idea in intra-frame schemes such as JPEG is to apply a two-

dimensional DCT on a blocked image (typically 8x8) followed by quantization to remove

correlations within a given frame. In the transform domain, most of the image energy is packed

into only a few of the coefficients, and compression is achieved by transmitting only a carefully

chosen subset of the coefficients. One main characteristic of the DCT is the symmetric nature of

the computation; i.e., the coder and decoder have equal computational complexity.

Although the computational complexity of the DCT canbe optimized by restructuring algorithms,

it still requires severalarithmeticandmemory operations per pixel. Table 7-1 shows a comparison

of a few algorithms that can be used to implement the DCT [Clarke85][Feig90][Rao90].

Minimizing the operation count is important in minimizing the switching events and hence the

power consumption.

DCT Algorithm
Multiplies

(8x8)

Additions ^

(8x8)

Brute Force 4096 4096

Row-Col. DCT 1024 1024

Chen's Algorithm 256 416

Lee's Algorithm 192 464

Feig's Algorithm 54 462

Table 7-1 : Computational complexity of the Discrete Cosine Transform.

An alternative compression scheme is vector quantization (VQ) coding (as described in Chapter

4), which is asymmetrical in nature andhasbeenunpopular due to its complex coderrequirements.

Figure7-1 once again shows the basic idea behind intra-frame vector quantization compression.

On the encoder, a group of pixels is blocked into a vector and compared (using some metric such
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as Mean Square Error) against a set of predetermined reproduction vectors (a set of possible pixel

patterns) and the index of the best match is output from the encoder. The decoder has a copy of all

possible reproduction vectors (codebook) and the index of the best codeword is used to reconstruct

the image using a simple lookup table operation.

Blocked

Vectors ^

(4x4 pixels)

DISTORTION

CALCULATION index of
best codeword

4
(8 bits)

CODEBOOK

(256 levels)

"SIMPLE"

TABLE

LOOKUP

I
CODEBOOK

(256 levels)

Output

(4x4 pixels)

Figure 7-1 : Video compression/decompression using vector quantization.

Vector quantization has been unpopular due to its complex coder requirements. However, since

VQ algorithms require a very simple memory-lookup decoder they are well suited for single-

encoder, multiple-decoder systems. If one-way video communication is desired, the VQ solution

provides a means of implementing real-time decompression using very little computation and

power; while a DCT based decompression system based may require many operations per pixel, a

VQ based decoder will only require a single memory lookup operation [Gersho90]. Table 7-2

shows a comparison a typical DCT and VQ algorithm. In addition to minimizing the number of

operations in the decoder, the power consumption can be further reduced by optimizing the

memory structure and organization for reduced voltage operation and minimal switched

capacitance.
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Method

Computation ^
Requirements

coder decoder

Transform (DCT)

(Row - Col. fast algo)
[Rao90]

4 multiply
8 additions

6 mem. access

4 multiply
8 additions

6 mem. access

Vector Quantization
(Tree search -

differential CB)
V^ [Fang90]

8 multiply
8 additions

8 mem. access

1 1 mem. access 1

Table 7-2 : Asymmetrical algorithm required for low-power implementation.
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7.1.2 Robustness to Channel Errors

In addition to the simplicity of the decoder, intra-frame VQ has two other advantages with respect

to error resilience. First, VQ localizes errors in space; i.e, errors in the VQ codeword data appear

as small corrupted 4x4 blocks on the screen and don't corrupt large portions of the screen.

Simulations, as shown in Figure 7-2, indicate that even with Bit Error Rates as high as 10" , the

image looks reasonable and therefore no error correction was applied on the codebook data,

significantly enliancing the bandwidth efficiency of the wireless protocol. The codebook used for

the simulation did not involve any optimization. The entries in the codebook can be rearranged so

that bit errors cause little subjective degradation [Zeger90]; the codebook is arranged so that

similar-looking vectors have similar addresses. Run-length coding, as used in JPEG, is not suitable

for wireless operation since errors can cause loss of synchronization and can corrupt large portions

of the image. Second, intra-frame compression localizes errors in time: errors don't accumulate

from frame to frame, unlike differential schemes such as MPEG. In differential schemes, errors

stay on the screen until a full new image is sent (in an intra frame mode). This chipset does support

inter-frame mode, in which only portions of die screen that are changed are updated. However, this

mode can be used only when the bit error rates are low.
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Original uncompressed BER = 10'5

-3BER = 10 BER = 101

Figure 7-2 : Effect of channel errors on vector quantized images (16:1).

7.2 Video Decompression Module Implementation

The video decompression module includes all of die circuitry required to take a compressed video

stream from the radio and convert it to the analog data format required by a 4" (128x240 pixels)

color active matrix display. This section presents the design of a set of 4 chips (as shown on die

block diagram in Figure 7-3) to perform video decompression for this low-resolution display; one

chip performs all of the control functions for the video decompression and interface to the radio,

two chips perform the frame-buffering and the video decompression based on the vector

quantization table look-up algorithm, and one chip performs the color space conversion and



analog interface to the display.
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Figure 7-3 : Block diagram of the video decompression.
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7.2.1 Luminance Video Decompression

For this implementation, the image is segmented into 4x4 blocks (i.e the vector size is 16) and

there are 256 entries in the codebook. The original imageon the encoderside is represented in the

RGB domain using 6-bits for each color plane - using 6-bits to represent video data instead of 8-

bits results in very little visual distortion on this low-resolution display. Color information is

transformed to the YIQdomainandeachplaneis individually codedwithseparatecodebooks. The

I and Q color components (called the chrominance components) are sub-sampled in both the

horizontaland vertical dimensions. Therefore, the YIQ representation (Y:l, 1:1/4, Q:l/4) gives 2:1

compression over the RGB representation (R:l, G:l, B:l). On each plane, VQ results in 12:1

compression since only 8-bits are transmitted for each 4x4 block (choosing 1 out of 256 codes)

instead of 16 x 6 bits for the true data. A total of 24:1 compression is achieved (32:1 if the

quantization from 8bit to 6bit representation is taken into account) and therefore to support full-
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motion color video at 30 frames/sec, this system consumes a bandwidth of 690 Kbits/sec on the

wireless link.

Figure 7-4 shows a block diagram of the luminance decompression chip. The incoming

compressed video data (VQ codewords for the image) is stored using a ping-pong addressing

scheme. For example, when the compressed video coming from the RF link is being stored in

BANKO, the compressed data stored in BANK1 is read out to be decompressed using the lookup

table (LUT). After a full frame of compressed video is assembled in BANKO, the R/W signal

(signal WBANK) of the two frame-buffers toggles, resulting in databeing read from BANKO to the

lookup table while new compressed video datais written into BANK1. This ping-pong addressing

scheme provides an asynchronous interface between the radio clock and the video system and

provides immunity against bursty channel errors; if a frame of compressed video is dropped or if

higher priority data is sent over the link (such as text/graphics data or speech which require data to

be sent with minimal latency), the complete compressed frame that is already stored in the

terminal is decompressed and displayed until a new frame of compressed video is assembled in the

other frame-buffer. Also, since the refresh rate of the color display is 60Hz while the image is

updated only at 30Hz, the ping-pong frame-buffer is actually required unless the bandwidth on the

link is doubled.
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Figure 7-4 : Block diagram of the luminance decompression chip.

The video is stored in a compressed rather than uncompressed format to reduce the amount of

memory in the system by a factor of 24. Rather than decompressing and storing the data once and

displaying the decompressed image twice (since as mentioned above, the refresh rate is 60Hz

while the image is updated at 30Hz), the image is stored in a compressed format and is read out

and decompressed twice; that is, there is no decompressed frame-buffer. The compressed frame-

buffer is read out in a parallel fashion, where four 8-bit VQ codewords are read in parallel (once

again the access pattern of data is know and is exploited) though only one is used at a given time;

this once again enabled operation at supply voltage as low as 1.1V. In this implementation, the

video frame-buffer was clocked at 156kHz while meeting the throughput rate of 2.5MHz. The

output of the frame-buffer is multiplexed at 4:1, and is used to index the lookup table which

generates the decompressed data.
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The chip uses an addressing scheme that eliminates the need for an output line buffer which is

typically used to convert a block data format to the raster format required by the display. Figure 7-

5 shows the numbering of codewords in the frame-buffer and the ordering of pixels inside each

block. Each time a codeword is accessed from the frame-buffer, only 4 pixels are read out from the

lookup table, creating a raster output which can be sent directly to the display. That is, pixels PO

PS corresponding to each codeword between CWO and CW31 are read from the lookup table and

then P4-P7 are read once again for codewords CWOthrough CW31, and then P8-P11, and finally

P12-P15. Thus, each codeword is accessed four times per image. This approach increases the

frequency of codeword access relative to a scheme which reads each codeword only once (and

stores P0-P15 in a line-buffer), but since the codewords are accessed at a much lower frequently

relative to die lookup table data, and since die line-buffer access has been eliminated, the overall

power due to memory access is reduced by approximately a factor of 1.5. This is an example of

architectural restructuring to reduce the number of operations.
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Figure 7-5 : Addressing of the frame-buffers and lookup table.

The control of the luminance decompression chip (address generation, clock generation,

multiplexor selection, etc.) is performed by the video controller chip. The multiplexors for read/

write address lines are integrated in the decompression chip. RLUTLine[ 1:0] controls the row of

pixels that are read for a given codeword. The lookup table is programmable over the radio link
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through the video controller chip. Figure 7-6 shows the die photograph of the luminance

decompression chip. The chip consumes only 115u.W running at 1.5V to support a video

throughput rate of 2.5MHz for the 4" color display.

Figure 7-6 : Die photo of the luminance decompression chip.

Table 7-3 shows a summary of the power reduction techniques used in the luminance

decompression chip.

Table 7-3 : Summary of power reduction techniques applied to the luminance
decompression chip.

Design Approach
Power

Reduction
Comments

Algorithm Selection x5-10

Due to operation reduction
Comparison of VQ decoding

to typical DCT algorithms



Table 7-3 : Summary of power reduction techniques applied to the luminance
decompression chip.
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Design Approach
Power

Reduction
Comments

Supply Voltage Scaling
(through parallelism)

21
1.1V operation vs.

5V operation

Memory Restructuring 1.5 Elimination of Output Line Buffer Memory

Self-timed Outputs Drivers x2

Elimination of glitching on the output of
data busses. This number is for just the

memory output busses

Bit Swing Reduction x3.7

This reduction is only for the memory
array. The global bus has rail to rail swing.
Comparison is for 1.1V swing vs. 300mV

swing

7.2.2 Chrominance Decompression Chip

The color video decompression chip is implemented using a very similar architecture to the

luminance architecture. Figure 7-7 shows the block diagram of the chrominance decompression

chip. Since the chrominance components, I and Q, are each sub-sampled by a factor 4, the amount

of frame-buffer memory required is reduced by a factor of4 for each component. Also, since they

use the same addressing scheme, the I and Q data are stored in the same physical frame-buffer and

the data is interleaved; i.e the 32-bit frame-buffer word is organized as: CWIO CWIl CWQO

CWQ1. The 4:1 mux to select the codeword in the Y decompression chip is replaced by two 2:1

muxes, one for I (to select between CWIO and CWIl) and one for Q (to select between CWQO and

CWQ1). The chrominance (IQ) decompression chip also has two separate (256x16x6) lookup

table memories. The IQ data is stored in the memory in a sign-magnitude format to reduce

switching activity when accessed. It is possible to implement the chrominance chip using two of

the luminance chips. The design of the chrominance chip was finished and functionally validated,

but the two chip solution was chosen to minimize the number of chips that had to be fabricated.
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7.2.3 Video Controller

The video controller performs all the control functions for the video decompression module. It

generates all of the timing for the NTSC display, interfaces to the radio, controls the frame-buffers

and lookup tables and performs synchronization for the system. A summary of the functions

performed is outlined below:

NTSC sync generation for the 4" display: The LQ4RA01 4" color display is responsive to a

standard composite sync signal with negative polarity of the same amplitude level as that of the

video composite signal. The standard sync found in NTSC format has extra timing information

such as an extra half line in one field (to distinguish between even and odd fields), and pre and post

equalization half-line pulses during vertical sync that are not a necessity for proper operation of

the LCD. A significant simplification of this protocol which involves block sync (with no

equalization pulses) and the elimination of the half-line can be used to obtain a sync that still

provides adequate synchronization information. The implemented sync signal is simply a scaled

digital combination of VSYNC (vertical sync) and HSYNC (horizontal sync). The original and

modified sync signals are shown in Figure 7-8.

Decodes and demultiplexes the radio data: similar to the function performed in the protocol

chip (described in the previous chapter), the video controller chip decodes packets from the radio

and demultiplexes between a frame-buffer FIFO and LUT FIFO. Contained inside each frame-

buffer packet (that is sent over the frame-buffer FIFO) is the encoding of type information (TYPE

= 0 => data is for the Y frame-buffer, and TYPE= 1 => data is for the IQ frame-buffer). Similarly,

inside the LUT packet is encoding information about the LUT data type (Y, I or Q). Figures 7-9a

and 7-9b show the protocol for the data coming over the lookup table and frame-buffer FIFOs.

Controls reading and writing of the frame-buffer memories for both Y and IQ

decompression chips: it generates the read and write addressesfor the ping-pong frame-buffers. It

also generates the multiplexor control signals that selects the output of the frame-buffers (ByteSel
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in Figure 7-4). It also performs the R/W control (i.e controls when the frame-buffers switch

between reading to writing) and generates the clocks for the SRAMs.

Controls loading and reading of the lookup table memories for Y, I and Q data: it generates

the write address (WLUTAddr in Figure 7-4) and part of the read address (RLUTLine in Figure 7-

4) for the lookup table memories. It also generates the multiplexor control signals that selects the

output of the LUT (PixSel in Figure 7-4).

Support for variable sized packets: a decompressed frame of video can be broken into multiple

packets and the size of the packets is variable, providing a flexible platform to test the effects of

packet sizes. Also, this allows a form of inter-frame coding in which only the differences between

the current frame and the frame corresponding to two image ago is sent. This is effective only if

the BER is fairly low for the reasons explained earlier.

Matches pipeline delays in the system: since the system is pipelined, the output sync signals for

the display must be delayed to avoid offsets of pixel data on the display. The timing signals needed

by the color space converter are also generated in this chip.

Figure 7-10 shows the die photograph of the video controller chip.
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D24 D23 D22 ... DO

0 Start Address

0 24 Bit LUT DATA

o o o

0 24 Bit LUT DATA

1 24 Bit LUT DATA

0 Start Address

0 24 Bit LUT DATA

Lookup Table
FIFO Data

Figure a

End of Packet Flag (EOP):
Bit 24 = Last Data Entry in Packet

Start Address:

Bit 10:9: Encoding of packet type (0 0 = Y, 0 1 = 1,10 = Q)

Bit [9:0]: Write Lookup Table Address

D32 D31 D30 ... DO

0 Start Address

0 32 Bit FB DATA
o o o

0 32 Bit FB DATA

1 32 Bit FB DATA

0 Start Address

0 32 Bit FB DATA

X
Frame-buffer

FIFO Data

Figure b

End of Packet Flag (EOP):

Bit 32 = Last Data Entry in Packet
Start Address:

Bit 10:1 = Flip Frame-buffer at EOP, 0 = Don't flip at EOP
Bit 9: Packet Type #, 1 = IQ & 0 = Y
Bit [8:0]: Write Frame-buffer Address (bit 8 is used only
for the Y frame-buffer)

Figure 7-9 : Protocol for the lookup table and Frame-buffer FIFOs.
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Figure 7-10 : Die photograph of the video controller chip.

7.2.4 Color Space Converter and Digital to Analog Converter

The digital YIQ information from the video decompression chips are sent to a color space

converter which converts it to analog RGB to drive the 4" color LCD display from SHARP. The

digital YIQ is first converted to digital RGB and Uien a triple digital to analog converter directly

drives the display.
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Digital YIQ to Digital RGB Conversion

In the YIQ to RGB translation, which involves multiplication with constant coefficients, the

switching events are minimized at the algorithmic level by substituting multiplications with

hardwired shift-add operations (in which the shift operations degenerated to wiring) and by

optimally scaling coefficients. As described in Chapter 4, the multiplication of multiple

coefficients with the same input was exploited to minimize number of shift-add operations. In this

way, the 3x3 matrix conversion operation degenerated to 8 addition. The implementation was fully

parallel and therefore there was no controller. For I/O communication (between the decompression

chips and the color space chip) and in the matrix computation, sign-magnitude representation is

chosen over two's complement to reduce the toggle activity in the sign bits.

At the architecture level, time-multiplexing was avoided as it can destroy signal correlations,

increasing the activity. Figure 7-11 shows two alternate schemes for transmitting the I and Q data

from the decompression chips to the color space converter chip. On the left is a fully parallel

version in which I and Q have separate data busses. Also shown is the data for I and Q for a short

segment in time. As shown, the data is slowly varying and therefore has low switching activity in

the higher order bits. On the right is a time-multiplexed version in which there is a single time-

shared bus in which the I and Q samples are interleaved. As seen from the signal value on the data

bus, there is high switching activity resulting in higher power. Figure 7-12 transition activity for

time-multiplexed activity vs. fully parallel architecture.
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Figure 7-12 : Transition activity for time-multiplexing activity.

The digital YIQ -> digital RGB consumes only lOOuAV at 1.5V. This is more than three orders of
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magnitude lower power compared to existing commercial solutions. Table 7-4 shows the power

reduction achieved from various techniques compared to a commercial color space converter.

Table 7-4 : Summary of power reduction techniques applied to the YIQ -> RGB conversion

Design Approach Power
Reduction

Comments

Frequency Reduction
(14MHz -> 2.5MHz)

5.6 The display resolution used was
small and therefore the throughput

requirement was much lower.

Supply Voltage Scaling
(Parallelism)

11 1.5V operation vs. 5V operation

Optimized Cell Library x2-3 Minimum sized devices,
Single Phase Clocking.

Hardwired Shift-add
Coefficient Optimization

7 The commercial implementation
allowed programmability of

coefficients (NTSC, PAL, etc.).
Fixed application allowed

optimization of the coefficients for
minimal computational complexity

- no real multipliers.

Fully Parallel Implementation 1.5-2 Hardware assignment that keeps
uncorrelated data on different units.

Sign-Magnitude over
Two's Complement Representation

1.2 For this application data was
correlated, but there was still some

statistical improvement.

Integrate Processing and DAC's 1.4 The DAC (as described in the next
sub-section) was integrated onto
the same chip and eliminated I/O

power.

Bitwidth Reduction 1.3 Exploiting the low resolution of the
display only 6 bits per plane was
used instead of the typical 8bits.

Low-voltage Digital to Analog Converter

A low-voltage, low-throughput 6-bit DAC has been developed to drive the 4" SHARP LCD. The

LCD display takes pixel data in the analog R,G,B format which has voltage levels compatible with

the NTSC format (i.e Vpp =0to0.7V). The DAC, shown inFigure 7-13, has an architecture based
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on a conventional non-weighted current switched array. Based on a decoded 6-bit digital word, an

appropriate number of current sources are turned ON and summed. The output voltage is obtained

by passing current through an external resistor. Since the settling time requirement is quite low and

since the LCD display has a high impedance capacitive load, the external resistor was chosen to be

approximately IKQ. rather than 75Q This reduces the power consumption by more than an order

of magnitude since the average current drawn from the supply is reduced by more than order of

magnitude. The row decoding and column decoding logic is identical to the one presented in

[Miki86]. The decoding logic was implemented using minimum sized low-power standard cells.

1.5V

bias

IN[2:0]

IN[5:3]

O
2

5
o
u

Q

o

COLUMN DECODING

Figure 7-13 : Low-voltage 6-bit Digital to Analog converter.

A current source that operates at a reduced supply voltage of 2.7V has been developed [Miki92].

The current source used in this DAC is similar. However, due to the modest DAC throughput

requirements for this 4" display, and to statistically reduce the power consumption by a factor of 2

(on average only half of the current sources will be ON) a single ended architecture is used instead
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of the differential scheme. The current cell consists of stacked PMOS devices (M7 and M8) with

the top transistor M8 being digitally switched, thus operating in the linear region. Therefore,

effectively, the output resistance of the current source is the output resistance of a single transistor

(M7) degenerated with a source resistor. To increase the output resistance of M7, the length of the

device was made non-minimum. In order to operate the DAC down to a supply voltage of 1.5V

and to meet the 0.7Vpp requirement for the output, the W/L of M8 was made large to keep the

voltage dropped across M8 to less than lOOmV. Also, thebias voltage was setup sothat theVgs-Vt

for M7 was approximately 200mV, allowing supply voltages to be as low as 1.2-1.3V. The power

consumption of the DAC is dominated by the analog power and for a 1.5V supply: Pavg =Vdd •

Iavg =1.5 • 1/2 • 0.7/1.2K =440u.W. The power measured inthe actual system was lower since the

DAC was shut down (the digital input was forced to 0) during the horizontal and vertical blanking

periods.

The digital decoding inside each current cell is implemented using a single complex CMOS gate

(A +B) • C to eliminate glitching on the gate of M8 as compared to path balancing approaches

[Foumier91]. The device sizes on the complex gate areminimum to minimize the dynamic power

consumption.

Figure 7-13 also shows the schematic of the bias circuitry which is a bootstrapped current

reference. The top current mirror, M4 thru M6, forces the bias currents in Ml and M2 to be equal.

Transistors M5 and M6 operate in the linear region and emulate the voltage drop across the switch

transistor in the current cell array (M8). For the bottom current source:

Vpi-V +I^Rto, (EQ135)

V. + I nr =V, + j^ +/0 •/?.. <EQ136>tn IV tn \k W 2 bias
n' L\ *\ n' L2

Assuming Vtn =V^, and ^ =I2 (forced by the top current mirror M3-M6),
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(EQ 137)

Note that the referencecurrent (Iref =^=12) is to firstorder independentof supply variations (this

is due to the bootstapped techniques used). The bias current is set by sizing Ml and M2 and by the

choosing Rbias. The current source can operate at down at low supply voltages even with a process

that has a standard threshold voltage. The minimum operating voltage for this current reference is

given by:

Vddmin = Vds6 + IV^I + Vdsat4 + (Vgs2 - Vto) + IrcfR^ (EQ 138)

In the above equation, Vds6 is very small (< lOOmV since M6 is in the linear region and by device

sizing), V^ for the MOSIS l.2um CMOS process istypically around 0.9V, and the last two terms

can be made small (lOOmV - 200mV) by device sizing and choice of bias current. Therefore, the

current source can operate down to the 1.2-1.5V range. Table 7-5 shows a summary of the power

reduction techniques that were applied to the DAC design..

Table 7-5 : Summaryof power reduction techniquesapplied to the DAC

Approach Power
Reduction

Comments

Reduction of Load Resistance 16 The output resistance was chosen
to be 1.2KX2 since the load into the

LCD is capacitive. This is much
higher than the normal ISO,

resistance

Single Ended Architecture 2 Due to the relaxed speed
requirements, a single-ended

architecture was sufficient and
statistically the power was reduced

by a factor of 2

Voltage Reduction 3.3 A linear reduction in power
consumption from 5 to 1.5V
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Figure 7-14 shows the die photo of the color space converter and triple DAC.

Figure 7-14 : Die photo of the color space converter and digital to analog converter.

7.2.5 Chipset Summary

Table 7-6 shows a summary of the video decompression chipset which is implemented using a

standard mosis 1.2um CMOS process. The minimum operating supply voltage for each chip is

also shown along with the power consumption at the worst case voltage for this system

implementation which is 1.5V.At the worst case supply voltage, the entire chipset consumes less

than 2mW to perform the video decompression for the 4" active matrix SHARP display.
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Table 7-6 : Summary of the video decompression chipset implemented in 1.2|im CMOS.

Chip Description Area
(mmxmm)

Number of
Transistors

Minimum
Supply
Voltage

Power
at 1.5V

Video Controller 6.7 x 6.4 31400 1.1V 150uW

Luminance

Decompression
8.5 x 6.7 -250000 1.1V 115 uW

Chrominance

Decompression
8.5 x 9.0 -400000 1.1V lOOu-W

Color Space Conversion
and Triple DAC

4.1x4.7 12500 1.3V 1.1 mW

7,2.6 Video Decompression Test Board

A test board using the video decompression chipsethas been designed and tested. Figure 7-15

shows ablock'diagram of thevideo testboard. There are 5 custom PGAs (avideo controller chip,

three luminance decompression chip - one for Y, I and Q, and acolor space and triple-DAC chip),

acrystal oscillator whichgenerates themaster clock(2.5MHz) from which all othertimingsignals

are derived, and a powersupply chip to generate the supply voltage for the custom chips (1.3V-

1.5V). The video controller takes a serial compressed video stream (for test purposes from an

Areial board on SPARC station) and drives the Y, I, and Q decompression chips. The

decompressed busses (Y,I, and Q) output from the decompression chips go to the color space

converter which generates the analog signals that drive the LCD display. The video controller

generates the composite sync for the LCDdisplay. The LCD display requires 5V and -8V power

supplies. Figure 7-16 shows the output of the video decompression chips operating at a supply

voltage of 1.3V.
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Figure 7-15 : Block diagram of the video decompression test board.

Figure 7-16 : Output of video decompression chips running at a supply voltage of 1.3V.
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7,3 Summary

A video decompression has been described inthischapter that consumes two to three orders of

magnitude lower power compared to existing commercial solutions that perform the same

functionality. The chipset, consisting of four chips, performs radio interfacing, frame-buffering,

video decompression, colortranslation, anddigital to analog conversion all ata power level of less

than 2mW operatingat a supply voltage of 1.5V. It is clear from this design example that there is

no single magical technique that can be used to achieve orders of magnitude reduction of power

consumption; instead a system level solution is required that optimizes the algorithms, the

architectures, the logic and the circuits.

At the algorithmic level, the vector quantization algorithm was chosen since the computational

complexity was significantly lower than conventional DCT based algorithms. In the matrix

multiplication, YIQ->RGB, coefficient optimization and bitwidth reduction resulted in significant

reduction of the computational complexity over an implementation that uses true multipliers. In

addition to minimizing the number of operations, the data representation was optimized for

reducing the switching activity for memory access and in the logic of the matrix multiplication. At

the architecture level, parallel techniques were used to scale the supply voltage to 1.1V while

meeting video throughput constraints. By optimizing the memory architecture for the

decompression and frame-buffer, the output line buffer typically used in video systems to convert

block scan to raster scan was eliminated reducing the number of memory operation. Time-

multiplexing was avoided since it can destroy correlationsand increase the switching activity; that

is, uncorrected data was processed in different hardware units. At the circuit level, the digital

logic was implemented using a low-power cell-library which uses minimum sized devices,

optimized clocking, and optimized layout As described in Chapter 6, the memory circuits reduced

power by using reduced swing bitiines and self-timing to eliminate glitching. The digital to analog

circuitry conserves power by using a larger output load resistance to reduce load currents, a single

ended architecture to reduce the averagepower by a factorof 2, and voltage scaling down to 1.5V.



CHAPTER 8

Low-power

Programmable Computation

Figure 8-1 shows a block diagram of the InfoPad I/O terminal, that was described in the previous

chapters, emphasizing the I/O functionality that is suitable for implementation on aprogrammable

processor.

speaker micro pen
phone

Video
Frame But

Figure 8-1 : Energy efficient programmable computation required in portables.
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Even with the minimalist approach to computation adopted by Infopad, there are parts of

functionality that are usually best implemented using general-purpose microprocessors,

programmable DSPs, and programmable processor coresembedded in ASICs. Examples include

media accessand data link layer protocol processing for wireless RF communication between the

portable terminal and a basestation, the DSP processing for speech coding, and processing for

parts of the graphics display server (X server for example) that may reside on the portable

terminal.

The need for the use of software programmable components is even more in other portable devices

- such as most PDA type devices - that do not adopt as extreme a partitioning of computation

between the network servers and the portable device as is adopted in Infopad. For example, the

InfoPad system requires that the X-server computation is completely performed on the backbone

network. Another partitioning scheme could be to move just the X-server computation to the

terminal [Weiser93] (while the client applications still run on the backbone network), which then

will require a programmable processor, however, as described earlier this approach will require

extra bandwidth for protecting errorsensitive control data of X-protocol. Implementation using

software may be needed because: (i) the algorithmic and logical (control) complexity of the

application may preclude dedicated hardware andmake software the only practical choice, or (ii)

the application may not operate continuously or different functionality may be needed at different

times so that a time-multiplexed software implementationis more cost effective.

8.1 Architectural Approaches to Low-power

The primary focus of this chapter is on architectural techniques to improvethe energy efficiency

for parts of the portable devices that need to be implemented using software programmable

components such as microprocessors, DSPs, and embedded processor cores. So far the main

approaches for lowerpowerconsumption and increased battery life for general purpose computers

have been restricted to using a limited amount of voltage scaling in the form of using 3.3V parts
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instead of 5V parts (often coupled with lower clock speed), and straightforward shutdown of the

system power supply and/or clock - various notebook and laptop computers on the market

illustrate these techniques. However, much higher reductions in power consumption are possible

by using more sophisticated architectural and implementation strategies than straightforward

shutdown and the use of 3.3V components.For example, a proper addressing of the problems of

when to shutdown, and how to scale the voltages can result in substantial improvement in energy

efficiency with no or little loss in performance.

Here CMOS technology is assumed and that the average power consumption of a CMOS gate is

dominated by the switching component and is given by: P=a CVdd2/ The expression for power

consumption suggests several strategies for increasing the energy efficiency (reducing the power

consumption while maintaining the computation speed):

Activity based system shutdown: Many computations are "event-drive" in nature with

intermittent computation activity triggered by external events and separated by periods of

inactivity - examples include X server, communication interfaces etc. An obvious way to reduce

average power consumption in such computations would be to shut the system down during

periods of inactivity. Shutting the system down - which would makepowerconsumption zero or

negligible - can be accomplished either by shutting off the clock (£=0) or in certain cases by

shutting off the power supply (Vdd = 0). However the shutdown mechanism has to be such that

there is no or little degradation in speed - both latency and throughput are usually important in

event-driven computations.

Supply voltage reduction: Not all computation implemented as software is "event-driven" in

nature - data-flow functions such as DSP are "continuous" in nature. Obviously, shutdown is not

an effective mechanism for these systems. An alternative strategy is to operate at the lowest

possible supply voltage, as is suggested by the quadratic dependence of poweron supply voltage

Vdd. Unfortunately, operation at reduced supply voltage comes at the expense of reduced circuit
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speed. Fortunately, however, if only throughput and not latency is the metric ofspeed - as is true

for many "continuous" applications such as speech coding - the reduction incircuit speed can be

compensated for by architectural techniques like pipelining and parallelism that increase

throughput so that thenetresult is a more energy efficient system operating at a lower voltage but

same throughput. Compiler techniques for effective parallelization and pipelining play an

important role in the success of this strategyto energyefficiency.

Switching activity reduction: In addition to the above two strategies that are specific to event-

drivenand continuous computations, there is a rangeof architectural strategiesthat are applicable

to both types of computation. Such strategies in general try to make the system more energy

efficient by reducing the switching activity a. As described in Chapter 4, reduction in OC can be

accomplished in a variety of ways - computation restructuring, communication restructuring,

optimizing the memory storage architecture and hierarchy, change the data encoding etc.

8.2 Shutdown Techniques

An obvious mechanism for saving energy is to shut down parts of the system hardware that are

idle because they are waiting for I/O from outside the system or from other parts of the system.

While it is shutdown, the system consumes near zero power. Shutdown is a particularly relevant

mechanism for event-driven interactive computation, such as is found in the graphics server and

other user-interface related functions of InfoPad like portable devices. As shown in Figure 8-2,

such computations are in one of two states: they are either blocked while waiting for an I/O event,

or are performing computation. When running on a dedicated CPU, the application will alternate

between a blocked state where it stalls while waiting for external events such as a key press or a

mouse click, and a running state where it will execute instructions to perform computation. If

7blocked and Trunning ^e tne averaSe ^me spent in the blocked and the running states

respectively, then one can improve the energy efficiency by as much as a factor of

l + T... „ j/r„WM . „ provided the system is shutdown whenever it is in the blocked state.
blocked running* J
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There are two main problems in shutdown - how to shutdown, and when to shutdown. The first

problem is addressed by mechanisms for stopping and restarting the clock 0=0) or for turning off

and on the power supply (Vdd=0). The second problem is addressed by policies such as "shut the

system down if the user has been idle for 5 minutes". Although the two problems are not really

independent because the decision about when to shutdown depends on the cost (in time and

power) of shutting down and restarting the system, the focus here is primarily on the problem of

deciding when to shutdown while being cognizant of the available shutdown mechanisms.

blocked
running

Figure 8-2 : Event-driven applications alternate between blocked and running states.

Simple shutdown techniques, for example shutting down after a few seconds of no keyboard or

mouse activity, are already used to reduce power consumption in current notebook computers.

However, the event-driven nature of modem window systems, together with efficient hardware

shutdown mechanisms provided by newer microprocessors and system controllers, suggests the

possibility of a more aggressive shutdownstrategy where parts of the system may be shutdown for

much smaller intervals of time while waiting for I/O events. Such a shutdown mechanism is

presented here foruse on a portable X-terminal type devicewherea simple algorithm derived from

analysis of actual traces is used to predict the length of the time spent in blocked state in order to

minimize the impact on interactive speed, while the more frequent system shutdowns result in

dramatic reductions in effective computation energy.
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8.2.1 Conventional Shutdown Approaches

The portable computers available now use variousshutdown techniques that are all variantsof the

following basic scheme: "Go to Reduced Power Mode after the user has been idle for a few

seconds/minutes". Figure 8-3 illustrates the philosophy underlying the conventional approaches to

shutdown. A drawback of this straightforward policy is apparent - the system continues to waste

energy while it idly waits to check for lack of user activity for a few seconds/minutes. Our

experimental traces with an X server (Section 8.2.2) showed that while the X server spends 96-

98% of its time in the blocked state, the average time spent on each visit to the blocked state is

short (« a second). The conventional shutdown schemes will therefore fail to exploit the large

reduction in energy that is otherwise possible.

BLOCK _ RUN _ BLOCK _ RUN

t
^blocked'1'1] TrunningMi

I
V < i

IDLE SHUTDOWN REDUCED RESTART

WAIT OVERHEAD POWER MODE OVERHEAD

(SHUTDOWN)

Figure 8-3 : Conventional shutdown approaches.
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Typical of theconventional approaches to shutdown are the schemes used in Apple's popular Mac

Powerbook series of portable computers, which have three different typesof reduced power modes

based on shutting down parts of the system [Apple92]. A Power-Management IC controls the

process of entering and exiting these shutdown modes by monitoring the input devices and the

battery voltage, controlling the contrast of the LCD display.
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Rest Mode

A technique termed Power Cycling is used in the rest mode on most models of PowerBooks. The

computer enters the rest mode after 2 seconds of idle time upon which the processor registers are

saved and the processor is powered down. However, the I/O devices remain on, the screen cursor

continues to blink, and the keyboard continues to be scanned. After 1/60 second (16.7 ms) the

power to the main processor is restored. If there has been no I/O activity, the processor is again

shutdown for another 1/60 second.

The power consumption is reduced by up to 90%, i.e. by as much as xlO, while in the rest mode.

However, because the rest mode is entered only after 2 seconds of idle time, the effective

reduction in power consumption is much less dramatic, Analysis of experimental battery life data

reported in [Berkoff93] for various usage scenariosof a PowerBook suggests that enabling the rest

mode reduces the power consumption of the processorand logic section alone by x6 whereas the

power consumption of the entire system, including the disk and display backlight, is improved by

x2. Our experiments, described later, suggest improvements in the processor power consumption

in the neighborhood of xl.5-x2 if this strategy is used for a processor running an X server.

The impact of power cycling on interactive applications is negligible.

Sleep Mode

The sleep mode is entered after the computer has been idle for a user selected period of time,

typically in the range of a few minutes. The computerexits the sleep mode and reverts back to the

normal mode on the occurrence of an external event, such as a key press or a modem ring-detect.

A decrease in computers responsiveness compared to the rest mode is traded-off against an

increase in energy conservation by shutting down the peripheral functions as well: the I/O ports,

the disk ports, the display, the sound circuits. Power is retained only to the RAM and the Power-

Manager IC.
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Since the disk goes to sleep too, the effect on interactive applications is substantial - spinning the

disk down and back uptakes a substantial time. Further, the break-even point when it is worth

spinning-down the disk and spinning it back up (because spinning-up the disk takes much

increased power) isabout 15 seconds [Berkofr93], which implies that sleep mode iseffective only

for moderately long periods of idle time.

Shutdown Mode

This modeis typically entered on an explicit command from the user. It has the worst impact on

the responsiveness of the computerbut saves the maximum power - on most PowerBookmodels

the entirecomputer, including the PowerManager IC, is turned off - only a tiny amount of power

is drawn for a parameter RAM. The computer does not respond to external events at all while in

this mode, and one needs to restart it.

8.2.2 Predictive Shutdown Approaches

The straightforward shutdown schemes described above either show only a moderate overall

improvement in energy consumption with negligible loss of computer responsiveness as in the rest

mode, or show a higher degree of improvement but at the cost of much decreased computer

responsiveness, as in the case of sleep mode and shutdown mode. In this section we explore a

shutdown mechanism where we try to predict the length of idle time based on the computation

history, and then shut the processordown if the predicted length of idle time justifies the cost - in

terms of both power and responsiveness - of shuttingdown [Srivastava94]. The basic philosophy

behind the predictiveapproach can be summarized as follows: "Use computationhistory to predict

whether Tbhcked will be large enough ( Thlocked >TCQSt )to justify ashutdown". Our

analysis, which is based on real-life traces, suggests that our predictive shutdown approach leads

to a much higher reduction in effective processor power, than is obtained with straightforward

non-predictive shutdown schemes, with only a small loss in responsiveness.
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Helpful Trends in Computing & Communications

Two developments in computing and communication motivate more sophisticated shutdown

mechanisms. First, newer microprocessors, such as Intel 486SL, and AT&T Hobbit, provide

power management support integrated with the system control, thus enabling implementations of

shutdown that are efficient both in terms of time and hardware cost. Power management features

typically include the ability to shut down the clock and/or power supply to various parts of the

system, and efficient mechanisms to store and restorethe processor state for power down.

Second, the integration of computing and communication is resulting in a paradigm where

increasingly the computer will become a device to access remote computation and information

servers across a network. This is particularly the case with the proposed wireless devices such as

the InfoPad. With the actual application-specific computation being done primarily on network

servers, the computation that is left on the personal device is increasingly related to the graphic

user interface and windowing system functionality. A good example of this would be a wireless

multimedia device which, besides audio and video services, provides the capability to run X

system based remote client applications. In such a case the general purpose programmable

computer in the portable device would primarily be running the X display server (or a part of the

server), and may be some important local clients such as the window manager - similar to

conventional X terminals. Such software is even-driven in nature, where the events arise because

of user interaction. Except for extremely graphics intensive applications, a vast majorityof time

such software just idles while waiting for user input. Shutting down the hardware while the

software is waiting for external events can give rise to potentially huge savings in computation

energy.

Potential for Reduction in Computation Energy by Shutdown

Adopting the"X Terminal" model of computation described above, we studied the potential for

energy reduction in the case of an X display server. Our analysis below, based on experimentally
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obtained traces of X server state, suggests that potential energy savings as high as x30 to x60 are

possible.

'On'

ready ' 'running

i.X Server running under multi-tasking OS ii. X Server running on dedicated
processor

Figure 8-4: States of X Display Server Process

running

T -TJon •* running

Figure 8-4shows that the X server process running under amultitasking operating system,such as

UNIX, is in one of the three states:

a. It may be blocked or stalled while waiting for either an hardware event (key press or mouse

activity) orrequests from one of the existing client applications ora connection request from a

new client.

b. Itmay be running onthe processor doing some computation.

c. It may be ready to run but is waiting for the scheduler of amulti-tasking time-shared operating

system to schedule it to run.

Let 7blocked ' Trunning *and Tready te me time spent mme three states. If the Xserver
were to run on a dedicated processor, as would be the case in our X Terminal model of

computation, the server will never be in the ready state - it would always be either blocked or
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running - i.e. T . = 0 . The hardware does nothing while the server is in the blocked state

and cantherefore be shutdown by stopping the clockorby saving the state and then powerdown.

The fraction T,,, At.. . ,+T . ) ofthe total time (in this case T . =0)blocked { blocked running) v ready '
that the server spends in the blocked state corresponds to the maximum possible reduction in

computation energy.

In order to estimate 7\, . A7\. . ,+T ) under the condition thatblocked ^ blocked running)
T . = 0 , and thus the potentialenergy reduction in the X Terminal model of computation,

we instrumented the X11R5 server from MIT, running under SunOS on a SPARCstation 2, to

measure 7\. . . and T +T , .Unfortunately, T , is non-zero due to
blocked running ready J ready

the multi-tasking time-shared nature of SunOS, and there is no easy way to measure T
' ' running

and T . separately without modifying the kernel. Even though we ran our experiments on an

unloaded workstation with no local X clients except for the console window and the window

manager, there are background daemon processes over which we did not have any control.

However, it is important to realize that the fraction

T., , At,. , ,+T . +T , ), which we can easily measure, is a lowerblocked \ blocked running ready)

bound on the fraction of energy that can be saved under ideal conditions. So our results err on the

safe side - the estimate of the potential energy reduction that will result from using

7V. , A 7\, , ,+T +T . } will thus be pessimistic.blocked y blocked running ready) v

From now on we refer to the blocked state as the off state, and the running and ready states joindy

as the on state. Further, T ,, = 7\. . . and T -T ti . +7Vn . . Our
off blocked on running ready

instrumented X11R5 server measures T rr and T , and we use the ratio
off on

T f/[T ff+T ] as alower-bound on the maximum possible reduction in energy under ideal
shut down. Figure 8-5 shows a sample traceof the time spent by the X server in the oj(fand the on

states over a small stretch of time, and Table 8-1 shows the results obtained by analyzing several

traces obtained from real X sessions. These X sessions consisted of running our instrumented

X11R5 server on a SPARCstation 2 together with the window manager olvwm and console
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Figure 8-5 : Sample trace of X server state under UNIX.

1

Trace

2 3

Trace Length (sec) 5182.48 26859.9 995.16

T0ff(sec) 5047.47 26427.4 960.82

Ton (sec) 135.01 432.5 34.34

T0ff/(Toff+Ton) 0.9739 0.9839 0.9655

Maximum Energy Reduction
(conservative estimate)

x38.4 x62.1 x29.0
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Table 8-1 : Analysis of X Server Traces for Potential Energy Reduction

window contool running locally, and several typical X clients, such as xterms, FrameMaker,

xclocks, mailtool, cm (calendar manager) etc., running remotely. As is evident from these traces

the X server spends most of its time, ranging from 96.5% to 98.4%, in die offstate suggesting that

energy reductions ranging from x29 to x62 under ideal shutdown conditions.

Shutdown Overhead

Although the X server trace analysis in die previous section suggests that there is a tremendous
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potential reduction in processor energy consumption, in practice it is much harderto realize this

reduction. The chief reason for this is that the process of shuttingdown and restarting has a cost

associated with it

Enough processor state needs to be stored before shutting down so that the computation can be

restarted, and the state needs to be restored to restart the computation. This process requires

additional compute time and power although the precisenumbers vary depending on the hardware

and software organization. Some newer microprocessors, such as AT&T Hobbit and some

versionsof 80386 and 80486,use static CMOS logic which gives them the ability to shutdown by

stopping the clock, thus reducingthe power consumptionto the microwatts range. Very little state

needs to be saved for this as the processor registers retain their values even when the clock is

stopped. This type of shutdown can be accomplished in a few microseconds. However, in other

cases the entire processorstate may need to be stored in the memory - for example if the processor

uses dynamic logic (as most processors do) or if one wants to conserveeven more energy by doing

a power down instead of just stopping the clock. The overhead now increases substantially - to

hundreds of microseconds to several milliseconds - as work similar to a context switch needs to be

performed. At the penalty of more overhead, even more energy can be saved by storingthe state

on the disk as opposed to the main memory as it is no longernecessaryto refreshthe main memory

which is typically DRAM. The overhead now increases to hundreds of milliseconds to several

seconds.

The overhead due to shutdown creates problems. If the overhead is large enough, then there is

problem of deciding when to shutdown. The time spent in the blocked state must be long enough

to justify the overhead. If, after deciding to shut down, the blocking interval turns out to be too

small, then one has to pay not only a power penalty, but more importantly, an effective slowing

downof the computation speed because nowthe computer hasto block for an interval higher than

necessary. This slowing down translates into increased latency which, once it increases beyond a

certain point, has an adverse impacton the interactive behavior of applications like X server.
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Energy Reduction by Predictive Shutdown

The ideal situation, of course, would be to make the overhead zero or very small - but as the

previous discussion suggested, overhead really is a function of thehardware and type of shutdown.

The next best thing would be an a priori knowledge of the length of the blocking interval right at

the beginning. Unfortunately, this is physically not possible.

One therefore has to resort to a heuristic to decide when to shut down. The approach used is based

on the recent computation history and a prediction is made whether the idle time would be long

enough to break-even with the shutdown overhead. Results demonstrate that for reasonable values

of shutdown overhead, the predictive approach allows much higher energy savings to be achieved

compared to the straightforward non-predictive approach, while the degradation in interactive

performance is negligible.

Restricting our analysis to X server running on a dedicated processor, the server process starts in

the on state, and makes alternate transitions from on to off, and from offto on state.

Let Ton(iJ and T0$i] be the time spent by the X server in the i-th visit to the on and the offstate

respectively, for i = 1,2,3,... Relating to our previous terminology, Ton is the sum of Ton[iJ over

all /, and similarly T0jj\s the sum of T0$i] over all i.

Further, let Tcost be the time overhead associated with the process of shutting down. We interpret

this to mean that once we shutdown, it takes time at least equal to Tcost before the computation can

begin. Thus, if it turns out that the event that wakes up the X server and hence restarts the

computation occurs before the expiry of this Tcost, a penalty is paid in terms of increased latency

over the case with no shutdown.

Conventional idle-time based shut-down mechanisms, such as Apple's Power Cycling, are non-

predictive in nature. In our model such a scheme involves making a decision to shutdown if the

time spent in the off state after the most recent entry (say, the i-th entry) has exceeded a certain
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idle-time threshold, which is 2 seconds in Apple's scheme. In other words we decide to shutdown

on i-th entry to the off state once T0^i] has exceeded 2 seconds. Ofcourse, once we decide todo

this, the computation cannot be restarted for at least Tcost time, so that if T0g[i] would have been

less than2 + Tcosl, a penalty is paid in increased latency. The intuitionbehind such a scheme is that

if the idle time has exceeded 2 seconds then most likely the user going to remain idle for a long

time. However, this scheme has two disadvantages. First, no shutdown is done for the first

2 seconds (or whatever is the idle time threshold that is chosen), and power is wasted during that

period. Second, this scheme is able to take advantage of only relatively long idle periods - as our

analysis showed, the average T0^i] is less than asecond, and thus relatively short idle periods are

more common.

Prediction of Toff[l]

To address the deficiencies of the conventional idle-time based shutdown scheme, we designed

and studied a predictive scheme fordecidingwhen to shutdown. The idea is that a simple heuristic

rule is used that, on thei-th entry into the offstate, predicts whether T0fj[i] is going to be long

enough to justify shutting down. Specifically, the heuristic rule predicts whether T0^iJ >Tcost, and

if so it is decided to shut the processor down.

The heuristic rule uses the computation history to make the prediction. In our case the previous

values of Ton[i] and T0$i] form the obvious computation history. In particular, Ton[l] ... Ton[i],

and T0fffiJ ...T0^{i-1] can be used to predict T^i]. Further, the prediction rule itself needs to be

simple to evaluate and not requiretoo much state information. Our intuition led to two approaches

and the corresponding prediction rules:

♦ Our first approach was to use regression analysis to arrive atamodel for predicting T0^i]. We

used Mathematica to analyze the traces obtained for the XI1R5 server running on a SPARCsta

tion 2 and arrived at the following model for T0$i] in terms of T0$i-1] and Ton[iJ:

T0$i) =0.0740018 +0.553733 T^i-l] -0.00947348 Toff{i-l]2 +1.42233 Ton[i] +1.13883
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ToSHlTonti1-1.49143 Ton[if

A quadratic model with cross terms was used because thescatter plot of T0j^i] versus Ton[i] in

Figure 8-6, and asimilar plot of T0^i] versus T0$i-1) shown inFigure 8-7, both suggested a

hyperbolic behavior.

0.00 0.01 0.02

Ton[i] (in seconds)

Figure 8-6: L-shaped Toff(i) versus Ton(i) Scatter Plot

15.0

10.0

0.03

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0

Toff[i—1] (in seconds)

Figure 8-7 :T0^i] versus T^i-lJ Scatter Plot

If the value ofT0g[i] predicted bythe above model is>Tcost, adecision ismade toshut the pro-
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cessordown.

• The second approach is based on an even simpler intuition - Ton[i] corresponds to the most

recent history ofT^i], and the scatter plot of T0$i) versus T0Ji] inFigure 8-6 isaL-shaped

plot with the points concentrated along the two axes. This suggests that a largevalue of Ton[iJ is

followed by asmall T0^i] with avery high probability, and that the T0$i] following asmall

value of Ton[i] is fairly evenly distributed. This suggests the following simple filtering (or

thresholding) rule as the prediction heuristic:

*o$*l —Tcost <=> Ton[iJ S Tonjhresnoid

and, Figure 8-6 suggests that for Tcost = 10ms, areasonable value of Ton threshold *s m me **&&

of 10ms to 15 ms. Note that Tcost = 10ms is a very safe upperbound on the shutdowncost if

the state is being saved in the main memory - in reality it is more likely to be xlO-xlOO smaller.

Hit Ratios for Prediction Schemes

The above heuristic rules to predict whether T0g[i] >Tcost are similar in nature to the replacement

rules in caches. A good idea of their efficacy can therefore be obtained by measuring the

probability with which our prediction is correct, i.e. the hit ratio. We used the experimentally

obtained traces to simulate the X server running with predictive shut down. Figure 8-8 shows the

hit ratio for three schemes: the model-based prediction, the on-threshold-based prediction with

Ton threshold = 15 ms, and the on-threshold-based prediction with T^j/y^o/d =°°. The last case

corresponds to a scheme where we always decide to shut down. The hit-ratio curve corresponding

to the model-basedprediction shows a suddenjump at around Tcost = 160ms. This is an artifactof

the quadraticmodel. Finally, note that the hit ratio for the on-threshold-based prediction scheme is

relatively insensitive to Ton threshold changing from 15ms to «> (the two curves almost overlap),

whereas it does degrade with increase in Tcost.
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Impact on Responsiveness - Slowdown

The time overhead Tcost associated with shutdown can have a negative impact on the

responsiveness of the computer due to increased latency. This slowdown is difficult to quantify as

it involves ill-defined psychological and biological metrics - in fact some studies even suggest

second order effects in interactive behavior such as an increase in the user think time as the

computer responsivenessdegrades [Brady86]. In the absenceof any well-defined metric, we used

our own simple and intuitive measure of slowdown - it is the factor by which the total length of the

X server session is increased due to shutdown being used. This increase occurs because many of

the TofffiJ's are longer than they would have been without shutdown because of the overhead Tcost

associated with shutdown. Figure 8-9 plots the slowdown resulting from the various schemes for

different values of Tcost. For comparison we also plot the slowdown resulting from using a

conventional idle-time-threshold based scheme with a threshold of 2 seconds, similar to Apple's

Power Cycling scheme.

As the curves demonstrate, the conventional schemes have almost no slowdown for all values of

Tcost. However, the on-threshold-based prediction scheme performs reasonably well for values of

Tcost smaller than 10-15 ms - the slowdown is less that 3 % to 4 % which is not noticeable at all.
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We verified this by creating a special version of the X11R5 server where an artificial delay,

corresponding to TcosP was added on entry to the ojff state. In fact, even a Tcost of 100ms, which

corresponds to a slowdown of 50% to 60% foron-threshold-based prediction scheme, resulted in a

very usable, though noticeably sluggish, X server on the SPARCstation 2. As we mentioned

earlier, Tcost corresponding to saving state in the main memory and restoring state from the main

memory is typically going to range from just a few microseconds for processors with ability to

stop the clock, to a few hundreds of microseconds or a few milliseconds for other processors - and

for these range of valuesof Tcost the slowdown is negligible forthe predictive schemes.
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Figure 8-9 :Slowdown as a function of Tcost

Reduction in Computational Energy

Finally, we evaluated the various predictive, non-predictive, and ideal shutdown schemes from the

point of view of reduction in computational energy. The results are summarized in Table 8-2 for

three values of Tcost - 0 ms, 10 ms and 100ms - the formerbeing the ideal case, and the latter two

being safe upper bounds for storingthe processor state in main memory and on disk respectively.

The results demonstrate that for Tcost = 10ms, aconservative upperbound formost processors, the

predictive schemes havemuchsuperior energy savings atnegligible slowdown. However, for Tcost

= 100 ms, which may correspond to the case where the processorstate is saved on the disk, the
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Energy
Reduction

%

Slowdown

•a

-8
o

[I

J

Known T^iJ x38.4 0%

Non-Predictive Idle-Time Threshold (2 seconds) xl.7 0%

On-Threshold-BasedPredictive Scheme (Ton threshold - 15 ms) x20.1 0%

On-Threshold-Based Predictive Scheme (Ton threshold = °°) x38.4 0%

Model-Based Predictive Scheme x38.4 0%

E
o
^^

ii

Known T0rfU x25.7 0%

Non-Predictive Idle-Time Threshold (2 seconds) xl.7 0%

On-Threshold-Based Predictive Scheme (Ton threshold =15 ms) x20.1 2.7%

On-Threshold-Based Predictive Scheme (Ton threshold = °°) x38.4 2.8%

Model-Based Predictive Scheme x38.4 2.8%

t/i

E

ii

J

Known ToffM x5.1 0%

Non-Predictive Idle-Time Threshold (2 seconds) xl.7 .025 %

On-Threshold-BasedPredictive Scheme (Ton threshold = 1 ms) x2.1 21.1 %

On-Threshold-Based Predictive Scheme (Ton threshold ~ °°) x38.4 59%

Model-Based Predictive Scheme x38.4 59%

Table 8-2 : Summary of Energy Reduction

predictive schemes have noticeable degradation of interactive performance.

8,3 Architecture-Driven Voltage Reduction

Not all programmable computation, even on user-interaction dominated portable devices, is event-

oriented - many functions that are not event-driven and instead execute continuously also require

implementation as software running on microprocessors or embedded core processors on an

ASIC. In fact embedded software for DSP core processors on an ASIC has emerged as the

dominant method of implementing speech coding, speech compression, text-to-speech synthesis,

simple speech recognition, modem functionality, and many other signal processing functions in

portable devices such as cellular phones, PDAs etc. Given the "continuous" nature of signal
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processing functions, shutdown strategies such as the predictive shutdown technique of the

previous section are not effective. The architecture driven voltage reductiontechniques presented

in Chapter 3 is however very effective for such applications. Unfortunately, as described earlier

and as shown in 8-10(a), operation at reduced supply voltage comes at the expense of increased

gate delays, and consequently slower clock frequency for a given circuit. However, due to certain

nice attributes present in most DSP algorithms - their performance is determined by throughput

alone andnot latency, and their ample inherentconcurrency - often make it possible for one to use

architectural techniques such as parallelism and pipeliningto increase the computation throughput

which can then be traded-off against the loss in speed due to voltage reduction for a net gain in

energy efficiency for unchanged throughput.

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Supply Voltage, V

(a) Normalized Gate Delay (b) Speed-up vs. Hardware Concurrency
vs. Supply Voltage

3.0

Real-life
Sjpeedups

* • *

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Hardware Concurrency, N

Figure 8-10 : Trade-off between voltage and hardware-concurrency.

Previous chapters have described techniques for energy efficient computation in ASICs that use

dedicated architectures for implementing DSP algorithms through aggressive voltage scaling

(down to 1-1.5 Volts) and concurrency exploitation; here architecture-driven voltage reduction

will be applied to software programmable computation. While the supply voltages of many

microprocessors have indeed come down to 3.3V or 3V from 5V, the choice of 3.3V has been
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driven by the fact that for this level of voltage scaling the degradation in system performance

(clock rate) is not very significant. Architecture-driven voltage reduction, on the other hand,

reduces voltage even further into the realm where there is a significant reduction in clock rate, but

uses architectural concurrency to keep the system throughput at its original level.

8.3.1 Voltage-Concurrency Trade-Off and Architectural
Bottlenecks

As described in Chapter 3, the basic idea in architecture-driven voltage reduction is to compensate

for the loss of speed due to increased gate delay when operating at a lower voltage, with the

increase in speed due to increased hardware concurrency. The power consumption is reduced at a

fixed computation speed (throughput). Hardware concurrency can be due to parallelism or

pipelining or a mix of the two. For example, hardware that performs N operations in parallel has

concurrency of N. Similarly, a hardwarewith N pipeline stages so that N successive operations are

overlapped also has a concurrency of N. Compiler transformations such as parallelization and

software pipelining play an important role in restructuring the computation so that the hardware

concurrency is fully exploited.

Figure 8-10 illustrates this trade-off between voltage and hardware concurrency by plotting the

curve for increase in gate delay (normalized to gate delay at 3.0V) next to hypothetical curves for

increase in throughput (speedup) due to hardware concurrency, and using the same scale for

normalized gate delay and speedup. With a hardwareconcurrency of 6 - for example by using a six

processor parallel computer - an ideal speedup of x6 can be obtained as shown by the plot in 8-

10b. If the voltage is now reduced from 3.0V to a level where the gate delay increases by x6, the

clock frequency will have to be reduced by x6 as well. Each of the processor will therefore slow

down by x6 so that the net speedup with the six processor machine operating at the reduced

voltage will be 1 compared to the uniprocessor machine operating at 3.0V. In general, the strategy

would be to reduce the voltage to a level where the normalized gate delay increases by the same
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factoras the speedup.The throughput of the concurrent hardware operating at the reducedvoltage

level will then be the same as the throughput of the non-concurrent hardware operating at the

original voltage of 3.0V. For our example the reduced voltage level at which the gate delay

increases by x6 is 1.3V, as the dotted lines in Figure 8-10 show. Assuming that the switched

capacitance for the six processor machine was x6 higher than for the uniprocessor machine, the

power is reduced bya factor of (l/6)*(3/1.3)2*(6) =5.3.

Consider a more detailed analysis. Let S(N) be the speedup for a hardwareconcurrency of N from

8-10(b). Obviously, for non-concurrent hardware N=l, and S(l)=l. Let V(d) be the voltage for a

normalized gate delay in Figure 8-10(a), with V(1)=3.0V being the reference point. The initial

hardware has N=l, S(l)=l, and V(1)=3.0V. Let f(l) and f(N) be the clock frequencies for the

initial and the final hardware, let C(l) and C(N) be the switched capacitances, and let P(l) and

P(N) be the power consumptions.

If the hardware concurrency is due to parallelism, then one can operate each of the N parallel

hardware units at a frequency f(N)=f(l)/S(N) so that the effective throughput is unchanged.

Further, parallel hardware units will require some overhead circuit so that the total capacitance can

be expressed as C(N)=(N+e(N))*C(l) where e(N) is the overhead capacitance. Assuming

unchanged switching activity, it follows that:

/>(!) _ C(1)V(1)2/(1) = S(N) ( V(\) )2 {E
pW C(N)V(S{N))2f(N) " +£W VV(S(N))J

Similarly, if the hardware concurrency is due to N-level pipelining, then the hardware can be

operated at a reduced voltage of V(S(N)) so that the clock frequency will be f(N)=N*f(l)/S(N),

which in turn gives an effective throughput that is unchanged. Let the overhead capacitance due to

pipeliningbe e(N)*C(l)/N, so that the total capacitance is (l+e(N)/N)*C(l). Assuming unchanged

switching activity, the ratio of the power consumption is again given by an expression identical to
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that in Equation 139.

An increase in energy efficiency is obtained whenever P(1)/P(N) is > 1. In the ideal case of linear

speedup (S(N)=N) and no capacitive overhead (e(N)=0), it is clear from Equation 139 that P(l)/

P(N) is indeed > 1 because V(l) > V(S(N)). In the ideal case one can get arbitrarily large

improvements in energy efficiency by continuing to increase hardware concurrency and decrease

voltage until the devices stop working.

However, Equation 139 points to two fundamental architectural bottlenecks that prohibit an

arbitrary increase in energy efficiency by reducing voltage. First, the speedup is not linear in most

cases - as shown in 8-10(b), real examples typically show a speedup that starts saturating, and even

decrease, as N is increased. In parallel hardwarethis may be due to lack of enough parallelism in

the computation, or due to effects like bus contention. In pipelined hardware the speedup may not

be linear because of granularity of pipelining, or because of the existence of pipeline interlocks

and feedback cycles in the computation. The second architectural bottleneck occurs because e(N)

is not zero in real world. In parallel hardware, capacitive overhead is contributed by data

multiplexing/demultiplexing, bus arbitration etc., while in pipelined hardware the capacitive

overhead is contributed by pipeline registers.

Together these two architectural bottlenecks - nonlinear speedup S(N) and capacitive overhead

e(N) - place a restriction on the increase in energy efficiency that can be obtained.

8.3.2 Exploiting Concurrency in Programmable Computation

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the energy efficiency of a computation can often be

increased by trading voltage reduction with increased concurrency. There are two independent

issues in this trade-off: the concurrency that is available in the hardware, and the concurrency that

is inherent in the computation algorithm. A key role is played by compiler optimizations and

transformations in exposing and mapping the algorithmic concurrency to the hardware
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concurrency. This problem has been an important area of research in computer science for many

years, but with a different goal - increasing the computation speed. Nevertheless, the results are

equally relevant to our goal of energy efficiency.

Unlike computation implemented on ASICs, the computation done in software is relatively

general-purpose, and efficient compiler transformations and parallelization techniques to exploit

the inherent concurrency are not as easily available except in special cases such as DSP and

numerical computation. Applications like windowing systems, database access etc. are control

intensive and logically more complex than the dataflow oriented DSP and numerical applications.

Besides the obvious potential of pipelining execution of successive instructions, here are three

common types of concurrency that are available in software computation:

• Instruction Level Parallelism

The fine-grained instruction level parallelism inherent in a code is discovered by a dataflow

analysis, either dynamically in hardware, or statically in software. Research [Butler91] has

shown that instruction level parallelism in excess of 17 per cycle exists in the SPEC suite, a set

of applications that are the defacto standard compute-bound benchmarks. Further, with prop

erly balanced hardware, an execution rate of 2 to 5.8 can be sustained. Compiler optimization

techniques, such as software pipelining, loop unrolling, and branch prediction, help in enhanc

ing the available instruction level parallelism.

• Thread Level Parallelism

Many applications have a natural coarse-grained parallelism that is suitable for mapping as sep

arate thread of executions. A good example of this would be a multi-threaded X server that han

dles different clients via multiple threads. Even on a uniprocessor a multi-threaded organization

can improve speed by reducing unnecessary blocking. When multiple processors are available

then the thread level parallelism can be exploited by mapping different threads to different pro

cessors. The thread level parallelism is usually specified by the user - compilers that can

restructure and/or partition an algorithm into multiple threads do not exist, except in special

domains such as DSP [Hoang92]. Unfortunately, very few existing applications are multi-
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threaded, although this has started to change with the availability of threads in various operat

ing systems.

• Process Level Parallelism

Process or task level parallelism is inherent in the assumption behind multi-tasking operating

systems like UNIX. Multiple processes, usually corresponding to different applications and

often different users, time-share the CPU. Since processes often have to block for I/O, time

sharing results in improved CPU utilization (computation throughput) at the cost of increased

latency for compute-bound tasks.

Complementary to the algorithmic concurrency is the concurrency available in the hardware.

There are three main ways of increasing the concurrency in a software programmable computer:

• Increase the number of processors

This is the approach taken by MIMD computers such as Sequent and Sun SPARC-10s. The

overhead comes in the form of more complex hardware for sharing data between processors as

well as more complicated operating system. This approach can exploit process and thread level

parallelism, although the latter will require a more sophisticated OS.

• Increase the number of functional units

This is the approach taken by Superscalar microprocessors and VLIW processors. Of course

this comes at an overhead in the form of a more complex instruction issue unit. This approach

is meant to exploit instruction level parallelism.

• Increase the levels of pipelining

This is the approach taken by Superpipelined microprocessors. This too comes at an overhead

in the form of an increased pipeline bubble. Thus approachis also meant at exploiting instruc

tion level parallelism.

The success of a compiler in utilizing the intrinsic concurrency of an algorithm to exploit the

available hardware concurrency is a major determinant in achieving energy efficiencythrough

architecture-driven voltage reduction.
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8.3.3 A Power Consumption Model for MIMD

To evaluate the effect of hardware parallelism on power, a model to estimate the power

consumption needs to be developed. For this we need to define the following quantities:

Let S(N) = computation speed when the MIMD system has N processors. The speed metric S()

could represent either throughput or latency. Also, let V(N) = Lowest supply voltage at which we

can run the N processors while maintaining the same throughput as with the uniprocessor system.

Assume that the uniprocessor is running at a reference voltage of 3V (i.e V(l) = 3V). Given the

speedup factor (based on the number of processors and algorithmic constraints), the supply

voltage V(N) can be determined from the function shown in 8-10(a) which is obtained by

characterizing the semiconductor process. Forexample if N = 4, and if S(4)=4, then from 8-10(a),

V(4) is approximately 1.5V.

Ignoring static power consumption due to leakage currents, the power consumed by CMOS

circuits isgiven byCV2/. Therefore the power consumption ofauniprocessor is:

P(l)=(c +C. , ,+ C V(l)2/ (EQ140)' ^ processor interconnect memory) v ' J

Where Cprocesson Cjnterconneci and Cmemory are determined for aspecified setof hardware modules

(e.g. DSP32C or 386SL) and technology (PCB interconnect => 3-4 pF/inch routing capacitance).

For example, for a DSP32C processor, the average capacitance switched is given by 1.2W /

((5.25)2 25Mhz) = 1.75nF (the power of 1.2W, obtained from data sheets, does not include the I/O

power). For interconnect, considering both the bus and pin components, and assuming an average

switching activity, the capacitance was determined to be 0.15nF.

Now consider extending the model presented in Equation 140 to multiple processors. Ideally,

speedup grows linearly with the number of processor; however, due to interprocess

communication overhead, the speedup is typically not linear. Similarly, parallelism will introduce

capacitance overhead. The overhead is often attributed to an increase in interconnect capacitance
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(longer wires on the PC board/MCM), loading capacitance (more processor on the shared bus),

control capacitance, interprocess communications overhead (e.g. more memory I/O transactions),

etc. Taking these factors into account, the power consumption as a function of the number of

processors is given by:

/>(A0 = rNC +nc. (n+%c ]+c (n+%c V^1^(EQ141)r K } V processor interconnect^ over) memoryy over)} S(N)

Where %Cover is the interprocessor communications overhead. Note thatthe physical interconnect

capacitance, the second term, increases linearly with the number of processors. This is a

reasonable assumption since forPCB interconnect technology, the processors can be placed right

next to each other (in a linear fashion) and routing can be performed on multiple layers (unlike

ASICs where the routing is confined typically to 2 metal layers).

Note that a minimum bound on the supply voltage,V, can be set by one of the following:

• Noise immunity requirements.

• S(N) stops increasing with N. Using the curvein 8-10(a), a maximum bound on N canbe trans

lated into a minimum bound on V.

• There may be a maximum bound on N due to operating system and other software consider

ations. This too can be translated into a correspondingminimum bound on V.

Intuitively, a model of speedup in MIMD will have the following characteristics:

• For small values of N the speedup will be close to linear.

• At higher values of N, the speedup will start saturating and reach a peak.

• Finally, for even largervalues of N, the speedup may actually start falling off. This may happen

because, for example, the arbitration overhead for access to a shared bus may just grind the sys

tem to a halt.

Such a "hump" like speedup curve is characteristicof shared bus centralized memory systems. For

our purposes, there is no rational reason to parallelize beyond the point of saturation. In other
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words, we are only interested in the initial part of the curve. One such model of speedup, using

analytical results from [Stone87], is given by the following:

SW = —TT-1 <EQ142>

where r is a constant. As N gets large, the speedup will saturate to r. The value of r depends on,

among other things, the ratio of computation to communication, the granularity and number of

interacting tasks, and the communication network.

8.3.4 Example: CORDIC on a MIMD using Thread Level
Parallelism

First, we will consider signal processing applications running on programmable processors. For

such applications, it is typically throughput (and sometimes latency) which is the design constraint

rather than trying to compute as fast as possible. For example, a speech codec has to compress and

decompress speech at a sample rate of 8Khz; however, once this throughput requirement is met,

there is NO advantage in making the computation faster. As described earlier, by making the

computation faster (using more parallelism for example), the supply voltage can be dropped and

hence the power can be reduced while still meeting the functional throughput. Typical applications

include filters, speech processing, robotics and image processing.

Most examples in this class exhibit a substantial amount of concurrency. For example, all DSP

applications areexecuted in an infinite time loop, giving rise to temporal concurrency. In addition,

several exhibit spatial concurrency. For low-power operation (as we will see), it is very important

to detect and exploit concurrency since we can run at reduced supply voltages. For example,

temporal concurrency can often be exploited by pipelining, resulting in dramatic speedup and

hence lower power for a fixed throughput. For application that have a lot of recursion (feedback

loops), it often necessary to apply a series of transformations (like loop unrolling) to achieve
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speedup. Compilers have been developed to effectively exploit concurrency in DSP applications

[Hoang92].

To study the power trade-offs of DSP multi-processor implementations, a cordic algorithm

(obtained from [Hoang92]) is studied that convertscartesian to polarcoordinates iteratively in 20

steps. It takes as input an (X,Y) coordinate, as well as an array of correction angles. The loop

iteratively calculates the corresponding amplitude and phase. Since each iteration is dependent on

the results of the previous iteration, the computation is sequential in nature.
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Figure 8-11 : Speedup and Vdd vs. N

A scheduling algorithm which only exploits spatial concurrency would perform poorly on this

example. However, optimizing using transformations like pipelining the loop and assigning

successive loop iterations to successive processors, significant speedup can be achieved. The

analysis is based on the DSP32C processor power numbers. 8-11 shows the ideal speedup (linear

with processors) and the actual speedup obtained. 8-11 also shows the lowest supply voltage

(V(N)) at which the various multiprocessor implementations can run while meeting the same

functional throughput as the uniprocessor version. Figure 8-12 shows the communications

overhead as a function of the number of processors.
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Figure 8-12 : % communications overhead vs. N.

Figure 8-13 shows the power consumption as a function of N. We see that a factor of 3.3 reduction

in power can be accomplished by reducing the supply voltage from 3V to 1.5V. The power starts to

increase with more than 6 processors since the overhead circuitry (interconnect capacitance) starts

to dominate, resulting an optimum number of processors for power.

8.3.5 Low Power Computers - Multiple Slow CPUs More
Energy Efficient than a Single Fast CPU?

The discussion in this section shows that if energy efficiency is the consideration, it is better to use

concurrent (parallel or pipelined) slower hardware operating at a lower voltage than to use non-

concurrent faster hardware at a higher voltage. To put it differently, multiple slower CPUs are

more energy efficient than a single fast CPU for applications with enough algorithmic

concurrency. This suggests that from a power perspective it may be better for future

microprocessor chips to consist of multiple slow and simple CPUs operating at a slow clock

frequency and a low voltage - a conclusion which is just the opposite of the current trend towards
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complex CPUs operating at extremely high frequencies (many 100sof MHz).
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Two architectural approaches for energy efficient programmable computation were described:

predictiveshutdown, and concurrency driven supply voltage reduction. A significantreductionin

power consumption can be obtained by employing these architectural techniques. For example,

parallel processors operating at a reduced voltage can substantially improve the energy efficiency

of a fixed throughput computation (by a factor of4 in the example we described). For applications

where continuous computation is not being performed (like X-server, etc.), an aggressive shut

down strategy based on a predictive technique has been presented which can reduce the power

consumption by a large factor compared to the straightforward conventional schemes where the

power down decision in based solely on a predetermined idle time threshold.



CHAPTER 9

Conclusions and Future

Directions

Portable operation is becoming increasingly important for many of the most exciting new

electronic products. The strict limitation on power dissipation which this imposes, must be met by

the designer while still meeting ever higher computational requirements. To meet this need, a

comprehensive strategy is required at all levels of the system design, ranging from algorithms,

through architectures and logic styles to the underlying technology. An integrated methodology

and the associated CAD tools for low power CMOS design has been presented here which

incorporates optimization all levels of system design.

For a properly designed CMOS gate, power is consumed primarily in charging and discharging

parasitic capacitors and isgiven byOCCL Vdd2/where OC is node transition activity, CL is physical

load capacitance,Vdd is supply voltage and/is operating frequency.

The choice of supply voltage clearly has the greatest impact on the power-delay product, which is

the amount of energy required to perform a given function. It is only necessary to reduce the

supply voltage to quadratically improve the power-delay product. Conventional low-power

332
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approaches have exploited the velocity saturated nature of sub-micron devices to apply a limited

amount of voltage scaling from 5V down to 3.3V - the "critical" voltage at which there is little

degradation in circuit speed relative to 5V. Unfortunately, further reduction in supply voltage is

associated with a reduction in the circuit speed, with the gate delays increasing drastically as the

voltage approaches the threshold voltages of the devices. However, if the goal is to reduce the

power consumption for realizing a fixed functionality (or fixed throughput), then an architectural

voltage scaling strategy, that involves compensating the increased gate delays at reduced voltages

with increased level parallelism, should be used to scale the power supply voltage down to 1-1.5V

(for a standard CMOS technology) while maintaining system throughput. Not only can such an

approach that trades silicon area for lower power consumption be applied for signal processing

applications and other dedicated applications that have a fixed computational rate, but also for

those general purpose applications where the goal is to increase the MBPS/Watt for a fixed MIPS

level. Therefore, future power conscious microprocessor chips should use multiple slow and

simple CPUs operating at a slow clock frequency and a low voltage - a conclusion which is just the

opposite of the current trend towards complex CPUs operating at extremely high frequencies.

To scale power supply voltages beyond the 1-1.5V scaling presented in this work, it is necessary to

increase the leakage component of power by scaling the device threshold voltages to levels that are

much lower than the values currently used which typically range from 0.7V to IV. Device

threshold voltages should be scaled to less than 300mV, so as to make the subthreshold leakage

power and switching power equal. The use of low Vt devices will increase the overall power

consumption for circuitry that is powered down using gated clocks since sub-threshold current will

continue to flow even though no switching power is consumed. Special circuitry will be required

to dynamically adjust the leakage power for such applications - that is, increase the leakage when

active and decrease it when idle. One approach is to dynamically adjust the substrate bias to

modulate the threshold voltages. Another approach is to use a process with a high Vt and a low Vt

and use the high Vt devices to turn off devices when idle to eliminate leakage power.
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High efficiency DC/DC conversion is an integral partof low-power system design. The freedom to

scale the power supply voltages to arbitrary levels depends strongly on the ability to provide high

efficiency power supply conversion at arbitrary levels under varying loads. Also, adaptive power

supply circuits which minimize power by dynamically changing the voltage levels for applications

that require processing of bursty input data. Also criticalto the design of multi-voltage systems, in

which different modules areoptimized to operateat their own "optimal" supply voltage, is the use

of level conversion circuits.

Besides architecture driven voltage scaling, another approach to low power design is to reduce the

switching activity to the minimal level required to implement a given function. To reduce the

average number of transitions per operationto the minimal possible level, it is necessary to exploit

the temporal and spatial correlations present in the data being processed while optimizing at all

levels of the system design ranging from the algorithms and architectures used to the logic, circuit

and physical design. When minimizing transition activity, it is not enough to just reduce the

number of transitions due to the static behavior of the circuit that is determined strictly from the

boolean logic but also those transitions that occur due to the dynamic nature of the circuit.

The choice of algorithms has the greatest impact on minimizing total switched capacitance. Just by

redefining the approach to solve a problem, the computational complexity (# of operations to

perform a given function) can be significantly altered. For example, conventional approaches to

video compression have used standards such as MPEG or JPEG that are based on the Discrete

Cosine Transform and utilize complex encoding and decoding strategies. These standards are

clearly not designed for low-power hardware implementation due to the computational

complexity. For example, if only video decompression has to be performed on a portable device,

then by choosing the VQ decompression algorithm (i.e redefining the way to perform video

decompression), the complexity is significantly reduced resulting in more than an order of

magnitude reduction in switched energy.
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At the algorithmic level, it alsovery importantto optimize the datarepresentation (binaryvs. gray-

coding, two's complement vs. sign-magnitude, etc.). Datacoding has been used in communication

systems to control the statistics of the transmitted data symbols with the goal of removing

undesired correlation among information bits (scrambling, e.g. for encryption) or introducing

controlled correlation (redundancy, e.g. for spectrum shaping of transmitted signal, timing

recovery, error correction in unreliable channels). Coding for reduced switching activity falls

under the second category - to introduce controlled correlation such that the total number of bit

transitions is reduced. Interestingly, the use of coding to reduce the switching activity is just the

opposite of the use of some types of coding in communication channels to ensure that the

transmitted signal has enough transition activity so that timing recovery and other functions can be

reliably performed.

Next to algorithmic optimization, architecture optimization has the greatest impact on the

switching activity. A key conclusion on the architectures that minimize transition activity is that

time-multiplexing of hardware can destroy naturally occurring temporal correlations that exist in

data. Therefore resource sharing should be avoided as much as possible. When the amount of

computational resources is limited, then a optimized assignment and scheduling must be used

which keep uncorrelated dataon different hardware units. The sequencing of operations should be

optimized to reduce the switching activity by altering the dynamic range. Race free topologies

should be used to minimize spurious transitions that occur due to timing skew. Self-timed circuits

areuseful only when the overhead is minimal, such as is the case for memory circuits.

At the logic and circuit level, gatedclocks should be carefully used to eliminate wasteful logic and

bus transitions. At the physical design level, the place and route should be optimized such that

signal that have high switching activity can be assigned short wires while signals that have low

switching activity can be allowed to have long wires. This is different from currentapproaches

which typically use placement schemes to minimize area.
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Clearly, design tools which encapsulate the above methodologies are needed. The techniques

presented to reduce power consumption areby no means orthogonal, making manual optimization

very difficult For example, as discussed in Chapter5, an optimization that reduces the number of

operations and therefore switched capacitance can increase the critical path dictating a higher

voltage. Therefore, high-level design tools are required to automatically find computational

structures that result in the lowest power consumption. Such design tools will require fast

estimation of power consumption for a given topology from a high-level of abstraction, which

allows the exploration of several structures without having to map high-level descriptions to low-

level implementations. The only viable approach to estimate interconnect and control without

mapping a high-level design to layout, is to develop statistical models based on a representative

benchmark set. The efficient application of high-level optimization techniques requires an

"intelligent" orderingofoptimizing transformations (an efficient searchstrategy) and it was shown

that a combination of heuristic and probabilistic strategy produces efficient solutions. The

synthesis system developed here was used to optimize power for several design examples and the

experimental results indicate that more than an orderof magnitude reduction in power is possible

over current-day design methodologies while maintaining the system throughput.

The various low-power techniquesdevelopedhave been demonstrated in the design of chipset for

a portable multimedia terminals that allows users to have untethered access to multimedia

information servers. Six chips were designed to providethe interfacebetween a high speed digital

radio modem and a commercial speech codec, pen input circuitry, and LCD panels for text/

graphics and full-motion video display. The chips provide protocol conversion, synchronization,

error correction, packetization, buffering, video decompression, and D/A conversion at a total

power consumption of less than 5 mW - which is three orders of magnitude lower than existing

systems. This power reduction was possible due to the system level approach used that involved

system partitioning, minimizing the number of operation, choice of data representation,

architecture driven voltage scaling, activity driven hardware assignment, use of gated clock,
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optimized cell-library, and activity driven place and route.

9.1 Future Directions

9.1.1 Design Methodologies

We have demonstrated circuitry for multimedia applicationsthat works at power supply voltages

as low as 1.1V using a standard process thathas a worst case thresholdvoltage of IV. This is by no

means a lower bound on the operating power supply voltage. In fact, inverter circuits have been

demonstrated in 1974 that operate from a 200mV power supply voltage [Swansan72]. The lower

bound on power supply voltage needs to be investigated for implementation of large and high

throughput digital systems by scaling the threshold voltages of the devices. Threshold voltage

scaling will also require new circuit and power management techniques. DSP circuits that operate

continuously, can tolerate a fixed low threshold voltage, but circuitry that is frequenUy powered

down such as the multiply unit of a microprocessorcannot tolerate a fixed low threshold voltage.

Adaptive bias circuitry to turn off devices when idle need to be developed. Recently, some work

has been done in this area for small design examples, but this problem requires further study and

demonstration on larger system designs. Other techniques such as gating the power supply with

high threshold devices should also be investigated.

Future systems will use multiple internal voltages and therefore will require high efficiency on-

chip DC/DC conversion circuits. These circuits will be required to provide adaptive digitally

controlled output voltage levels, that are much lower than the lowest published 1.5V DC/DC

converter, that range from 200mV to IV while maintaining efficiencies greater than 95%. Since

the proposed design methodology enables power levels that are in the 10's of mW range for

complex signal processing, the power consumption of the converter control circuitry, should be

kept in the fxW range - orders of magnitude lower than current approaches.
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Circuit approaches that utilize low-swing logic and transmission need to be developed to reduce

power beyond voltage scaling. The lower limit on the amount of swing required to distinguish

logic levels needs to be investigated and the trade-off between increased sense amplifier power

and reduced logic power needs to be analyzed.

There are enormous opportunities for further research in minimizing the overall switched

capacitance. This includes the extensive use of dynamic power management techniques, the

analysis of logic families implemented in different technology (low Vt), optimizing data

representation and bus coding (mult-level logic, sign-magnitude for programmable processor

implementation), carry propagation free structures (e.g carry-save or RNS), optimizing control

structures, optimized memory architectures, and exploitation of signal correlations.

9.1.2 CAD Tools for Portable System Design

Portable systems are composed of a mixture of computational engines (including dedicated

custom hardware, software running on programmable hardware, and other reconfigurable

components), I/O drivers (A/D and D/A converters) and I/O devices (including LCD display,

sensors, pen input, speaker/microphone, radio), and power supplies.

There is a need for a CAD system that enables a systematic system approach for the fast and

efficient design of portable devices. A system level design environment, SIERRA, has been

recently developed but does not consider the constraints of portability [Srivastava92]. The ideas

developed in SIERRA can be extended to include power constraints. A low-power system design

environment will involve the development of high-level estimation tools that allow for an efficient

exploration of the design space for implementation onto multiple targets given various design

constraints on power, throughput, area, etc., the development of a CAD system for the synthesis of

low-power custom ASICs, efficient module generators that exploit reuse of existing modules and

efficient implementation computation on programmable hardware. Some specific tools that will

developed as an extension to the existing system will include:
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• Development of a CAD system for the estimation and optimization of power consumption for

signal processing systems at all levels of system design. This will include architectural and

algorithmictransformations,datacoding, system and chip level partitioning,assignment/sched

uling, module selection, logic design (minimization and gated clock), and physical design

(activity driven place and route, transistorsizing, etc.). The CAD system described in Chapter5

did not exploit signal correlation to reduce power.The inclusion of signal correlations into both

estimation and optimization tools is essential for maximum power reduction.

• Parameterized module generators for low-powered portable systems: e.g generation of high

efficiency, DC-DC converters for different supply voltages and power requirements, generation

of interface circuitry such as A/D and D/A converters for different display resolution and drive

capabilities.

• The development of a compiler that targets power minimization - for both general purpose pro

cessors and programmable DSP processors.

9.1.3 New Applications

Thus far, increasing the clock rate has been the primary design metric; however, the increasing

demand for portable computing has rapidly elevated the minimization of power consumption to be

an equally or more important design parameter. It is important to continue developing new design

methodologies and implementing them on new applications. For example, one of the short term

goals is to extend the InfoPad terminal capabilities to include up-link color video from the terminal

to the base station which will enable video conferencing. In addition, the two separate displays of

the current terminal for video and graphics will be replaced by a single low-power display for

color video and color text/graphics. The goal is to apply several of the techniques developed in this

work as well are new techniques on a low-power chipset that supports video conferencing; this

chipset will include circuitry to digitize analog video data from a CCD imager, perform

compression and error correction, and video decompression. Also, on the downlink, a raster-

operation processor will take graphics commands and display color text/graphics on the same
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LCD as the video.

In the long term, other applications such as battery operatedbio-medical implantable devices, low-

power remote sensors, low-power programmable computation, and low-power I/O devices such as

LCD displays and CCD imagers will be considered.
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Appendix A: Proof of

NP-Completeness

Retiming for optimizing critical path can be solved optimally in polynomial time using the

Leiserson-Saxe algorithm. However, retiming for power minimization is an NP-complete problem

and therefore it is necessary to use heuristic approaches to find a "good" solution in a reasonable

amount of time.

We will now prove that retiming for power minimization is an NP-complete problem. More

precisely, it will be proven that a highly restricted version in which the only degree of freedom

available during optimization is the change in the effective interconnect capacitance is NP-

complete. Other more common and complex versions, which take into account the other effects

associated with retiming for power minimization such as modifications to the supply voltage, are

also NP-complete. The more general versions can be proven without any difficulty by restricting

them to the restricted version mentioned above [Garey79].

The proof is presented using a classical component design technique [Garey79] and has three

phases:
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♦ Retiming for powerminimization is formulated asdecision problem, i.e. as the problem where

the answer has only two options (i) yes and (ii) no.

♦ The statementaboutthe fact that the new problem is in NP is established by observingthe sim

ple fact that a proposed solution can be checked in polynomial time.

♦ A polynomial transformation of an anotherNP-complete problem (MAX 3-CUT) is presented

based on component design technique.

PROBLEM: RETIMING FOR POWER MINIMIZATION:

INSTANCE: Signal flow graph SFG = (SV, SG), available time T, cost of power consumption for

each execution unit, registers, memory, and interconnect, positive number P.

QUESTION: Is there a retiming for power minimization of the SFG such that its implementation

is at most power consumption P?

It is easy to see that this problem is in the class of NP problems since a feasible schedule which

provides implementation on a retimed graph with the cost P, if exists, can be exhibited and

checked for feasibility and cost quite easily.

We shall now polynomially transform the MAX 3-CUT problem to the retiming for power

optimization problem and finish the NP-completeness proof [Garey79] [Karp72].

PROBLEM: MAX 3-CUT [Garey79]:

INSTANCE: Graph G = (V,E) , all edges have equal unit weight, positive mrniber £.

QUESTION: Is there a partition of V intodisjoint setsVh V2, V3 suchthat the sum of weights of

the edges from E that have its endpoints in different sets is at least £?

Suppose we are given an arbitrary graph G. We will first polynomially transform G to a

corresponding SFG so that finding a solution in polynomial time to the retiming for power
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minimization problem implies a polynomial time solution to the MAX 3-CUTproblem.

For each node V in G, SFG contains a disjoint subgraph, which contains as many cycles as the

node V has incident edges. An illustration is shown in Figure 11-1. For example, subgraph B in

SFGcontains 2 cycles, corresponding to the 2 incidentedges (1 and 2) to node B in G. Each edge i

in graph G corresponds to two distinct cycles in sub-graphs which correspond to nodes to which

edg^ i is incident to. We will denote those nodes in SFG with i' and i". Cycles with nodes i' and

i", corresponding to edge i in G, contains three nodes of different types i' or i", y, and x. Node x is

part of every cycle in the subgraph and acts as enforcer [Garey79]. Each operation takes one

control cycle, and the available time is 3 control cycles. Nodes i' and i" are sending their output

results to nodes X' and X" respectively. Nodes X' and X" are sending their result to the same

node X'". Nodes X\ X" and X'" are all of the same type.

Using appropriate structure for the rest of SFG it is easy to enforce the following situation. For

execution of nodes X', X" and X"' we have the choice of two hardware execution units 1 and 2,

and it is possible to execute each of them on either alternative. There is no possibilities for the

reduction of voltage by reducingthe time of implementation, and all interconnect paths are fixed,

with the exception of transfers to nodes X', X" and X"\ For example, the enforcer node x

enforces all delays in a subgraph to be atthe same level. Otherwise, no feasible scheduleexists.

Denote the power needed to transfer data between units 1 and 2 by P12. Also let Pt denote the

power required for all operations (including memory access, interconnect, control, and clock

distribution) when all pairs of operations X' and X" areexecuted on different functional units.

Notice that we can avoid transfer of data between nodes 1 and 2 only under the condition when

botii X' and X" areassigned to the same physicalunit, either 1or 2, since, under this condition, we

can also assign operation X"' to this unit and avoid power necessary for transfer of data between

nodes 1 and 2. However, we can assign nodes X' and X" to the same unit only if operations i and

i' can be scheduled in the different control steps due to retiming of subgraphs.
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Also all i' and i" (i = 1,...,6) are connected in the following fashion

Figure 11-1 : Retiming for power minimization.
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The problem has been constructed in such a way that in order that two operations i' and i", can

send data to the same functional unit, they have to be scheduled in different control steps; i.e. the

delays in their subgraphs have to be positioned at different levels. For instance, the delays in

subgraphs A and B have been placed at different levels. Therefore, nodes T and i" from both

subgraphs can send its output results to say node 1 in cycles 1 (subgraph B) and 3 (subgraph A).

Putting delays on different levels corresponds to putting nodes, incident to corresponding edge in

G, in different disjoint sets.

A retiming where all nodes i and i' has to be scheduled in the same control cycle has the power

consumption of Pt. This corresponds to a 0 cut for the MAX 3-CUTproblem since all nodes arein

the same set. Moving one delay will reduce the power cost of the implementation by P12 and

increase cutset value by the same amount. Therefore, if we can achieve the retiming for power

minimization solution with the cost P =Pt -K * P^, this corresponds to the solution of the MAX 3-

CUT problem with cost K. Consequently, we have demonstrated that the MAX 3-CUT

polynomially transforms to retiming for power optimization.
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